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Discussion on comments

What about having comment-less votes similar to the recent CU / OS elections? Comments can go up

here (or this section can be moved to the bottom). Thoughts? --MZMcBride (talk) 19:52, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

That would be good, if this was moved to the bottom. –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

I think we should allow comments with the votes for now. It gives useful feedback, and in case

serious problems with the proposal are discovered this poll might be closed and a new one

started after modifying the proposal. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:07, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Is there a set timeframe for this poll? I think there probably should be, so that it doesn't go on for some

ridiculous amount of time. A week, maybe? There's been so much attention already that it shouldn't take

long. Maybe a month? –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

A week seems reasonable, esp. for just a trial. --MZMcBride (talk) 20:12, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

We need to get a watchlist notice for this poll and I would say giving it one week from the time

that the watchlist notice goes up seems reasonable. Davewild (talk) 20:16, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

A bit longer would be fair, at least it shouldn't be closed as successful too early. Implementing

something that people haven't got a chance to comment on will create a backlash. We could ask

the developers to start looking into the technical implementation aspects before we reach a final

decision though. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:17, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

(edit conflict) Watchlist notices should be discussed at MediaWiki talk:Watchlist-details,

though in my opinion a notice is overkill for just a trial and should not be done. --MZMcBride

(talk) 20:18, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

(@ Apoc) I would agree were this a discussion on full implementation, but this is just a

two month trial. Do we really need to take a month to poll for a two month trial...? :)

–Drilnoth (T • C) 20:20, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

The last poll was also for a trial and had 720 votes in total. --Apoc2400 (talk)

20:25, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Yes, and that poll had a fairly large majority of supporters. This poll is just on

one implementation of the result of that poll. –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:45, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

That poll certainly did not receive concensus. Looking at the analysis of the

results one sees that admins were in favour and very well represented in

the poll. Other editors were just about evenly split. IP editors were not

really represented. A one week poll will inevitably skew the representation

even further making for an unrepresentative poll. The idea that because

something is temporary it needs less discussion is ridiculous: to paraphrase

another poster "I didn't think I needed to ask you honey, it was just a two

month affair!" Thehalfone (talk) 08:15, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

No poll or policy discussion is ever "representative" like that. Claiming

that IPs weren't represented is a rather weak argument against a

consensus. Mr.Z-man 18:36, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

You are right, of course, that IPs and newly signed up editors tend

not to take part in policy discussions. It seems more important,

however, when it is a proposal that will affect their edits but not

those of long term account holding editors. Note that there was no

[[1] ] found in the previous discussions or polls. Thehalfone (talk)

09:50, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

The proposer of the trial says "Flagged protection uses similar techniques, but it's very different in spirit

from 'classic' flagged revisions." This being the case when was this proposal discussed? Are having a

vote on this without discussing it first? If so, then why? I think those who support this proposal should be

careful or the will appear to be rushing this through without proper scrutiny: going straight to a vote,

making yet another page rather than using the multiple pages already there for discussing

implementations of flagged revisions, pushing for the vote to be without comments even, trying to close

the poll early. Thehalfone (talk) 08:15, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

This has been discussed extensively (or at least the controversial part has). Polls on that page have

had a tendency to be lost in the flood of nonsense from zealots on both sides, as well as people

asking questions and arguing over technicalities (there have been about 3 polls there on matters of

technical implementation, and they were mostly ignored). A poll on an actual trial will be huge and

merits its own page. This is not "going straight to a vote" by any measure, as the proposal has been

around for quite some time, and all it has produced thus far is a large amount of arguing over

whether flaggedrevs is acceptable in any form. Thus a poll on a separate page is warranted. The

combination has also been around for some time, being a descendent of flagged protection. -

-Thinboy00 @045, i.e. 00:04, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

Thanks for the pointer. One problem is that there are so many pages discussing various

implementations of flagged revisions that many people will not come across this even if they are

actively looking for it. Note that there is no link to here from Wikipedia:Flagged protection. I will

add one now. Thehalfone (talk) 09:50, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment on this vs. new page patrolling I've seen some comments here and elsewhere that tries to

compare this to new page patrolling. Please correct me if I'm wrong here but the way I've understood this

is that all it would take is a minor modification of Huggle. If a reviewer is checking an edit the way she/he

would do anyway with the current system that person can either approve it or not which technically isn't

much different from rolling it back or not. This is nothing like new page patrolling and those who currently

patrol BLPs with Huggle shouldn't be doing so anyway unless they can tell the difference between a BLP

violation and a valid edit. Once we have the proper tools in place to review edits this won't be any

different from what we're doing now. I'm not seeing the extra workload. I don't think this system is good

enough to deal with the problem but at least it's a step in the right direction. EconomicsGuy (talk) 08:46,

18 March 2009 (UTC)

So, when should we close the poll ? It started on March 17, if we say two weeks, we could close this at

00:00, 1 April 2009 (!..). Cenarium (talk) 18:29, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Isn't it a bit late for this decision? It almost sounds like the plan is being made up as you go along.

203.24.135.66 (talk) 21:52, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Well, there was some planning above, but it didn't really get much input. Personally, I think that

April 1 is a good time... that's still another week or so, and the number of new !votes already

seems to be dying off a little bit. The question then is to determine what the consensus from the

poll is... at this time, I'd say "trial" since there's 1/5th the number of opposers as supporters. I

know, I know, it's a head count, but I think that it would be impossible to determine consensus

based on the quality of a person's argument unless the person determining consensus is

completely neutral on the issue... which I think is more or less impossible. –Drilnoth (T • C)

21:58, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Support has been hovering around 85% since the day this opened. What further information

do you expect to gain in another week? Better to spend that time sorting out the fine details.

203.213.2.194 (talk) 03:24, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

Basically, if we closed this poll now, after just one week, there would inevitably be

people saying that they didn't get a chance, because they didn't know about it. If we

give it two weeks, that complaint loses a lot of its weight. –Drilnoth (T • C) 13:23, 24

March 2009 (UTC)

Still keeping steady at 86.16% supporters. –Drilnoth (T • C) 16:30, 24 March 2009

(UTC)

I agree with another week (ending april 1), I just stumbled across the poll via a link

through this weeks 'signpost' that I read off another users talk page.....so, there

might be an interest/voting bounce. --Rocksanddirt (talk) 19:58, 25 March 2009

(UTC)

It's down to 85.8% now, so if this drastic trend continues we'll be below 70% in

only 9 more weeks. 203.213.2.194 (talk) 02:37, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

OH NO!</exaggeration> :) –Drilnoth (T • C) 12:32, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

Incidentally, why did the poll only make the watchlist 48 hours before the poll is due to end?

Something similar happened with the last poll where there was 3 up at the same time and several

people, myself included, went to the wrong one(s). Orderinchaos 15:55, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

Because someone added it like that without discussion. Cenarium (talk) 17:11, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

I'm curious: What about this proposal is "beuracratic" in the eyes of the opposers? It just allows IPs

to edit more pages and provides another means to monitor articles which is no more complicated

then what is currently used for new page patrolling (probably less, actually), and it will help cut down

vandalism. –Drilnoth (T • C) 16:13, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

The same pattern is evident in this poll as in many RFA's. Positive SUPPORT edits are left alone. Editors

who OPPOSE the measure are asked over and over again to justify and defend their opinions. IMO this

is a nasty, bullying, biased approach to opinion gathering and should not be allowed to happen.

Wanderer57 (talk) 16:46, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

I think it's a matter of who pays attention. Supporters are more likely to watch the poll page than the

opposers, I'd think. It's kinda the reverse on AFDs -- the deleters will badger the keepers like that.

And this is WP:NOTVOTE, there's nothing inherently wrong or bad faith about it. ♫ Melodia

Chaconne ♫ (talk) 17:07, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

From my understanding most of the opposers didn't seem to be opposing this proposal but

something else, be it flagged revisions or a version of this proposal which didn't do what they

thought. This will (in my understanding) take the locks off every page, but stop some edits from

being viewable to the public (and journalists who delight in Wikipedia's errors). The phrase

"anyone can edit" isn't accurate at this moment, if you want to test that log out and hit random

article ten times and see how many you can edit. The opposers are getting questions because

the first batch kept talking about flagged revs, and editors were seeking to make sure they were

opposing this proposal and not something else. And there is no need to question a support as it

is obvious what a support vote means. Darrenhusted (talk) 13:44, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

Some of the "opposes" here are very well thought out, but I've started to feel that a number of opposers

don't fully understand the proposal (e.g., how will this limit the ability of IPs to edit?). It probably won't

matter much (the poll still has 82% support), but is something which I thought was pretty interesting. I just

hope that if/when this is enabled for the trial, everyone at least gives it a good try to see how it goes and

don't just leave the wiki because "flagged revs was turned on." –Drilnoth (T • C) 21:16, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

regarding I've started to feel that a number of opposers don't fully understand the proposal - Perhaps

a large number do not fully understand the proposal and that's why they support it? Or that a large

number know they don't understand it but are willing to try it out as an experiment. --Marc

Kupper|talk 02:25, 1 April 2009 (UTC)

Just a note, I have taken the liberty to transclude the voting section onto a seperate page, in case some

people have missed the fact that the poll is already over. Additional comments about this proposal should

be made in the comment section instead. 山本一郎 (会話) 08:01, 1 April 2009 (UTC)

The following discussion is archived. Please do not modify it. Subsequent comments should be

made in a new section.

Support

1. Support {{Nihiltres|talk|log}} 17:26, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

2. Strong support. --MZMcBride (talk) 17:28, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

3. Support, as proposer. Cenarium (talk) 17:47, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

4. –Juliancolton Tropical Cyclone 17:49, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

5. Strong support. Opens Wikipedia up by augmenting (and ultimately I suspect, replacing) our

existing protection tools, and gives a non-intrusive means to monitor our BLP violations

specifically. How could I oppose such an expansive improvement to our open editing model?

Fritzpoll (talk) 17:50, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

6. Support flagged protection and patrolled revisions, as long as most any established editor

(something like 500+ constructive edits over a few weeks) can apply for gaining "reviewer"

rights, unless there's some obvious reason why they shouldn't (e.g. a recent block), and as

long as the patrolled revisions are basically unseen to the reader. I don't like the idea of having

only "reviewed" or "sighted" version visible by default to users not logged in, but having flags

that users can make use of to track an article's accuracy would be a great idea. –Drilnoth (T •

C) 17:51, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

As I understand it, the patrolled revisions are entirely passive - it won't affect the front

page view, but will give a stream of revisions for us to check in the background, separate

from the RC feed. Fritzpoll (talk) 18:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Awesome. Then this is a  Full support. –Drilnoth (T • C) 18:35, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

That's not what the proposal currently says, Fritz. -- Kendrick7talk 19:19, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

Yes it is. The patrolled revisions are passive, the flagged protection is active.

You've not quite read this, have you?  :) Fritzpoll (talk) 20:06, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

They indeed seem to be passive. Aaron Schulz 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

7. Support a trial. I have reservations about flagged protection but let's see how it goes for a

couple of months. Tempshill (talk) 17:53, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

What could be a problem with flagged protection? It doesn't look to me like it will restrict

anything, really, just add more options to allow other users the chance to edit pages (with

approval, for full protection or non-autoconfirmed users). –Drilnoth (T • C) 17:55, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

Don't worry about Tempshill's doubts unless he opposes the trial. Wanting proof that

something works in practice is a natural reaction. {{Nihiltres|talk|log}} 18:27, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

8. Strong support - This clearly, for anyone that bothered to actually read it, allows more people

to edit than the current system allows while also stepping up protection for articles which is

beyond necessary for our BLPs at this point. !ennavecia 17:56, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

9. Support. I voted against the previous trial proposal, but this is good. Not perfect, but good. -

-Apoc2400 (talk) 18:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

10. Flagged protection offers better editing rights while still being able to protect our BLPs. Sceptre
(talk) 18:11, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Incidentally, I support the notion of enabling the surveyor right on this, which can

edit/validate full-flagged pages immedately, and can (if it's not set up to do so

automatically) promote people to reviewer. Sceptre (talk) 18:15, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

11. Support anything that moves us closer to a flagged system. -- Bastique demandez 18:28, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

12. Support for the sixth time. How did Bullwinkle put it? Right. "This time, for sure! Presto!"

[reaches into a hat to pull out a rabbit, and ...] - Dan Dank55 (push to talk) 18:40, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

13. Support. This is a step forward.--Pharos (talk) 18:41, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

14. Support. I don't want full on flagged revisions for all of wikipedia, but have it like semi and full

protection. Deavenger (talk) 18:58, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

15. Support excellent idea, will vastly improve the effectiveness of RC patrol and open up

semiprotected pages without restricting the ability to edit pages. Hut 8.5 19:01, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

16. Support A trial especially, but in general better attempts at regulating potentially bad edits.

And I'd hope unlike a couple of the below posters that most people actually take the time to

see just what it being 'voted' on here. ♫ Melodia Chaconne ♫ (talk) 19:06, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

17. Support. This is a step forward. - WAS 4.250 (talk) 19:07, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

18. Support No harm in a trial. --Nehrams2020 (talk) 19:11, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

19. People's lives are more important than some stupid lousy catchphrase. Anyone can edit,

hahaha. Majorly talk 19:12, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

This attitude doesn't really help building consensus here. --Apoc2400 (talk) 19:18, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

What kind of attitude? Majorly gave his opinion that people's real lives are more

important than retaining the phrase "anyone can edit". A perfectly reasonable opinion,

at that. –Juliancolton Tropical Cyclone 21:04, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

20. Support this important first step. Cool Hand Luke 19:28, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

21. Support. The Wikipedia, the encyclopaedia that anyone can edit slogan is already not valid, as

we routinely block and ban people who cannot behave. I am for full implementation of flagged

revisions, and I suggest that all who oppose are going to do all the vandalism fighting. It is

time to do something sensible. -- Kim van der Linde at venus 19:34, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

22. Support. A small step, but an important one, in the right direction. --Malleus Fatuorum 19:40,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

23. Support Although it doesn't go far enough for my tastes. And I sincerely hope "the free

encyclopedia that anyone can edit" brigade go bankrupt when they are dragged through the

courts one day GTD 19:48, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

This would actually open the project up to new lawsuits, since content would be approved

by admins, who are essentially unpaid staff of the foundation. Once we're no longer a

freely editable host of user content, we lose the legal protections that come with merely

hosting online information. -- Kendrick7talk 19:55, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Which is exactly what I want to see. If real world people are being harmed, they

should be allowed to seek recompense from those doing the harming GTD 20:08, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

You got the unpaid part right, but the rest is off the mark as the Foundation is not

involved in selecting the admin, the reviewers, the content, any more now than before.

Rather we have a better chance that problems will be discovered. FloNight♥♥♥
20:10, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

24. Support a trial with this criteria. FloNight♥♥♥ 19:54, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

25. Support. Glad the details have been hammered out. Looking forward to the repercussions. --

Quiddity (talk) 20:03, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

26. Support Not nearly as good as semi-protection of all BLPs and liberal use of full protection but

a small step in the right direction. EconomicsGuy (talk) 20:09, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

27. Support Yep. Any advance in the correct direction is better than nothing. SBHarris 20:13, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

28. Support I don't think this goes far enough, but we have to take the first step. Kevin (talk)

20:20, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

29. Support shoy (reactions) 20:26, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

30. Just do it already. And, opposers, get over the "free encyclopedia that anyone can edit" stuff.

That day passed a while ago. BLPs deserve more effective protective measures... this is a

good start and yes, it's on "dangerous" path to more rigorous protective measures... the only

danger in that "dangerous" path is not taking it. ++Lar: t/c 20:41, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

31. Support a trial using this policy.--Iner22 (talk) 20:43, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

32. Support we should at least try. Schutz (talk) 20:53, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

33. Support as a trial only. Not a substitute for semi-protection of all BLPs. Delicious carbuncle

(talk) 20:57, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

34. Support, and I opposed every previous flagged revisions proposal. - Rjd0060 (talk) 21:13, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

35. Support Obviously. MBisanz talk 21:15, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

36. Support BJTalk 21:15, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

37. Support We need to grown up, innocence is over :( -- lucasbfr talk 21:24, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

38. Support. Though I voted in support of flagged revisions, this proposal is much better.

Bsimmons666 (talk) 21:27, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

39. Support. This specific proposal makes Wikipedia more open, full stop. Although we may want

to use flagged revisions more aggressively in the future (and indeed, I hope that it's feasible to

do so), that will require consensus. Slippery slope arguments are unconvincing.--ragesoss

(talk) 21:29, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

40. Support - Hopefully this will let us reduce the number of BLP violations without any significant

negative effects. –Megaboz (talk) 21:55, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

41. Support While I still strongly believe that the best option for Wikipedia is to just disable

anonymous editing and require users to get a free account to edit, every time I bring that up, a

slew of editors keep bringing up WP:PERENNIAL. This proposal seems like it might actually

work to protect the integrity of articles while not overburdening editors with too much

bureaucratic duties. I support giving this a trial. Dr. Cash (talk) 22:22, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

42. Support Merely one step in the right direction. Wikipedia needs to take more steps in the

same direction to protect both the subjects of the BLPs, the contributors to the relevant

articles, and itself. I sincerely hope that it does. Time to abandon cheap and snappy slogans

like the "free encyclopedia that anyone can edit (which has not been true for a long time

anyway), and face up to the fact that hard critical thinking about the issues involved is needed

and cannot be ignored by merely trotting out such slogans.  DDStretch  (talk) 22:48, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

43. Support I was opposed to the generic "shall we try flagged revs" but this seems like an

appropriately controlled experiment with a reasonably high chance of improving the

encyclopedia. Well done. xschm (talk) 23:01, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

44. Support but kind of remaining skeptical if it will be successful due to the huge kind of similar

backlog of unpatrolled pages at Special:NewPages. MuZemike 23:29, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

45. Support: Maybe we can start putting faith back into the editing process at Wikipedia. seicer |

talk | contribs 23:33, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

46. Strong support per my comments for example in the fourth bullet point under "in the near

future" here ; as I explain there, I suggest not labelling the link or tab going to the most

recent version "draft" but calling it "newest" or "latest" or something. !Coppertwig (talk) 23:37,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

47. Support Let's try it. -- Noroton (talk) 00:02, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

48. Strong Support Flagged protection seems like a good way to make the encyclopedia more

open while still helping to protect sensitive WP:BLP articles :). All the Best, Mifter (talk) 00:33,

18 March 2009 (UTC)

49. Support a trial, let's see how it goes. Cirt (talk) 00:37, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

50. Strong support, a good first step. -- Avenue (talk) 00:50, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

51. Support. Thank you, Cenarium, for helping push this forward. Cla68 (talk) 01:15, 18 March

2009 (UTC)

52. Support — I have a feeling that flagged protection will actually help restore Wikipedia to "the

encyclopedia that anyone can edit." I mean, sure, we could always just stick with regular ol'

semi and full protection, but I have to keep asking myself the same question: isn't normal

semi- and full- protection actually less conducive to allowing everyone to edit? At least this

way anonymous editors and newbie editors have a way of editing as opposed to being

relegated to the talk pages and/or completely shut out of the process. It'd make editing full-

protected templates a piece of cake for all editors so that {{editprotected}} requests are a

similarly a piece of cake to fulfill  accurately. Those on quests for the the right version can be

more easily subdued, as well; for, as it stands, our only main recourses for persistent

sockpuppet attacks, for example, are full protection (which is a pain for all editors, including

admins) and article probation (which results in a huge "assume bad faith" situation). In my

opinion, flagged protection would give us a much saner option in this and other cases. Even

better, if it turns out this thing doesn't work out, it's only for two months. That said, let my

support not be construed as a carte blanche for mass-enabling flagged revisions across broad

domains (e.g., "all blp articles" or "everything currently semi-protected"), because I do not

believe that that route is sustainable (just take a look at new page patrol to see why :P).

Anyway, cheers =) --slakr\ talk  / 01:19, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

53. Strong Support A first step in the right direction. Biographies will improve, and real people will

be protected from nonsense and worse. A win-win. Priyanath talk 01:31, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

54. Support We need to at least try this. --TheDJ (talk • contribs) 01:45, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

55. Support - I would support any version of flagged revisions, if only to show the nay-sayers that

we can try and build an encyclopaedia the sensible way. WilyD 01:57, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

56. Per WR. — CharlotteWebb 03:45, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

57. Strong support --Stephen 03:49, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

58. Probably a good idea (per WR of course). --NE2 06:02, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

59. Support - a sensible approach to a controversial issue. Joshdboz (talk) 06:22, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

60. Strong support - it's not enough, IMO - not at all, but it's streets ahead of the mayhem that

currently exists. Let's at least give it a shot - Alison ! 06:23, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

61. Support would be an improvement and I really think it would be very helpful to encouraging

serious anonymous users back. -- Ricky81682 (talk) 06:47, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

62. Support Let's see what happens. MER-C 09:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

63. Support Randomblue (talk) 12:59, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

64. Support with caveat that a clearly defined trial (time, scope, evaluation) should be agreed, to

prevent a drift into long-term de facto policy. Rd232 talk 13:15, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

65. Support - If this trial succeeds, the reputation of Wikipedia will be enhanced. JoJan (talk)

14:54, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

66. Support Not as far reaching as I would have liked but better than nothing, GDonato (talk)

16:20, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

67. Strong Support Skinny87 (talk) 16:32, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

68. Support. While this is almost certainly needed on a broad scale (i.e. most BLP's) a trial ia a

good way to assess and debug any system. Eluchil404 (talk) 16:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

69. I'm Mailer Diablo and I approve this message, because this is a lot, lot, lot better

implementation! The best proposal so far. - 16:57, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

70. Strong Support — Jake Wartenberg 17:01, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

71. Support. PhilKnight (talk) 17:57, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

72. Support. Let's give it a chance. Valley2city" 18:43, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

73. Strong support. This is only a trial, and I think it's a step in the right direction.

Artichoker [talk] 18:56, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

74. Support. I recently contacted an admin because I was unable to edit a protected page and

had not received a response on the article's talk page. This proposal has the potential to

alleviate such problems and is worth a try. Recognizance (talk) 19:53, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

75. Support. Wikipedia is a weak "encyclopedia" at best. This process would be a good step

toward major improvement. I feel strongly enough about this proposed process that I would be

prepared to actively participate in it when it is implemented, and would also consider

increasing the amount of time I devote to Wikipedia. Taroaldo (talk) 20:41, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

76. Support. More protection is needed, particularly for BLPs, but with the existing forms of

protection is unlikely to happen. A trial is needed to determine whether flagged protection can

be successful for this. —Snigbrook 21:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

77. Support. People really need to calm down about the slippery slope argument. If this does

create a slippery slope, we will argue over every inch on the way down, and eventually we will

find a happy medium. Some people seem to think that a trial lasting for 2 months will ruin the

project, or else I suppose they don't want to see whether this will work for some reason. I

haven't seen any convincing arguments against just checking whether this will work or not...

and that's all we're doing. --Thinboy00 @049, i.e. 00:10, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

78. Support - yes. Sooner rather than later, please. Robofish (talk) 00:41, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

79. Support - Can only be beneficial and will remove vandalism to the people who are reading but

never registering. Lincher (talk) 00:43, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

80. Support - We have all seen cases where a silly or blatently POV edit has remained visible to

the outside world for hours or even a day or two because everyone who had that particular

artilce on their watch list happened to be busy doing something else. This kind of thing gives

the encyclopedia a bad rep, and this seems like a relatively painless way to address the

problem. Rusty Cashman (talk) 04:45, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

81. Support Privatemusings (talk) 07:15, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

82. "Flagged protection" isn't really enough, but eh, it's better than nothing. This also opens up

editing more than semi-protection. People saying "oh no this will destroy editing for everybody"

apparently cannot understand words. Tombomp (talk/contribs) 10:01, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

83. Support - it's about time that the project realised that we have a mandate to 'do no harm'.

Freedom of knowledge isn't the same as freedom of expression, and the sooner we grow up

as a community and understand this, the better. We can't keep throwing the time of volunteers

at a problem in the belief that it'll be alright, and we can't maintain the status quo when every

item of high-profile vandalism gets splattered across the front page of news agencies

worldwide, even if it's only there for 7 minutes. Like it or not, this is damaging our reputation as

an encyclopedia and until we grasp the nettle and deal with it, we're going to continue to have

the mainstream press ridiculing us at every opportunity. Besides, I think that we'll probably see

a decline in new editors joining the project and providing us with the manpower to revert

vandalism if we continue to receive mockery instead of praise in the future. I for one would like

to be proud to tell my colleagues I do volunteer work for Wikipedia, not that I'm a janitor on the

website anyone can libel. Gazimoff 12:24, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

This is what I can't get my head around. Nothing in this actual proposal does anything that

you seem to think it does, or want it to do. Supporting simply because it might lead

somewhere else is to my mind pointless, we already have (60%) consensus for turning it

on and doing something. If that something isn't what you want, why support it?

And as an aside, I cannot see how this particular proposal loses us any editors, but I find

the sentence "I think that we'll probably see a decline in new editors joining the project

and providing us with the manpower to revert vandalism" wholly disturbing. For meeting

the aims of building the entire knowledge of the world, Wikipedia already has far too few

editors, and you want less people? MickMacNee (talk) 14:28, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

You should read more carefully, but I'll indulge and provide you with more background

information. We currently have the potential to do great harm to people, corporations

and organisations through our popularity as the world's 4th most visited website. By

allowing anyone to edit, we've been complicit in allowing users to libel and defame

others as a side effect of our open policy. This has caused real damage, to real

people, for no other reason than because it's on their Wikipedia article. But more than

that, if we keep on allowing users to use WP as a platform for libel and defamation,

we open ourselves up to ridicule. People lose trust in the project and begin to see it as

a joke rather than a philanthropic endeavour. So what I'm saying is that if this

continues, we'll continue to see a decline in adctive editors and administrators, which

is what my second point was about.

My other point was about developing tools. Let's be honest, this is a tool with a wide

variety of applications. Part of it is protecting BLPs, part of it is protecting other

sensitive articles. Currently, our only solutions are to protect pages from editing (there

goes "anyone can edit") or revert vandalism and warn/block. By default any vandalism

is instantly displayed on the site and then has to be reverted. But even if we're very

quick at detecting and reverting vandalism, it is still displayed for a period of time and

still ends up making front page headlines. It also requires volunteers to spend time

racing to detect, choose and revert vandalism. Sometimes it means that vandalism is

missed and stays displayed on the site for months on end before it is detected and

reverted. This proposal turns the workload upside down - instead of racing to remove

vandalism we'd be spending time reviwing edits and making them visible to

unregistered readers. Instead of racing to remove something, we'd have time to make

more intelligent decisions.

Currently we have 2.5k users and 1.5k admins able to perform rollback. Our primary

vandalism management tactic is to use these people to revert vandalism and block

those that vandalise repeatedly. We can't rely on this indefinately - especially if the

admin and user base shrinks. Besides, we have people who donate their time purely

doing this kind of activity and rather than being treated as valued community members

they're often mocked as simple minded button pushers. If people see WP being

mocked as a project in the media, they're less likely to join as an editor. If the number

of articles continues to grow, yet the pool of editors and by extension vandal fighters

doesn't, then we will not be able to keep up and vandalism will be visible for longer.

We have a mechanism available to us now to fix this and restore the public trust in

the project. A public that internationally pays to keep us runing and allows us to

expand infrastructure. It's about time we repaid them. This isn't a playground any

more, we shouldn't treat it as one. Gazimoff 15:51, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

That was rather a long post, but not a lot of it was actualy about this specific

proposal. This proposal does not apply Flagged Protection to any more articles

than those that already meet the protection policy, and this proposal does not stop

anonymous edits from appearing immediately without review as they do currently.

So, as I said, it doesn't do what you think it does. Period. As for losing editors

due to bad press, badly researched news articles about Wikipedia will continue to

appear no matter what system is implemented. The idea any kind of Flagged

system will stop bad press for the project doesn't have any legs at all, that's

wishfull thinking at best, and naivety about how the MSM works at worst.

MickMacNee (talk) 16:15, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

Actually, it does. To quote the table on Semi-flagged protection for

unregistered users: Can edit; a new edit is visible to registered users, but not

to readers by default until reviewed by a 'reviewer'. It's a start. And it'll

definately help. It won't wave a magic wand over all articles and make

problems vanish, but it will definately help. Besides, it'll be nice if we're not

continually providing MSM with ammunition to shoot us with, so to speak.

Gazimoff 16:42, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

By this proposal, the anonymous edit being held to await a review in your

example is already being prevented right now, because that article is

already going to be under semi-protection. So there is no gain in the

sense that you seem to think that BLP protection is being improved by

this proposal. MickMacNee (talk) 02:39, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

"because that article is already going to be under semi-

protection" That statement is simply false. Flagged protection is

about much more than just BLP. There are many classes of

article (for example articles related to evolution a number of

which I regularly work on) that have problems with disruptive

editing by anonymous editors. Most of those articles are not

protected in anyway because our current protection mechanisms

are pretty draconian since they ban anonymous editors from

contributing. Flagged revisions are a way to improve the

reliability of all the encyclopedia. BLP is just an area that needs

the help particularly badly. Rusty Cashman (talk) 19:05, 22

March 2009 (UTC)

84. Something needs to be done, and a trial has few drawbacks. I think a practical sampling of this

proposal is what is needed to bring absolution to a debacle that has already continued for far

too long. Let's give it a try. —Preceding unsigned comment added by Anonymous Dissident (talk • contribs)

85. Qualified support. Only by actually seeing how this works out for us will we resolve some of

the questions. Two months with the flagging as a protection-style option (which is honestly

how I think it should be used) will give us some (but not all) of the data we need to work with.

Daniel Case (talk) 14:34, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

And I would add that citing "anyone can edit" as a principle for opposition is foolish as, as

others have pointed out, we've long since moved away from that. If we really insisted on

it, we wouldn't have protection at all and we would never have ended IPs' ability to create

or move articles. If that's really what you want, go here .

"Anyone can edit" does not imply that everyone can publish. Daniel Case (talk) 14:39, 19

March 2009 (UTC)

86. Support – sgeureka t•c 16:34, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

87. As an alternative to semi protection.--Pattont/c 17:09, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

88. Support a trial as long as it is more controlled as mentioned in the neutral section. The whole

point of a trial is to see if it will work or not. Most of the people that oppose this seem to have

a problem with the whole "flagged" idea. I believe that it would be in their best interest to have

a trial, so they could point to something and say "Look - we tried it and it didn't work, and

here's why..." I believe it is also important to make sure that the trial is stopped, with

everything back to normal at the elapsed time. I think a major concern among some of the

opposers (to the trial) is that a trial is just an excuse to get it turned on. This should not be a

concern and every effort to make sure that it is done fairly (if implemented) should be taken. I

know that sounds obvious, but I mean that the proposal should actually have some fairness

mechanisms built in. Jkasd 17:21, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

89. Support - I'm unconvinced that patrolled revisions will work. But as that doesn't actually affect

what people see and its just a trial, its not particularly problematic IMO. Mr.Z-man 18:40, 19

March 2009 (UTC)

90. Support Better than nothing. Iain99Balderdash and piffle 21:43, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

91. Support with conditions. The promotion to reviewer should not be automatic, but done in a

similar fashion to rollbacker rights. A cursory review by an admin is preferable to automatic

promotion because it will hopefully catch a few over-eager, good faith contributors who have

the minimum level of edits, yet don't have the experience needed to be an effective reviewer. If

this proposal is successful, discussion on the requirements for promotion should obviously take

place before the trial. The trial should only allow the proposed protection scheme on BLPs.

-Atmoz (talk) 22:34, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

92. Support, I'm not convinced this is the optimal solution but would like to see a limited trial. --

zzuuzz (talk) 22:43, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

93. Support - Won't know how this works until we give it a try. -Marcusmax(speak) 00:43, 20

March 2009 (UTC)

94. Strong Support per Jennavecia. Willking1979 (talk) 02:11, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

95. Weak Support, I don;t like flags for everything, but this seems like a good compromise. One

problem with it I see is the gaming that could come about with vandals keeping Autoconfirmed

editors from making changes to a page by vandalizing a flagged page when there is a

shortage of "reviewers" around. How about just making everyone Autoconfirmed a reviewer...

only people with deep knowledge on how the wiki works will be able to figure out how to use

the feature anyways. Also, do not support "trial==something we will do forever since it is now

policy" position. --Rayc (talk) 02:26, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

96. (This is rather a long personal meditation, but I make it here because my oppose !vote

generated a good bit of discussion and think it necessary that I explain why I am abandoning

part of it.) Well, I never thought I'd end up in this section. I was watching college basketball

and working on some comments for Wikipedia Review, which I will continue to read and enjoy,

even as most WRers haven't any love for me at the moment, a bit ago when I received an e-

mail from an individual who suffered some legitimate harms as a result of what were, it seems,

inaccuracies in our article about her; she was asked by someone here to recount to me her

story toward the end of making real what it was suggested was for me purely an academic

exercise (although we've had some issues with claims of real-life identities of late, I am

convinced of the truth of this one). Perhaps it's because I'd taken my nightly sleeping pill, but I

was, I must say, moved more than I thought I'd be (particularly because I was convinced that I

had a full appreciation of the BLP problem, which I was convinced was vastly overstated and

about which, I was convinced, I shouldn't care). I'm still not convinced that the project won't

suffer significantly from the adoption of the system at issue, I continue to fear that what is

adopted as a trial will never be overturned, no matter its consequences, and I'm certainly not

going to become a BLP absolutist, but, having been affected by what I read (I hope not out of

weakness), I can't hold rigidly to the position I articulated (or tried to articulate) below; I'm still

propose to use a balancing test, but I am led to wonder whether the weight I was assigning to

the harms that might befall real people was a bit off, and I find that I can't reasonably object to

a trial of a middleground solution. Joe 04:34, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

Thank you for taking the time to look into the issue further and rethink your position.

FloNight♥♥♥ 13:31, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

Deep respect. It's not easy changing your opinion in situations like these, where it

sometimes looks as if there is only black and white. To do so, as transparently and

vulnerable as you have done, takes guts and pride. --TheDJ (talk • contribs) 21:28, 20

March 2009 (UTC)

97. Support. It's a good trial and I don't see how replacing article protection with flagged article

protection should cause idealogical controversy. Estemi (talk) 04:58, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

98. Support. Come on already. MahangaTalk 07:09, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

99. Support a step in the right direction. Andrew Lenahan - Starblind 13:14, 20 March 2009

(UTC)

100. Support. Do it. Do it now. Xymmax So let it be written So let it be done 13:30, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

101. support- I don't really understand flagged thingies and am worried it might inhibit article

changes, but if it's not across the whole wiki, it won't be too constraining. And if it's just a trial,

why not?:) Sticky Parkin 18:38, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

102. Support - I supported flagged revisions with the thought that this is where I wanted it to go.

The planned flagged protection will make a great alternative to page protection in the long run

on many pages, particularly BLPs, and help open up the wiki where it currently is simply not

practical. In the long run (though not currently planned in this trial) I do also believe that

flagged protection would be helpful for current borderline cases where protection would be

declined due to the side affects of regular protection, but enough disruption is happening to be

frustrating and time consuming. Camaron | Chris (talk) 20:58, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

103. Weak support. I will support this, though I do fear the idea that this will pave the way for

more restrictions in the future involving flagged revisions. Malinaccier (talk) 02:50, 21

March 2009 (UTC)

104. Support - There cannot be any harm in trying something. We need some actual data, and if it

doesn't work, oposition will get it reverted. - Trevor MacInnis (Contribs) 05:48, 21 March 2009

(UTC)

105. Support - We need a trial. I disagree with patrolled revs, but if they work, then so be it.

— neuro
(talk)(review) 10:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

106. Cautious support Some features of the proposed configuration may require serious changes

in the code of the FR extension. I am not sure they can be made quickly. So a lot of time may

pass before the configuration is switched on. I think smth simpler would be better. Ruslik (talk)

16:07, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

107. Support as a first step. Risker (talk) 16:10, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

108. Support a trial. --Malcolmxl5 (talk) 16:50, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

109. I've no problem with a trial run. Some things can only be discovered in practice, not in theory

and discussion. Master&Expert (Talk) 17:12, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

110. Support. Ottre 17:29, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

111. Suber-strong support: I support any implementation of Flagged Revisions, but this is by

far the best proposed. Dendodge TalkContribs 17:48, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

112. Support A trial of selective flagged protection is definitely preferable to the previous flagged

revisions proposal, and we should have done patrolled revisions a long time ago. Steven

Walling (talk) 18:23, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

113. Support Anything that moves the project toward protecting people from the consequences of

having ill-motivated individuals editing their articles is good. Hasten the day. LessHeard vanU

(talk) 22:18, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

114. Support. Using the flagging software to protect the integrity of articles (especially BLPs) while

compromising as little as possible the principle that "anyone can edit" is a Good Idea. Such

flagged protection and patrolling is considerably more flexible than semi and full protection. The

trial proposed is an excellent way to explore this flexibility. There may be unforseen problems

such as backlogs, overdeployment and so on. However, the only way to see if these concerns

are genuine, rather than a chimera, is to go ahead with a trial. Geometry guy 22:42, 21 March

2009 (UTC)

115. Support Per all of my support for stuff like this, generally a flexible way to use FlaggedRevs

like protection.--Res2216firestar 05:37, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

116. Support FlaggedRevs would be a great way to improve Wikipedia's image in the world ending

the 'Wikipedia allows anyone to edit any page and anyone can add nonsense' s**t. --

Sk8er5000 (talk) 07:43, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

117. Support. Let's do this.--Berig (talk) 15:04, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

118. Support - As Wikipedia grows in popularity, the number of bad faith edits grows exponentially.

Something like this needs to be done eventually to prevent to community being swamped by

this. The only question is whether there are enough Wikipedians to keep up with the number

of edits that need patrolling. A 2-month trial is a good way of finding out. Chris Neville-Smith

(talk) 18:54, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

119. Support because I'm getting tired of the gazillions of discussions and polls about flagged revs.

Let's try it and then have a discussion that's based on actual data and not on hypotheticals.

The debate shouldn't be a philosophical or abstract one. We need to know if from a purely

pragmatic point of view this is a net positive and we won't know until we try it. Pascal.Tesson

(talk) 22:19, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

120. Support - Borofkin (talk) 02:33, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

121. Support Captain panda 04:05, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

122. Support Alex Bakharev (talk) 04:25, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

123. Support GlassCobra 04:49, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

124. support This may likely not deal with the most serious problems we have regarding BLPs and

related problems, but I'm willing to give this is a trial run. JoshuaZ (talk) 04:58, 24 March 2009

(UTC)

125. Half-hearted support. While the concerns of Scott MacDonald and Short Brigade Harvester

Boris are very much well-taken, I ultimately side with Lar's view that this is marginally better

than nothing. Moreover, I hypothesize that the application of flagged revisions in some form is

more likely to hasten than to block future, more useful applications (though I could be wrong).

Sarcasticidealist (talk) 05:27, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

126. Support henrik•talk 07:11, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

127. Support If we don't try it out in the first place, we'll never know how to fix it. Lectonar (talk)

08:04, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

128. Support. Looks good. — sephiroth bcr (converse) 08:13, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

129. Support — Just Do It. This is needed. Cheers, Jack Merridew 08:28, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

130. Support - This seems a neat, efficient way to implement the plan, and goodness knows we

need to do something to deal with the endless vandalism. :-) I'd like to final decision on the

requirements for reviewer status before this is implemented, however. Colds7ream (talk)

18:43, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

See Wikipedia_talk:Flagged_protection_and_patrolled_revisions#Post-poll_discussions.

Cenarium (talk) 18:54, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

131. Support, I'm willing to give this a shot. PeterSymonds (talk) 09:22, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

132. Support. Ironholds (talk) 09:39, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

133. Support. I'd prefer to see a wider implementation, but if this proposed trial finally means

people will agree on testing the extension without drawing premature conclusions, I'm all for it.

- Mgm|(talk) 10:59, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

134. Support AMALTHEA 13:26, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

135. Support, I opposed flagged revisions but this is a much better idea. -- M2Ys4U (talk) 15:21, 24

March 2009 (UTC)

136. Strong support If there will be those who oppose enabling the full flagged revs, at least

enable '(or trial) this. fahadsadah (talk,contribs) 16:24, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

I take it you either meant to say "strong support" or to put this in the section below...

–Drilnoth (T • C) 16:26, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

Thanks, fixed fahadsadah (talk,contribs) 16:33, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

137. Support I would happily trade the immediacy of edits going live for the ability to edit pages

that are currently protected. --Waldir talk 16:27, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

And, neatly enough, you won't usually need to trade the immediacy of live edits to edit the

protected pages! –Drilnoth (T • C) 16:28, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

138. Support. Dovi (talk) 17:26, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

139. Support This will let us see if such a system could work. Computerjoe's talk 18:09, 24 March

2009 (UTC)

140. Support I fully admit I'm not an editor of articles where there is likely to be the possibility of

abuse, I think it will be helpful in my scope and elsewhere. We lose little by a trial; much more

by inaction. --Der Wohltempierte Fuchs (talk) 18:32, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

141. Support A very moderate, inoffensive trial - let's get started and see what happens.—greenrd

(talk) 21:03, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

142. Strong Support --Analytikone (talk) 00:42, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

143. Support with reservations as one of the few people who originally wrote up the whole idea of

flagged protection in the first place, I also understand many of the weakness of the proposal

myself, so this is a good chance to see how it actually preforms. When I wrote the flagged

protection proposal, I did it on the basis so that people can get familiar with the system, and

we can get some good experimental data about flagged revision in general and work from

there. If this passes this will probably be the one of first proposal that uses flagged revisions

on the English Wikipedia, but I certainly hope it would not be the last as I could see more

potential for flagged revisions beyond just the flagged protection myself depending on how the

trial goes. Patrolled revision is a passive system so I see no reason to oppose it, at least in

theory, I'm not too sure about how would a developer implement it. 山本一郎 (会話) 01:43, 25

March 2009 (UTC)

144. Support - Ealdgyth - Talk 14:35, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

145. Support I think, this will reduce restriction to IPs. Wikipedia is not the free encyclopedia that

anyone can edit long time ago. Carlosguitar (Yes Executor?) 15:15, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

146. Support. Sopoforic (talk) 16:38, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

147. Strong Support Getting the English Wikipedia on board with this project is long overdue and

very welcome (to this editor). --SteveMcCluskey (talk) 17:49, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

148. Support, a useful extension of our ability to control vandalism while making it easier for people

to edit articles. Tim Vickers (talk) 18:46, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

149. Support, at least we'll have some data to make informed judgements ;) EyeSerenetalk 19:32,

25 March 2009 (UTC)

150. support - just about anything to move this beyond discussion to action. --Rocksanddirt (talk)

19:51, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

151. Support - let's see how this works out, but if people cannot validate their own revisions (like

reverting vandalism and such), we'll be doubling our workload because we need one person to

fix the problem and another to validate that the fixer has fixed it. IMHO, if it gets too much, the

trial will not be continued. Carlossuarez46 (talk) 20:21, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

152. Support. This should have been done LONG ago. Those who oppose this proposal are

harming Wikipedia. End of story. JBsupreme (talk) 00:34, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

153. Support: This looks like a pretty good tool and goodness knows we need more options for

dealing with persistent problem editors. It has worked well for the German WP, and I'm happy

to see a trial here. Sunray (talk) 08:16, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

154. Support - strong support with proceeding on this basis; there will be a possibility of review and

tweaking later. Sam Blacketer (talk) 15:58, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

155. Support A valuable tool that should have minimal problems. — Moe # 21:05, 26 March 2009

(UTC)

156. Support - I read over the details a week or so ago, and I like the idea. Steve Crossin
Talk/24 00:11, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

157. SUPPORT!!!! - This will end mindless edit wars, like the on at United Football League (2009).

Standleylake40 (talk) 01:38, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

158. Support. I was not supportive in earlier, less specific polls on flagged revisions, but this trial

definitely works for me (my main caveat is that they are no metrics as to how we evaluate the

trial, but I gather from comments from Cenarium elsewhere on the page that we will work this

out after the poll concludes). I think FR, in some form, will likely by good for the project and

this is the beginning of figuring out what form or forms it will ultimately take, and to what extent

it will help us deal with the BLP issue that is underlying all of this. There's another advantage

to this trial going through, which it clearly will, that is not being mentioned so much: it gives a

chance to get our feet wet using this addition to the Wiki software. Many of the comments here

seem to be based on a lack of information on what this is and how it will work, which is

somewhat to be expected. After two months of working with a couple of possible FR

configurations we can come back to the discussion with a much greater understanding of how

it functions in practice, what's good about it, what are sources of potential problems, etc. -

-Bigtimepeace | talk | contribs 05:43, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

159. Support, we should have done this a long time ago. Lankiveil (speak to me) 11:16, 27 March

2009 (UTC).

160. Past Opposer, Now Support - I opposed on the last trial, however amendments to the

proposal have made things more clear and precise. Lets give it a go.   «l| !romethe"n ™|l» 

(talk) 11:51, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

161. Support - we need to implement flagged revisions quickly. I support any proposal that moves

us in that direction. waggers (talk) 13:38, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

162. Weak support Not terribly enthusiastic about this, but it would certainly cut down on the

amount of vandalism visible to non-registered users. My only concern is that it is a bit

complicated, and might make WP a bit more bureaucratic. Bottlenecks as a result of not

enough reviewers around might be a problem too. However, I think the positives outweigh the

negatives here. This is only a trial, after all, if we don't like it it can easily be removed.

♪TTempoempo didi VValse alse ♪ 16:51, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

163. Support --Odie5533 (talk) 17:18, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

164. Support as a trial Nicolas1981 (talk)

165. Support as a trial. Griffinofwales (talk) 19:37, 28 March 2009 (UTC)

166. Support Taku (talk) 22:58, 28 March 2009 (UTC)

167. Support Sounds like a good idea. Let's give it a go. - kollision (talk) 23:43, 28 March 2009

(UTC)

168. Support - per Alison. AdjustShift (talk) 00:50, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

169. Support A fair decision needs a trial. --Patar knight - chat/contributions 00:55, 29 March 2009

(UTC)

170. Support : Not my preferred proposal, but cenarium seized the right moment with a good

proposal. Show, road, etc.--Tznkai (talk) 00:56, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

171. Support: I strongly opposed flagged revisions in the last poll, but with the idea of flagged

protection included (which I believe might be actually effective), I think we are going

somewhere. Patrolled revisions also seem to be a good idea. Since the last poll, I realized that

there's a serious problem with BLPs here, and I believe finding a way to solve or at least

minimize this problem is more important than simply going ahead with the slogan "anyone can

edit" (which was pretty much my reason to oppose last time). We need to do a trial and see

how it goes. Chamal talk 03:39, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

172. Support trial for BLP only: I have spent an incredible amount of time protecting a few BLPs

from organized partisans on certain issues who use wikipedia to abuse WP:RS, NPOV and

WP:Coatrack to smear BLPs of individuals, esp. those currently in the news to influence what

reporters who use wikipedia write about them. Today I came to the conclusion that a Trial of

this process is needed -- but for BLP only. Why not try it where it is MOST necessary first? If

people hate it applied to everything, it may never be applied to BLP where it is sorely needed.

Of course, editors overseeing hot topic BLPs will have to be carefully chosen and monitored

(and dumped if there are legitimate complaints) as well. CarolMooreDC (talk) 15:09, 29 March

2009 (UTC)

173. Support The first step need not be perfect. Trial sounds a great idea. Wikiphile1603 (talk)

17:29, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

174. Support, it seems to work on the wikis its been tested on, and so a test here is justified. --

Zanimum (talk) 20:18, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

175. Support, Forward motion is good. Two months seems short for such a major trial. I hope a

poll to extend the trial will be taken after, say, 6 weeks, so there is enough time for responses

to be considered without interrupting the trial.--agr (talk) 22:01, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

176. Raymond (talk) 20:28, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

177. Support, fergoshsakes! - David Gerard (talk) 21:42, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

178. Strong Support, Since people can't edit if the page is protected, it will actually help the

project as IPs can edit semi-protected articles, it will just need to be reviewed for vandalism.

Techman224Talk 21:44, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

179. Support - I'm not concerned with exactly how we implement the trial, but I'd like to strongly

support the idea of any trial, so we can get some feeling for how it'd work, how much

vandalism we'd avoid, and how bad the side-effects would be. We can always fine-tune the

implementation in a later phase :-) Shimgray | talk | 22:01, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

180. Weak Support I have huge concerns about flagged revisions because I regularly edit and

create articles about living people and imagine these proposals will ultimately lead to barriers

to participation from people like me - much as page protection currently does. I once had to

wait several months to get an edit actions on a protected page - will I have to do the same

under this system? Probably. Likewise, I've experienceed over-zealous admins on NPP

prodding new articles that blatently weren't appropriate under CSD - we'll no doubt have to live

with attitudes like that from this reviewer class as well. Nonetheless, this proposal seems to

address most of the concerns that I originally had. Some things need to be resolved - criteria

for granting reviwer rights, admin rights etc and for approving edits and challenging reviewers

who inappropriately disapprove edits - but for now I support this trial. AndrewRT(Talk) 22:42,

29 March 2009 (UTC)

181. Support BLPs need it, and well established articles do also; most edits are vandalism there.

The trial seems a good idea.- (User) Wolfkeeper (Talk) 01:02, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

182. Support Seems like a reasonable way to get things going. Can be scaled-up organically if

needed even as-is. --mav (talk) 02:04, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

183. Support this tepid first step. Hopefully it will lead to a more full-blooded permanent system of

flagged protection and patrolled revision. X MarX the Spot (talk) 02:15, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

184. Support I like the idea, will greatly help! Would be good to get involved in helping with it too.

Isabell121 (talk) 04:53, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

185. Support Sounds like an excellent idea. Dougweller (talk) 04:57, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

186. Support lets see how the trial goes. Mieciu K (talk) 05:16, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

187. Support running a trial is a good idea. Flagged protection is much better than standard

protection - people can still edit the articles - so I hope that it replaces standard protection in

the long run. Passive flagging is great so long as the people who like fighting vandalism find

the tool useful and effective. I hope that people don't get carried away with it, though, creating

large backlogs. Finally, I would have much preferred seeing a site notice about this rather than

hearing about it via the grapeline - using a site notice would probably give a much better

sampling of the community than this. Mike Peel (talk) 06:58, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

188. Support It's a good idea, and it's been discussed to death. Let's just do it. -- The Anome (talk)

10:35, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

189. Needs doing. --Deskana (talk) 13:30, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

190. Support. yandman 13:33, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

191. Support And the opposes can be disregarded by Jimbo at the conclusion of this. You're with

the Right-minded people, or you can leave via the door. BLP trumps any absurd "anyone must

be able to edit!" dogma that should have been put down with 2004. The Internet can hurt

people. I challenge every last person that says Oppose to provide full contact information for

legal liability as an editor, including full name, or leave Wikipedia today. rootology (C)(T)

13:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

"[…] with the Right-minded people, or you can leave via the door"? Please, let's not make

this so dramatic. This particular proposal doesn't affect the "anyone can edit" idea

adversely anyway, and until you follow your own challenge, it's just a meaningless

provocation. This is not an attitude we should encourage: many of the people who have

opposed and do oppose proposals like this do so because they have legitimate doubts

about the effectiveness, efficiency, or side-effects of a given system. Even if you think

they're wrong, telling people to leave is not constructive. {{Nihiltres|talk|log}} 14:01, 30

March 2009 (UTC)

On the contrary, I think it's VERY constructive. I'll do one better: we should have an

enforced policy that only accounts that self-identify or have identified to the WMF

should be allowed to edit BLPs at all. Those opposed?

http://www.anotherencyclopediaforyou.org  can be forked. rootology (C)(T) 14:06, 30

March 2009 (UTC)

"You're with the Right-minded people, or you can leave via the door". I voted

oppose on this. Why? Because I read both sides of the argument and came to

the decision that I thought was the correct one. However I now feel that I should

apologise, as I was obviously wrong. I shall now prostrate myself at your feet and

beg for forgiveness. How did someone so close-minded became an admin?

Alan16 talk 22:53, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

Is that comment representative of most supporters' views? If so then you are right: I and

many others have misunderstood what Wikipedia stands for and should find a more

appropriate alternative. However, I do not follow the logic that those happy with the current

rules must find "another encyclopedia" whilst those campaigning for change may stay. I

hope we can agree on one thing: such a fork is in no one's interest. Certes (talk) 14:13,

30 March 2009 (UTC)

No, it is not. Also, anyone must be able to edit is _not_ an absurd dogma, as shown

by the simple existence of this site. Mike Peel (talk) 18:48, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

To quote someone, the times, they are 'a changin . rootology (C)(T) 13:41, 31

March 2009 (UTC)

192. Support Darrenhusted (talk) 13:42, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

193. Support Worth a try. — Emil J. 13:49, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

194. Strong support - It's about time! - BillCJ (talk) 13:50, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

195. Support Will be an interesting experiment. --BorgQueen (talk) 13:56, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

196. Strong support. Protection is what's really anti-wiki; replacing it with flagged protection (or

mostly so) is a big step forward. —Simetrical (talk • contribs) 13:58, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

197. Strong support - It seems like a very reasonable experiment to me. DThomsen8 (talk) 14:06,

30 March 2009 (UTC)Dthomsen8

198. Support a trial for two months to allow us to evaluate how it actually works in practice. Cnilep

(talk) 14:12, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

199. Super-duper strong support. We have a serious problem, and this is a serious solution. I

hope that the trial proves the solution to be sound, but we have no way of knowing unless it

goes ahead. —bbatsell ¿? " 14:14, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

200. Support - don't know if it will do what it's supposed to, but trying it out is the only way to

see....--SarekOfVulcan (talk) 14:17, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

201. Support Let's give it a try. --Omarcheeseboro (talk) 14:19, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

202. Support it's worth a trial run to see if it can improve WP's credibility (especially with BLPs) -

Dumelow (talk) 14:22, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

203. Weak Support - The only thing that brings me to support this is the fact that it is a trial. I am

incredibly concerned with backlog, considering the state of Newpages, but I'm willing to see

where it goes. People are arguing that Wikipedia is the "encylopedia that anyone can edit",

and that's an excuse not to try this...but I don't think it's a valid argument when the current

version doesn't let anonymous users edit protected pages at all, so this is a step upwards if

you use that argument. I think that these could be good ideas ideally, but the backlogs will end

up being too much to handle. DreamHaze (talk) 14:23, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

204. Support I like the idea that this is a trial-run, so if it does not work, we can say at least it was

tried, and shown to not have worked. If it does work during the trial period however, then there

would be no reason to stop using this tool. Wildthing61476 (talk) 14:34, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

205. Support Absolutely! Bubba73 (talk), 14:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC) Except that "semi flagged

protected" needs to be applied to all articles. I am tired of having "an encyclopedia that

anyone can vandalize". Bubba73 (talk), 20:02, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

206. Support as a trial  Badgernet  !  14:53, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

207. Strong Support --Morten (talk) 14:54, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

208. Support --John (talk) 14:58, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

209. Support --Brad (talk) 15:05, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

210. Support This trial resolves all the complaints brought up in the previous poll. Flagged

protection is immediately useful and allows more people to edit protected articles. Patrolled

revisions will eliminate a lot of duplicated work, and will make building release versions easier.

Wronkiew (talk) 15:10, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

211. Support - I'm thinking of a particular article on my watchlist. It persistently has the same

gibberish added by an anon editor, always from a different ip, over a period of at least two

years. Currently the only way to stop him is semi-protection, but this stops ALL ip editors from

doing anything to the article. Flagged-revision-protection would render the vandal impotent but

still allow others to work on the article - ideal. Beve (talk) 15:26, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

212. Strong Support I'm in favour of open editing, but certainly not of all edits. Some articles are

particularly vulnerable. Haploidavey (talk) 15:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

213. Weak Support I support the trial, but am against the blanket introduction across wikipedia.

Martin451 (talk) 15:56, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

214. Weak Support I generally oppose flagging, but the proposed method is mild enough to keep

wikipedia from becoming too bureaucratic. I agree that various backlogs need to be taken care

of first before this is implemented. -Drdisque (talk) 16:05, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

215. Support Gran2 16:08, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

216. Support As a trial, it seems like a good idea. I'd like to see this in motion Greggers (t • c)

16:19, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

217. Support No good reason not to try this. Jclemens (talk) 16:24, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

218. Support - I don't buy into the "this is the same as flagged revisions" arguments. This is just a

way to ease constraints imposed by page protection. --E x p l o d i c l e  (T/C) 16:30, 30 March

2009 (UTC)

219. Support --JaGatalk 16:42, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

220. Support - Strict 2-week trial, but recommend restricting this to BLPs only. The bar for being

classified a "reviewer" must not be set too high, or this will cripple Wikipedia. -- Scjessey (talk)

16:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

221. Support in principle: but working out minor details like who is granted the privilege of flagging

a revision will need to be worked out. This support should only be taken for the trial period,

where we can work out minor fixes, or decide that the idea is fundamentally flawed.

Randomran (talk) 16:54, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

222. Strong Support - Time to find out. --Tryptofish (talk) 16:57, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

223. Support - For the trial, then we will be able to have an evidence-based discussion on it's

value to the project. Graham Colm Talk 17:08, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

224. Support. Happy for there to be a trial; won't feel comfortable saying aye or nae until I've tried

it ;-) Cheers, This flag once was redpropaganda
deeds 17:18, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

225. Support trial An interesting experiment to see if this can possibly work. OrangeDog (talk • edits)

17:41, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

226. Support - Magnus Manske (talk) 18:09, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

227. Support - Peregrine Fisher (talk) (contribs) 18:24, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

228. Support - Sasata (talk) 18:32, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

229. Support a trial. May or may not support long-term use. Let's see if this is a "net positive."

davidwr/(talk)/(contribs)/(e-mail) 18:36, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

230. Support I have strenuously opposed any incarnation of Flagged Revisions in the past, but this

is finally a trial I can get behind. This idea allows more people to edit more articles, rather than

fewer. Hoping it doesn't lead to anything worse, let's see how the trial works! Ntsimp (talk)

18:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

231. Support. Although probably some things could be done better, this trial will serve to allow most

everyone to see how flagged revisions will actually work and what impacts there may be. We

desperately need a reasonable form of protection and flagged revisions is the only basis for it

on the horizon. -R. S. Shaw (talk) 18:56, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

232. Support. I hope that this trial will improve the experience of anonymous and new users. At the

moment, protection on popular articles prevents participation by anonymous and new users,

which may put them off further participation in the project. Ideally, this tool will allow for lesser

use of full protection and partial protection, by buffering the input of anonymous and new users

on repeatedly vandalised and vulnerable articles. Things could go wrong with this tool, such as

too much complexity for new users, unconsidered new barriers for new users, or a change in

the use of the tool that could make Wikipedia more restrictive. Hopefully these things won't

happen, but the trial should give some insight into how this tool will change Wikipedia. The

flagged revisions tool is also a neat way to identify clean versions of articles and might have

interesting applications in the future. --Oldak Quill 19:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

233. Support. Soberknight (talk) 19:47, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

234. Support. The time has come for a practical test of switching from post hoc hit-or-miss review

to prior review. I hope the implementers will be collecting useful metrics for evaluating the

bureaucratic cost and the effectiveness in realizing benefits. ~ Ningauble (talk) 19:57, 30

March 2009 (UTC)

235. Strong Support for a two-month trial David in DC (talk) 20:02, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

236. Sigh...weak support. We better ACTUALLY judge backlogs and changes in edit counts to

articles. This is a pointless trial for all concerned if we roll this out with so many provisos and

idiosyncrasies that it doesn't represent what will happen when this goes live. Protonk (talk)

20:14, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

237. Strong support, cannot come soon enough, IMHO. – ukexpat (talk) 20:45, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

238. Support With the caveats I expressed on the BLP/Flagged test proposal which I supported.

Collect (talk) 21:01, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

239. Support This should absolutely be tried out, with no prejudice as to the final outcome of the

trial. There is a great opportunity here to improve Wikipedia - let's see if it works. Anaxial (talk)

21:05, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

240. Support As above, as far as I can tell, this will result in unregistered users being able to make

some edits to protected pages, which can only be a good thing, as most people aren't vandals.

dottydotdot (talk) 21:08, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

241. Support. !!–Ber ean–Hunter—" (("")) 21:21, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

242. Enough talking in hypotheticals. [[Sam Korn]] (smoddy) 21:39, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

243. Support A reasonable measure to protect BLPs. -- Avi (talk) 21:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

244. Support - I don't see how this is detrimental to "the encyclopaedia that anyone can edit". In

fact, it allows more people to edit, seeing as non-auto-confirmed can't edit protected articles

anyway, but allows it in such a manner that it prevents vandalism. Fantastic. I'm opposed to

flagged revisions, but not this. —Cyclonenim (talk · contribs · email) 21:49, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

245. Strong support - the key point is that this is a trial. I understand (but do not share) the

doubts of the opposers but until we see how the trial works out we won't know whether the

concerns are well founded. Smile a While (talk) 22:10, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

246. Support - A trial can't hurt anyone. It seems like a lot of work, but it's also a controversial

topic. A trial should prove whether it's worth it. —LedgendGamer 22:18, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

247. Support - Trial is harmless, especially if we can get some good data from it. --Lucas20 (talk)

22:27, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

248. Support - seems a good balance of protection vs. editing, and if experience shows that it fails

horribly we can stop using it. BencherliteTalk 22:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

249. Support - Looks like a good way to demonstrate that flagged revisions are not the root of all

evil. --Carnildo (talk) 22:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

250. Support - Makes recent changes patrol a bit more efficient, no harm in trying it. Garyzx (talk)

22:46, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

251. Support About time to see if it works. faithless (speak) 22:59, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

252. Support. Even my mentees in de.WP (who cannot sight yet) have no objections against the

system.:-) --Ziko (talk) 23:40, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

253. Support Let quality articles stay that way. ~ #$d%st%r16«talk
stalk» 03:19, 31 March 2009

(UTC)

254. Support (assume rollbackers will be auto-added to reviewers group for trial) Proofreader77

(talk) 04:08, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

255. Support This is a worthwhile endeavour; we can discuss the system ad nauseum, but at some

point it needs a field test. --Ckatzchat
spy 05:15, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

256. Support OSX (talk • contributions) 12:04, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

257. Support the trial. --Kbdank71 16:39, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

258. Support - if used as an alternative to semi/full pp as proposed, it sounds like an excellent idea.

&a'a(avenoT
C 20:58, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

259. Support - the only way to figure out if FR is a good idea is to try it. Franamax (talk) 23:51, 31

March 2009 (UTC)

Oppose

1. Strong oppose Flagged protection is a bureaucratic disaster in the making which

fundamentally undermines the contention that Wikipedia is an encyclopedia that anyone can

edit. There's no reason to bother going thru a "trial period" because it is a lousy idea.

Furthermore, we just did a poll on this a few months ago where this idea was rejected. So why

are we back here again? -- Kendrick7talk 17:38, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

When did we have a poll on Flagged protection? Are you sure you're not confusing

this with Flagged Revisions? Fritzpoll (talk) 17:40, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Flagged protection uses similar techniques, but it's very different in spirit from

'classic' flagged revisions. The purpose is to use a flag for pages meeting the

requirements of the protection policy, instead of protecting them. It opens up

Wikipedia, instead of closing it to editing. Patrolled revisions has no effect on the

version viewed by readers and is merely an enhanced way to monitor pages,

such as low-profile blps. Cenarium (talk) 17:53, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

What is the difference, really? Too many articles are left protected for to long

as it is. This is just getting flagged revisions in by another means. It's even

worse -- creating wishy-washy protection means real disputes will never get

resolved because there will be no pressure to do so. -- Kendrick7talk 17:57,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

It means that everyone can contribute to more articles. If the protection

policy applies, this shouldn't happen for longer than it does now, but in

the intervening time, everyone, including IPs and newly registered users

will be able to suggest edits. Nothing more extensive than that. Fritzpoll

(talk) 18:02, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

It means many pages will simply remain locked in The Wrong

Version essentially forever. Editors may already suggest consensus

edits via {{edit protected}}. Why complicate a system that is already

working well? -- Kendrick7talk 18:07, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Arguably because it isn't.  :) Fritzpoll (talk) 18:18, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

This opens the encyclopedia up more. IPs will be able to edit fullprotected pages

fahadsadah (talk,contribs) 16:36, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to apply only to the flagged protection part of this proposal,

not to patrolled revisions, which, like new page patrolling, are essentially just a way for

recent changes patrollers (and watchlisters etc.) to communicate with each other, and

which do not affect which version is displayed by default. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18

March 2009 (UTC)

2. Oppose as unneeded bureaucracy and a dangerous step down the slippery slope towards a

full-fledged version of flagged revisions. This nonsense must be stopped in its infancy. Articles

should be edited in the now, not through a backlog. Flagged anything undermines the spirit of

Wikipedia as a free-for-all encyclopedia. ThemFromSpace 18:44, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This isn't about flagged revisions... please see my comment  for details.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 19:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to me to apply only to flagged protection, not to patrolled

revisions, although this isn't clear. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Do you mean "free-for-all" as in a chaotic situation where everyone is on their own, or

where its "free" (as in free license) for everyone? If its the former, I don't see why that's

desirable (whatever happened to collaboration?), and if its the latter, I don't see how

flagged revs will affect that. Mr.Z-man 18:45, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

3. Strong oppose. It's been said already, but flagged revisions are not compatible with "the free

encyclopedia that anyone can edit". The practical effect will be that IP editors and casual

readers are not allowed to fix gross errors (such BLP violations) on a flagged page without

getting permission from the regulars, which could result in more damaging BLP violations

sticking. Experience with new page patrol flags says this will immediately get backlogged;

same deal. At the same time, the current proposal would exempt regulars from any

inconvenience related to the proposal - cabalism that will be seen as such by outside editors.

We've just been through the Obama incident, complete with a story on Fox News , so it

should be plain how easily we can be made vulnerable to assertions of such cabalism.

Moreover, the assertion that this would reduce the amount of pages with editing restrictions is

troubling doublespeak - flagged protection would surely be used mainly as a "solution" where

actual protection is considered infeasible, leading to more restricted pages, not fewer. All in all,

even a trial demonstration is likely to be harmful to the wiki. — Gavia immer (talk) 18:50, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This isn't about flagged revisions... the "patrolled revisions" feature won't have

any effect on a reader of Wikipedia. IP contributions to pages (as long as they aren't semi-

protected) will be visible immediately. The only significant change is that it will be easier to

patrol BLPs and other highly sensitive articles by having a list of edits to them in one place

so that the changes can be reviewed. Having the list won't cause the edits not to show up

until its reviewed. –Drilnoth (T • C) 19:01, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

That's not what the proposal currently says: "version viewed by readers by default is

the latest flagged revision." So, no, the edits won't show up until reviewed. --

Kendrick7talk 19:08, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

That is for flagged protection, and only applies when IPs edit semi-protected

pages or when any non-admin edits a fully protected page. This is explained

more fully in the table below; I believe that the sentence that you pointed out is

unclear (although correct me if I'm wrong). Autoconfirmed users will still have edits

visible immediately in most every circumstance, and the handful of times that they

wouldn't would be when editing protected pages. –Drilnoth (T • C) 19:20, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

(edit conflict)Righto -I can only comment on the proposal that actually exists, and

the proposal that actually exists says that IP edits to pages with flagged protection

will not be visible (to actual readers, of which there are many more than the total

number of Wikipedia editors) until someone makes them visible. And, for the

record, if a random IP removes BLP-violating material, and their edit doesn't

immediately show up on the article served to actual readers, we have in no sense

improved anything; we have made it worse. The fact that we would have a nice

report of things made worse is not a compensation. — Gavia immer (talk) 19:27,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

For flagged protection that is true, IP edits will have to be "reviewed" to be

reader-visible on protected pages... but right now, IPs can't edit protected

pages at all. It would actually give them more freedom in what they can edit.

And patrolled revisions will have no effect on the visibility of edits. ––Drilnoth

(T • C) 19:32, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

What I mean to say is that IPs can edit BLPs freely, without the need for a

"review", the same way that they do now unless that BLP is protected.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 19:33, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Right now, IPs can edit freely on any page that isn't fully protected,

semiprotected, or cascade protected (and they can't move move-

protected pages or start any new ones). If this proposal is adopted, there

would be another new class of pages IPs couldn't edit, at least without

getting permission from the regular editors. And patrolled edits do have

an effect on the visibility of edits; that's rather the point, that they wouldn't

be visible (except to Wikipedia's regular editors) without a permission flag

(from Wikipedia's regular editors). The fact that you and I could see the

edit beforehand wouldn't change the fact that everyone else would be

served the old version of the page. If the IP edit is a BLP fix, or a

vandalism fix, or the like, then choosing not to display their edit, even

temporarily, is not acceptable. Requiring them to have such fixes

approved is not acceptable either. — Gavia immer (talk) 19:46, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

I'm not quite understanding what you mean by "another class of

pages"... only pages that would currently be semi-protected or fully-

protected will have flagged protection on them, no other pages. And

patrolled revisions doesn't hide edits at all... it just creates a list so

that there's another way for Wikipedians to patrol edits to highly

sensitive pages and check new edits, reverting them if needed, not to

patrol the edits and "approve" them. This isn't flagged revisions... did

you read the whole proposal? –Drilnoth (T • C) 19:53, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

We should admit that flagged protection will probably (eventually)

be used on articles that would not currently be semi-protected.

An advantage is that edits do eventually get flagged unless they

are reverted. Edits won't just go unapproved forever. --Apoc2400

(talk) 20:02, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Pardon me for nitpicking a post that generally supports me,

but in view of practical experience with new page patrol logs

here, and flagged edits on de.wiki, it's likely that some edits

will be delayed effectively forever - there's almost certain to

be a backlog, and delays of more than a few days, on any

article edited heavily enough to warrant restrictions on

editing, effectively are forever, if other editors can edit freely

in the meantime. — Gavia immer (talk) 20:41, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

As I understand it there is no branching of the versions.

Anyone who wants to edit has to edit the latest draft

version. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:47, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

That's also my understanding; sorry if I wasn't clear

enough. If one editor needs their edits approved,

and another does not, and they are both editing the

same article, and they happen to disagree - which

has been known to happen from time to time, even

on articles where there's some sort of dispute - then

the editor without flagged editing restrictions has a

large advantage, because they can always

immediately make their preferred version available -

without any action on their part other than to edit -

and the editor who's subject to approval of flagged

edits cannot. That's bad. We shouldn't pretend that

this will never happen. — Gavia immer (talk) 21:16,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

True, but what really matters is what stays in

the end. --Apoc2400 (talk) 21:24, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

On a semi flagged protected page, an edit by a

reviewer, is automatically reviewed only when

the previous revision is. Thus if there is a

dispute between a reviewer and a non-reviewer,

the reviewer will need to manually flag his/her

preferred version. However, edits by the non-

reviewer will appear in special pages as

unreviewed, so other reviewers will notice them,

review them, signal the dispute to admins, etc.

In those cases, the standard dispute resolution

mechanism should be followed, the reviewer

status is no exception to 3rr, including

flags/deflags, and if s/he 'unreviews' edits by the

other user that have been reviewed, it would be

an abuse of the privileges. Full flag protection

can also be used in those cases, admins only

can validate. It has been proposed to reduce

the requirements for protection, or to semi-

protect all blps in the past. Likewise, it will

probably be proposed to reduce the

requirements for semi flag protection. But doing

so will require community consensus. Cenarium

(talk) 22:06, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

I think the reviewer first flags all

edits, so no unflagged edits are

present and then makes his or her

own edit which will be autoflagged

(worst case scenario), or is that

prevented ? Mion (talk) 22:16, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

(e/c)You've not understood - BLPs aren't going to be automatically

flagged with flagged protection, so IP edits will be immediately visible

as they are now. The patrolled revisions flag is passive, and has no

effect of the visibility of edits. So the only BLPs where IP corrections

won't be visible immediately are those where they cannot currently

edit anyway. Fritzpoll (talk) 19:54, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Of course they will. They risk of getting sued by an LP because

we failed to protect their biography sufficiently will eventually

mean this new protection will be used on all BLP's by default. --

Kendrick7talk 20:00, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

If that was going to happen, wouldn't all BLPs be semi'd or

even fully protected already? –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:01, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

Re backlog: I hope that tools such as Huggle will eventually be modified to automatically

mark revisions as patrolled. That way, patrolling will in most cases be no extra effort;

instead, it will save time by coordinating efforts. !Coppertwig (talk) 14:14, 19 March 2009

(UTC)

4. I'm pretty sure I've explained before why I strongly oppose, and my reasons remain the

same. We're barely keeping up with flagged newpages, after all. DS (talk) 21:22, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

apples and oranges. We're keeping up just fine with {{editprotected}} and

{{editsemiprotected}}, and flagged protection basically replaces those in a much

cleaner way. The patrolled revisions is passive, so it won't interfere with people trying to

edit. Are you talking about something else? --Thinboy00 @055, i.e. 00:18, 19 March 2009

(UTC)

5. Opposed Although I see people above saying it's not flagged revs, essentially it's the same

recycled proposal. It still requires someone to flag a revision before it shows up to readers

(honestly, nobody else really matters in the discussion). If this is suppose to "replace/succeed"

regular protection, then it will have the same pitfalls. Many articles that are hardly watched are

currently semi-protected and letting people edit but requiring someone to flag it will have no

difference whatsoever. "Full" flagged protection will do nothing to end content disputed except

keep the wrong version visible, same as now. Meanwhile, the edit war continues. The idea of

full protection is to stop the warring and force them to the talk page. Then there's the extra

work this creates: as I understand it we'll still need to revert vandalism but it just won't be

"shown", so now we need a user watching a certain page 24/7 just in case an edit needs

"approval", which leads to more backlog. Admins will have to deal with the "full" one, and if it's

mostly just the admins who currently handle protections then there will be a major backlog

there. To say nothing of what happens when it comes to "de-flagging" an article (which I

image will gather as a backlog just as semiprotected pages currently do, which currently sits at

Fall 2007 for those interested). So there's my little schpeel. -Royalguard11(T) 22:11, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

Semi-flag-protection instead of semi-protection means that IPs and new users can edit,

but it gets delayed. There will be a list of unflagged revisions so it will not take forever. If

the backlog keeps growing endlessly, then the trial must be considered a failure. -

-Apoc2400 (talk) 22:21, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

This is not intended to replace existing protection, but to provide an alternative. Semi-

protection can be used in cases of particularly high levels of vandalism, and full protection

in cases of unstoppable edit wars. Although there is little purpose to edit war on a fully

flagged protected page, that would be similar to edit war on a draft page. I think full flag

protection would help to find a consensual version, but we'll see, this is a trial. If admins

have too much work at validating edits, which is similar to make editprotected requests, we

can create a usergroup specifically for that. Admins don't have to deal with each edit

though, they validate a revision only when there is consensus for it on the talk page, or it's

non-controversial. We can set an expiry for flag protection too. Cenarium (talk) 22:53, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

I would put money down on people continuing to edit war on a "full" flagged page. As

long as they see a difference, they will continue to fight over it. It's not about being

seen as right, it's just about being right. You can set expiry dates for protection now

too, but that doesn't happen all the time. And creating another new user group with

pseudo-admin power? As the theory goes, if you are good trustworthy enough to

handle some admin powers, then you should be trustworthy enough for all, and that's

the reason proposals to split up admin powers have failed (save rollback, the least

controversial one). -Royalguard11(T) 16:29, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to apply only to the flagged protection part of this proposal,

not to patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

I'm not really sure why this is a joint poll because the second proposal is completely

different from the first one. In any case it doesn't matter because an oppose is still an

oppose, unless there's some voting requirement that I am unaware of that disqualifies

my vote because I haven't made a good enough argument for my case. You might

want to be a little more careful, someone could interpret your little "comment" as

coming from some self-appointed "voting official", or as a subtle insult.

-Royalguard11(T) 22:06, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Sorry about that! I have no intention of looking like an official nor of insulting

anyone, nor of implying that your vote is invalid in any way. It's my understanding

that this is a discussion and a poll, not a vote; as such, it's not only the word

"oppose" that counts; I and other users are also interested in the rationale you

supply with it. If the proposal is implemented, feedback from this poll may guide

details of how that is done; and if it is not, feedback here can guide the

development of future proposals if any. It seems to me that one possible result of

this poll (depending on how it goes) might be an indication of support for one but

not both of the parts of the proposal. One purpose of my comment is to alert you

to what your comment seems (to me at least) to mean, so that you have an

opportunity to clarify it. !Coppertwig (talk) 23:04, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

6. Oppose. I would support patrolled revisions alone, and could be persuaded to support flagged

protection for currently protected articles only despite the page locking problem, but I have to

oppose the proposal as stated. Certes (talk) 22:29, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

I don't understand, what in the proposal as stated are you opposing? --Apoc2400 (talk)

23:23, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Multiple objections: it is unclear what sort of page will be flagged; the technical

problem I mentioned above; complications arising from one view of WP for editors and

another for readers; risk of putting off new and IP editors by making them feel

ineffective or second class; a successful trial on whatever pages are chosen may not

mean flagging is appropriate elsewhere. Basically it feels wrong to me (and I gave

more explanation than many support voters). Certes (talk) 00:18, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

7. Oppose I hate the whole concept of Flagged revisions and every aspect of it. Do you really

want to volunteer your time to check millions of edits, which are mostly done in good faith? I

fear that this trial may evolve into a permanent practice so I must oppose a trail. There are

really better substitutes for filtering out bad-faith edits than filtering all edits. -- penubag  (talk)

22:47, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

"Do you really want to volunteer your time to check millions of edits, which are mostly

done in good faith?" Err... isn't that what dozens of people do daily with things like

Huggle? Do you think reverting vandalism, spam, and nonsense is a poor use of time?

And, eh, a little good faith that when people say it's a trial, it will be a trial, would be nice.

--MZMcBride (talk) 22:50, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

"millions of edits" - how prevalent do you think our protection practices are? Fritzpoll (talk)

22:52, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Edits are already continually checked, with recenchanges, watchlists, etc. But those

systems are not as efficient as they once were, with the high number of edits on a ever-

increasing number of pages. Most edits are unreviewed, and we don't have the resources

to improve this. Patrolled revisions allow to detect little-watched articles and then monitor

them by comparing with a previous sure version (in most cases, it won't be the previous

version). So it gives us a way to monitor the evolution of an article, without actually having

to check every edit, which we are unable to do. Cenarium (talk) 23:19, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to perhaps apply to the flagged protection part of this

proposal, but not to patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Oppose I appreciate the significant distinctions between this and the various flagged

revisions proposals that have been advanced, and I commend Cenarium, et al., for

continuing, in view of their perception of a problem, to work to find some scheme that will

command the support of the community, but I can't get behind even this. It is widely

accepted, I think, that there attends any system of this sort some harm—and not just

theoretical, in the rejection of one of our principles, about the non-absoluteness of which I

agree with the supporters—to the project (toward which see tens of past discussions; I've

set out parts of my own analysis elsewhere, but I don't imagine that it would be useful for

me to aggregate them here), and so we are left to consider whether the ills that seeks to

address are so grand that the net effect on the project of our adopting flagged protection

and patrolled revisions should be positive; continuing to believe that the prevailing

construction of BLP is too strict and that we do, on the whole, too much to protect living

subjects, and so apprehending no serious problem with the current system, and thinking

that the effect of the general content-compromising vandalism that this system might

otherwise prevent is de minimis, I resolve that question in the negative. Joe 23:38, 17

March 2009 (UTC) (This was struck out by Joe/Jahiegel [2] )

I think this must be the most despicable statement I have ever seen on Wikipedia. You're

advocating causing real harm to real people in order to uphold the principle that anyone's

edit must be visible right now. Kevin (talk) 00:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)(This was struck out

by Kevin [3] )

He is not advocating real harm. He's weighing the consequences of adopting the

present proposal and coming out in the negative: He believes that most people

interpret the BLP policy too strictly, that it is too generous to LPs, and that the

proposed system offers few benefits. (Furthermore he says so in grandiose language,

so his reasoning must be correct!) Far from being despicable, I think he sounds

reasonble, even though he didn't explain how he came to hold his opinion and even

though he didn't convince me. Ozob (talk) 01:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

If I'd undertaken to explain how I came hold my opinion, I'd have consumed a

many more paragraphs to little effect (the harms—and there are at least some is

not, AFAICT, disputed—have been enumerated by others elsewhere, and my

offering why I assign to them the values I do isn't—and, the matter's being one of

personal values, shouldn't—going to persuade anyone to oppose; I can offer only

that I hope people are employing a balancing test and aren't thoughtlessly and

illogically elevating one group of harms over another solely because one group

are cognizable, carrying with them human faces that evoke emotion). Joe 02:49,

18 March 2009 (UTC)

Not the most charitable read, that. As I made clear—or at least meant to make clear

—I do not regard the continued restriction of what was in short form an unqualified

right of editing ("about the non-absoluteness of [the principle of open editing] I agree

with the supporters") as inherently problematic, and I do not rest my opposition on a

small-minded defense of some principle to which I shallowly hold reflexively; I do not

deny that there are those who are situated on my side of the flagged revisions debate

(and probably of this one as well), but I do not appreciate my being lumped in with

that number. My point was that—and this is an issue about which there is no

question, it is my sense—there are benefits that inhere in a system of open editing,

and that even minor tweaks to that system have some negative effect on our overall

achievement of our mission. That mission, of course, is a humanitarian one, driven by

the idea that the free dissemination of information is a good thing, from which follows

that anything that obstructs the maximum distribution of content that otherwise meets

our encyclopedic standards is a bad thing, one that harms real people, our readers.

So too is the libeling of (or, to some, the inflicting of emotional distress on) a

biographical subject bad thing. Everyone weighs those opposing concerns differently

(and even my own weights are inconsistent; on one of my utilitarian days I might

determine that causing significant harm to a single biographical subject is morally

preferable to making Wikipedia .01% less effective to each of its millions of readers,

but I don't know that I always feel that way), and it may be the latter should always

prevail, but we cannot pretend that the former don't exist. Joe 07:04, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

"we do, on the whole, too much to protect living subjects" .... you have got to be

kidding. Really, there is not much more to be said in response to that, except "get out of

the way" ++Lar: t/c 04:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

My !vote isn't going to stop anything, and I'm not really out to persuade anyone, the

philosophical arguments's having been debated to death over the past few months,

but I feel good having taken a moment to stand athwart history yelling "Stop" (and

that's all the use I have for William F. Buckley). I am wrong much more than I am

right on-wiki, but I am happy to say that I was amongst those who were concerned

about the elevation of BLP to policy, expecting that well-meaning overreach would

follow, and I, who wishes the project well, fear that we opposing will be shown to have

been right some months from now. But, hey, I recognize that I'm in the minority here

(although not on BLP generally, I'd suggest, suspecting that there does not exist a

consensus for the strict operation of BLP that now controls), situated opposite many

good folks (I've always respected you and have been pleased to support five requests

for permissions for you across en.wp, meta, and commons), and I've no inclination to

do more than offer the small discursive protest I have here. Joe 07:04, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

Time will tell, I guess. Props to you for having changed your view and struck your

oppose. ++Lar: t/c 20:08, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Good! I'll start up an article regarding your personal life, Joe, and compare you to a rapist,

and let's see how it lasts under your "anything goes" mantra. seicer | talk | contribs 04:24, 18

March 2009 (UTC)

My life at the moment is such that very little harm would befall me from your libeling

me in a Wikipedia article, and given that I have done a good bit of writing on why we

are wrong to treat rape as a crime more serious than any simple physical assault, a

crime of the perpetration of which one shouldn't ordinarily be embarrassed, I would be

irked much less than the average person by your accusing me of being a rapist. But I

readily concede that I my position would change were Wikipedia doing me serious

harm. That's not inconsistent with my broader submission; it is not unusual that there

should be things that one wishes not be done to him/her but that he/she wouldn't

hesitate to do to others (and I would fully expect that Wikipedia should ignore my

entreaties, even as I mightn't to be pleased with that outcome). Joe 07:04, 18 March

2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to me to apply only to the flagged protection part of this

proposal, not to patrolled revisions. Kevin, please avoid jumping to conclusions about what

someone is advocating. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Oppose. If this is passed I will flag all "on wheels" edits. Imagine a sleeper account

racking up good edits so he can "flag" his vandalism as approved. 149.254.218.20 (talk)

01:51, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

This just reaffirms what I and other supporters have been alluding to: long-term vandals

and veteran sockpuppeteers are scared that it will actually stop them by making it

extremely difficult to even use "sleeper accounts" by merely registering them en masse

and waiting. More than a mere autoconfirmed sleeper account would be needed to

vandalize a flag-protected article in any effective way. So I continue my support, especially

in light of whoever this dude is. --slakr\ talk  / 03:02, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

I think I see an IP that needs a block. ++Lar: t/c 04:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Heh...

Anyway, I've removed their !vote from the numbering; revert if that's a problem.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 12:04, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Oh, no! A system that might force sleeper accounts to have to make a whole bunch of

productive edits! !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

8. Oppose due to Patrolled Revisions aspect. Creates a large scale workload for passive flags

that also does not work with Special:NewPages (which is under-manned anyway). I'd fully

support a "Flagged Protection" only implementation. Aaron Schulz 05:35, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

Could you elaborate on this a bit? Are you saying there is an implementation (code)

difficulty or a workflow difficulty, or something else? For the record, your oppose is the

only one so far that gives me pause, since it apparently is trying to point out why this

approach might not work... Thanks! ++Lar: t/c 17:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Both, though mainly workflow issues with the "patrolling"; all edits in namespace is a

lot, especially for a passive flag. It would be hopelessly ill-maintained. It would also

add special page and more UI clutter (like history pages saying "]sighted by x]

[patrolled by x]". I'd strongly like to stick to the smaller scale protection-like aspects of

the proposal. Aaron Schulz 20:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Most edits in recent changes are looked at now, usually I believe by more than one

person. With passive flags, a backlog does no harm. The backlog at newpage patrol is in

my opinion largely pages which have been looked at and judged to be borderline. As with

new page patrol, this will help divide the workload so that edits are generally looked at

once, rather than randomly by perhaps zero to 10 (or whatever) recent changes patrollers,

0 being a problem and anything more than 1 largely duplicated effort. !Coppertwig (talk)

20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Plus, I would actually argue that having an in-wiki form of passive flagging makes for

less overlap in rc patrol, thereby making it more efficient. It makes it easy to script

through the API, and it's all totally optional. It might be an idea to expire away patrol

log entries after a while if those make too much database clutter, but I doubt that it'd

be too much of a problem anyway. --slakr\ talk  / 19:12, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

9. Strong oppose Flagged protection is a disaster in the making which fundamentally

undermines the contention thatWikipedia is an encyclopedia that anyone can edit.This will

cause huge back logs.Admins/reviewer can have thier own viewpoint,thus only those edits will

pass which are in line with thier views.And some pages will be left without edits for

months.Some of the best edits comes from Ips even.This will turn wikipedia into a

ethnopedia,where reviewer/admins ethincity will decide what to add and what not to.Beauty of

wikipedia is ,"anyone can edit" as long as they follow the rules.yousaf465'

Admins will not be the only ones able to review edits. IPs cannot edit protected pages at

all at the moment - this proposal will allow them to at least contribute to these pages. This

is an opening up, not a closing down. as for backlogs - how much stuff do you think we

currently protect? Fritzpoll (talk) 13:42, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to apply only to the flagged protection part of this proposal,

not to patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment::Do we have a defination for reviewer ?yousaf465'

Actually, IPs can edit protected pages, just not by themselves. You just figure out the

edit you want to make, and go to the talk page and use {{editprotected}} or on

semiprotected pages {{editsemiprotected}}. However, in practice there is little

likelihood of your edit being implemented. Try it sometime. Apteva (talk) 01:04, 21

March 2009 (UTC)

Well, you are assuming that IP users know how to use that template anyway.

99.9% of casual readers don't bother to figure it out. NuclearWarfare (Talk) 01:09,

21 March 2009 (UTC)

10. Oppose due to poor trial design. This is not a trial with a control group, so it can't produce

useful data. At the end, all we'll have is another discussion with no meaningful data. Either A)

come back with a proposal that has a real control group and a real way of comparing outcome

differences between the two groups or B) come back with a statement that no trial is viable

and this is proposed as a permanent change and get consensus for a permanent change. I

don't think the underlying proposal will actually help anything, it will just create overhead. But I

might be wrong - a trial would produce data, this is just a waste of time. GRBerry 21:59, 18

March 2009 (UTC)

Comment:agree with this user,no control group exist for the trial,with which we have to

compare.Even a small experiment requires control.yousaf465'

Since flagged protection will not be enabled on all articles, only on a subset on a

case-by-case decision, the simplest control group will be those articles where it was

not enabled. An even better control would be the same set of articles where it was

enabled, but comparing the levels of edits and vandalism in the periods where flagged

protection is enabled to the periods where it is disabled. Tim Vickers (talk) 17:08, 26

March 2009 (UTC)

11. Oppose - While I believe that flagged revisions could be a good thing, I don't agree with

elements of this trial. What is the point of patrolled revisions? If the flags don't actually do

anything, we shouldn't be wasting our time. It just creates another backlog. The point of

flagged revisions, in my mind, is to ensure that revisions that are unacceptable because of

vandalism, BLP violations, or other reasons are never seen by the general public. I understand

that some people think this is a bad idea, which is a fair opinion to have, but here it looks like

you have attempted to get around their objections by making flagging have absolutely no bite

whatsoever. I also agree with GRBerry's comments about the trial design. How will we know if

these changes have any effect? Perhaps we should do something like "If the title of the article

needing protection begins with A-M, use regular protection, if the title begins with N-Z, used

flagged protection."--Danaman5 (talk) 04:17, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

12. Strongly Oppose. Now that I have learned what flagged revisions are, I can now say that I

completely oppose the idea. Implementing such a system would turn Wikipedia from a free

resource that people can work collaboratively on (which is what makes Wikipedia most

attractive to people willing to edit it), to a strict bureaucracy where only the most well-

respected people can even have a chance to contribute to. So, just for the record, I oppose

flagged revisions, and if such a system is implemented on Wikipedia, I, and surely many other

editors and members, will not return. This proposal, if implemented, will surely destroy

Wikipedia. -Axmann8 (Talk) 05:59, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

And what is your problem with this particular trial that merely allows IPs and newly

registered editors to contribute to pages that are normally protected, as well as giving us a

passive feed of information about edits to BLPs? For someone following the line of

"anyone can edit", I am baffled that you would oppose this system, which allows more

people to contribute to Wikipedia. Fritzpoll (talk) 08:05, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment:This oppose seems to be about flagged revisions; it's not clear whether it

applies to this proposal, which is flagged protection and patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig

(talk) 14:14, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

13. Oppose. Adds unnecessary complexity. I see a lot of NIH, where no one wants to implement a

change because they didn't think of it themselves. I do think we need better scrutiny of each

edit in a more organized fashion, with a system for flagging bad edits and good edits, but we

need to focus more on the released versions, and make that the version that is reviewed. A

better solution would be to buffer the changes until a few editors had a chance to flag them as

good or bad before they became visible, but not to require that they be flagged, or reviewed.

Trying to protect the Ted Kennedy article from embarrassments is like trying to keep someone

from throwing their shoes at you - it's going to happen, and it's protected by the first

amendment. Apteva (talk) 19:00, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

What? I think throwing shoes would cross the line from "free speech" to "aggravated

assault". However I would like to hear more about your proposed alternative (namely how

it differs from what's being proposed), if you can find some place to explain it in greater

detail. — CharlotteWebb 15:36, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

My understanding of throwing shoes is that in that particular culture where it is done it

is an extreme insult but does no physical harm, and as such would fall under the

category of free speech, if they indeed protected free speech. The flagging of edits

was brought up at WP:RCP talk, and apparently is rudimentarily implemented as

documented at Help:Patrolled edit, and implemented for all autoconfirmed users for

new pages. This would extend it from marking the edit as patrolled to allow multiple

editors to mark it as good or bad. It is entirely possible that just marking edits as

patrolled is adequate. All Dutch edits are patrolled for autoconfirmed users. Apteva

(talk) 19:17, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

14. Oppose No measures in trail for success or failure. Zginder 2009-03-21T05:32Z (UTC)

We'll work on this before the trial, we won't run it in a hurry. One could adapt some for

example from those. Cenarium (talk) 17:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

15. Oppose out of concern that this half-measure (really, quarter-measure or 1/10th measure) will

preclude more meaningful action on the moral nightmare of Wikipedia's BLP policy and

enforcement. The BLP policy doesn't need technical rejiggering like this. Instead it needs utter

destruction and rebuilding from the ground up so that we don't have thousands of poorly-

watched articles that can do real harm to real people. If this is passed it's too likely that folks

will say "ok, we've fixed BLP" instead of doing something truly effective. Short Brigade

Harvester Boris (talk) 16:18, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Policy proposals will come later. This is a proposal to give the technical ability to admins to

protect pages in a different way. Classic protection is not optimal to protect BLPs and as

you say, we have many BLPs that are underwatched, and patrolled revisions can improve

the monitoring of those. Cenarium (talk) 17:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

SBHB: You know what? I agree with you. You're right. This is not enough, and BLP

as it is now is a moral nightmare. And this is a truly weak solution compared to others

that have been proposed. And I've in the past opposed stronger ones as not going far

enough. And yet, despite all that I supported. We do need to do something truly

effective, but I've come to believe that this is better than nothing and we need to at

least move in the right direction. As for those who don't think there is a problem?

Some of them will never be convinced... write them off, they are in the way and need

to be removed. And maybe some will be convinced... there have been some changes

of view here in this discussion. ++Lar: t/c 18:04, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Strong Oppose Assuming I understand this correctly, Semi-flagged protection is enabled

by default which defeats the purpose of using it as an alternative to protection Alexfusco5

17:02, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Semi flag protection is not enabled by default, it can only be enabled by an

administrator, alternatively to semi-protection. Patrolled revisions is a different matter

entirely, it can be used for all articles, but is completely passive. Cenarium (talk)

17:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Ok thank you for the info Alexfusco5 22:07, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

16. Oppose with regret. I've been sitting on the fence here, trying to convince myself that

something is better than nothing. But, regretfully, I conclude that this is indeed nothing - if not

a step in the wrong direction as far as BLP victims are concerned. The bottom line is that 2/3

of our BLPs are underwatched, and as long as they remain open to "anyone can edit and

instantly anyone will see" we open subjects to an unacceptable risk (and reality) of malicious

abuse. There is nothing here to limit that. Some are supporting this because "something must

be done, and this is something" - but I just don't see that it is. This is a fudge to get a minority

of callous idiots on board, so we can get something past the ridiculous consensus

requirements. Further, I fear that this will in fact delay doing anything worthwhile as people will

think "we've done something". I can't see how this gets us any further than allowing admins to

protect and semi-protect; but those tools are way underused. All that will happen here is a

very small number of articles will be subject to a lesser degree of protection. Well meaning,

but useless (at best).--Scott Mac (Doc) 20:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Do you think that a magic proposal will fix the blp problem once and for all ? At any rate,

it's certainly not the purpose of this proposal. You would like something to be done for

blps, fine, go ahead, propose that blps be all semi-protected, to have a csd for

unreferenced blps of weak notability, etc. And lo! nothing will actually be done. You are

opposing something that will improve our monitoring of all those under-watched blps you

mention. And they're just no going to disappear any time soon, so we have to cope with

them. And for the other part, you say it yourself, semi-protection and full protection are

'way' underused, then consider this: don't you think admins would be more inclined to use

flag protection ? I won't comment on the other parts of your comment. Cenarium (talk)

19:03, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

It is somewhat expected that flagged protection will eventually be extended to all

BLPs. Then it will protect them about as well as semi-protection. I think it will depend

on whether the flagging backlog can be kept short with so many articles under flagged

protection. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:54, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

You could be right Scott that this proposal will cause folks to say "there, we fixed

it." That's a legitimate concern. But of course you also could be wrong. The trial

could go well, and some of the fears being expressed here about the negatives of

FR may ultimately be allayed (e.g., while I fully support this trial I have real

concerns about how this stuff will work in practice, but if it goes well I'll almost

certainly support a wider implementation which I did not do in previous polls).

There will always be a hard-core group opposed to this, period, but there is a

larger (and equally hard-core) group of editors pushing for putting flagged revs on

all BLPs or even all articles. I'm sure that, once the trial is over, those folks

(including yourself) will continue to push for a wider, more stringent

implementation. Past efforts to push something like that through obviously have

not succeeded due to concerns about consensus, so if I were you I guess I'd look

at the trial as something which might well bring more folks over to my side, and

therefore make it easier in the end for us to take the tough measures necessary

to address the BLP problem. Your pessimistic prediction could, as I said, prove

true, but there's a good chance for the above scenario as well I think. -

-Bigtimepeace | talk | contribs 05:56, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

17. Opppose. I have no issue with the two unrelated parts of the proposal, they might be of

benefit if tested against what we have properly. I just have to oppose on principle, to point out

to the many supporters who either have no idea, or simply just don't care, that this proposal

does not do what they want, and are wasting everybody else's time pretending they give a shit

about it. MickMacNee (talk) 16:03, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

18. Oppose - This proposal offers no indication of how reviewers will be chosen apart from

mentioning that the status may be auto-granted. I am very worried that gaining reviewer status

will become very difficult to achieve possibly like gaining administrator privileges. This is the

encyclopedia anyone can edit - I want to make sure it stays that way. Cedars (talk) 10:30, 23

March 2009 (UTC)

I think that it may be granted in a similar way to Rollback... a simple request, and an

admin can accept or decline it. I'm not sure what will be done for the trial, but that's how I

think it will be if/when it's an official process. –Drilnoth (T • C) 13:17, 23 March 2009

(UTC)

19. Oppose - Just don't like the concept in general. OhanaUnitedTalk page 13:01, 23 March 2009

(UTC)

20. Oppose this additional layer of bureaucracy as contrary to the basic principles that have made

the English Wikipedia the #1 non-portal site in the world, creating unnecessary extra obstacles

to participation, and directly interfering with my own work on Wikipedia.—S Marshall

Talk/Cont 19:56, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

I'm just curious... what are you doing that this would interfere with? –Drilnoth (T • C)

19:59, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Translating biographies of living people from foreign-language wikipedias. Personally,

I'm curious about why almost every "Oppose" has replies from the "Support" camp?

—S Marshall Talk/Cont 20:15, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

I think it's because most of the supporters are just wondering what the reasons

for opposition are. I really don't see how this would interfere with translating pages

from other languages... flagged revisions might, but this is completely passive. It

won't make the article "invisible" until it has been patrolled or anything like that.

For all intents and purposes, when you're creating new pages, you shouldn't

notice a difference, except for a tag or two in the edit history, unless you are also

working in vandalism-patrolling. It's kind of like how editing any page makes it

appear in Special:Recentchanges, but you don't notice that happen because it

doesn't affect your ability to edit the article or make it immediately visible.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 20:40, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Since a minor incident involving a slightly overenthusiastic new pages

patroller, I've found it necessary to check every single revision that's made to

articles I've translated for the first month or so. This will create work for me,

and I dislike it.—S Marshall Talk/Cont 20:47, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

How would this create more work than what has been in place? I don't

mean to be a pain or anything, I'm just curious. –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:52,

23 March 2009 (UTC)

More diffs for me to go through every time I log in—it's simply time I

don't want to spend. I'd also like to draw attention back to the

"unnecessary obstacles to participation" and "contrary to the founding

principles" part of my objection.—S Marshall Talk/Cont 21:09, 23

March 2009 (UTC)

21. Oppose Under this scheme, as I read it, if there's anonymous vandalism, then even if it's

reverted, the page cannot move forwards until reviewed. Shoemaker's Holiday (talk) 08:09, 24

March 2009 (UTC)

Only the visible version will not advance, and the flagged protection is planned to be used

on few enough articles that the backlog could be kept low—and if not, this is only a trial,

which will be limited to its two-month duration. Also, if we ever got revision text hashes,
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Discussion on comments

What about having comment-less votes similar to the recent CU / OS elections? Comments can go up

here (or this section can be moved to the bottom). Thoughts? --MZMcBride (talk) 19:52, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

That would be good, if this was moved to the bottom. –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

I think we should allow comments with the votes for now. It gives useful feedback, and in case

serious problems with the proposal are discovered this poll might be closed and a new one

started after modifying the proposal. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:07, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Is there a set timeframe for this poll? I think there probably should be, so that it doesn't go on for some

ridiculous amount of time. A week, maybe? There's been so much attention already that it shouldn't take

long. Maybe a month? –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

A week seems reasonable, esp. for just a trial. --MZMcBride (talk) 20:12, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

We need to get a watchlist notice for this poll and I would say giving it one week from the time

that the watchlist notice goes up seems reasonable. Davewild (talk) 20:16, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

A bit longer would be fair, at least it shouldn't be closed as successful too early. Implementing

something that people haven't got a chance to comment on will create a backlash. We could ask

the developers to start looking into the technical implementation aspects before we reach a final

decision though. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:17, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

(edit conflict) Watchlist notices should be discussed at MediaWiki talk:Watchlist-details,

though in my opinion a notice is overkill for just a trial and should not be done. --MZMcBride

(talk) 20:18, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

(@ Apoc) I would agree were this a discussion on full implementation, but this is just a

two month trial. Do we really need to take a month to poll for a two month trial...? :)

–Drilnoth (T • C) 20:20, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

The last poll was also for a trial and had 720 votes in total. --Apoc2400 (talk)

20:25, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Yes, and that poll had a fairly large majority of supporters. This poll is just on

one implementation of the result of that poll. –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:45, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

That poll certainly did not receive concensus. Looking at the analysis of the

results one sees that admins were in favour and very well represented in

the poll. Other editors were just about evenly split. IP editors were not

really represented. A one week poll will inevitably skew the representation

even further making for an unrepresentative poll. The idea that because

something is temporary it needs less discussion is ridiculous: to paraphrase

another poster "I didn't think I needed to ask you honey, it was just a two

month affair!" Thehalfone (talk) 08:15, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

No poll or policy discussion is ever "representative" like that. Claiming

that IPs weren't represented is a rather weak argument against a

consensus. Mr.Z-man 18:36, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

You are right, of course, that IPs and newly signed up editors tend

not to take part in policy discussions. It seems more important,

however, when it is a proposal that will affect their edits but not

those of long term account holding editors. Note that there was no

[[1] ] found in the previous discussions or polls. Thehalfone (talk)

09:50, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

The proposer of the trial says "Flagged protection uses similar techniques, but it's very different in spirit

from 'classic' flagged revisions." This being the case when was this proposal discussed? Are having a

vote on this without discussing it first? If so, then why? I think those who support this proposal should be

careful or the will appear to be rushing this through without proper scrutiny: going straight to a vote,

making yet another page rather than using the multiple pages already there for discussing

implementations of flagged revisions, pushing for the vote to be without comments even, trying to close

the poll early. Thehalfone (talk) 08:15, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

This has been discussed extensively (or at least the controversial part has). Polls on that page have

had a tendency to be lost in the flood of nonsense from zealots on both sides, as well as people

asking questions and arguing over technicalities (there have been about 3 polls there on matters of

technical implementation, and they were mostly ignored). A poll on an actual trial will be huge and

merits its own page. This is not "going straight to a vote" by any measure, as the proposal has been

around for quite some time, and all it has produced thus far is a large amount of arguing over

whether flaggedrevs is acceptable in any form. Thus a poll on a separate page is warranted. The

combination has also been around for some time, being a descendent of flagged protection. -

-Thinboy00 @045, i.e. 00:04, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

Thanks for the pointer. One problem is that there are so many pages discussing various

implementations of flagged revisions that many people will not come across this even if they are

actively looking for it. Note that there is no link to here from Wikipedia:Flagged protection. I will

add one now. Thehalfone (talk) 09:50, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment on this vs. new page patrolling I've seen some comments here and elsewhere that tries to

compare this to new page patrolling. Please correct me if I'm wrong here but the way I've understood this

is that all it would take is a minor modification of Huggle. If a reviewer is checking an edit the way she/he

would do anyway with the current system that person can either approve it or not which technically isn't

much different from rolling it back or not. This is nothing like new page patrolling and those who currently

patrol BLPs with Huggle shouldn't be doing so anyway unless they can tell the difference between a BLP

violation and a valid edit. Once we have the proper tools in place to review edits this won't be any

different from what we're doing now. I'm not seeing the extra workload. I don't think this system is good

enough to deal with the problem but at least it's a step in the right direction. EconomicsGuy (talk) 08:46,

18 March 2009 (UTC)

So, when should we close the poll ? It started on March 17, if we say two weeks, we could close this at

00:00, 1 April 2009 (!..). Cenarium (talk) 18:29, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Isn't it a bit late for this decision? It almost sounds like the plan is being made up as you go along.

203.24.135.66 (talk) 21:52, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Well, there was some planning above, but it didn't really get much input. Personally, I think that

April 1 is a good time... that's still another week or so, and the number of new !votes already

seems to be dying off a little bit. The question then is to determine what the consensus from the

poll is... at this time, I'd say "trial" since there's 1/5th the number of opposers as supporters. I

know, I know, it's a head count, but I think that it would be impossible to determine consensus

based on the quality of a person's argument unless the person determining consensus is

completely neutral on the issue... which I think is more or less impossible. –Drilnoth (T • C)

21:58, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Support has been hovering around 85% since the day this opened. What further information

do you expect to gain in another week? Better to spend that time sorting out the fine details.

203.213.2.194 (talk) 03:24, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

Basically, if we closed this poll now, after just one week, there would inevitably be

people saying that they didn't get a chance, because they didn't know about it. If we

give it two weeks, that complaint loses a lot of its weight. –Drilnoth (T • C) 13:23, 24

March 2009 (UTC)

Still keeping steady at 86.16% supporters. –Drilnoth (T • C) 16:30, 24 March 2009

(UTC)

I agree with another week (ending april 1), I just stumbled across the poll via a link

through this weeks 'signpost' that I read off another users talk page.....so, there

might be an interest/voting bounce. --Rocksanddirt (talk) 19:58, 25 March 2009

(UTC)

It's down to 85.8% now, so if this drastic trend continues we'll be below 70% in

only 9 more weeks. 203.213.2.194 (talk) 02:37, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

OH NO!</exaggeration> :) –Drilnoth (T • C) 12:32, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

Incidentally, why did the poll only make the watchlist 48 hours before the poll is due to end?

Something similar happened with the last poll where there was 3 up at the same time and several

people, myself included, went to the wrong one(s). Orderinchaos 15:55, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

Because someone added it like that without discussion. Cenarium (talk) 17:11, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

I'm curious: What about this proposal is "beuracratic" in the eyes of the opposers? It just allows IPs

to edit more pages and provides another means to monitor articles which is no more complicated

then what is currently used for new page patrolling (probably less, actually), and it will help cut down

vandalism. –Drilnoth (T • C) 16:13, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

The same pattern is evident in this poll as in many RFA's. Positive SUPPORT edits are left alone. Editors

who OPPOSE the measure are asked over and over again to justify and defend their opinions. IMO this

is a nasty, bullying, biased approach to opinion gathering and should not be allowed to happen.

Wanderer57 (talk) 16:46, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

I think it's a matter of who pays attention. Supporters are more likely to watch the poll page than the

opposers, I'd think. It's kinda the reverse on AFDs -- the deleters will badger the keepers like that.

And this is WP:NOTVOTE, there's nothing inherently wrong or bad faith about it. ♫ Melodia

Chaconne ♫ (talk) 17:07, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

From my understanding most of the opposers didn't seem to be opposing this proposal but

something else, be it flagged revisions or a version of this proposal which didn't do what they

thought. This will (in my understanding) take the locks off every page, but stop some edits from

being viewable to the public (and journalists who delight in Wikipedia's errors). The phrase

"anyone can edit" isn't accurate at this moment, if you want to test that log out and hit random

article ten times and see how many you can edit. The opposers are getting questions because

the first batch kept talking about flagged revs, and editors were seeking to make sure they were

opposing this proposal and not something else. And there is no need to question a support as it

is obvious what a support vote means. Darrenhusted (talk) 13:44, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

Some of the "opposes" here are very well thought out, but I've started to feel that a number of opposers

don't fully understand the proposal (e.g., how will this limit the ability of IPs to edit?). It probably won't

matter much (the poll still has 82% support), but is something which I thought was pretty interesting. I just

hope that if/when this is enabled for the trial, everyone at least gives it a good try to see how it goes and

don't just leave the wiki because "flagged revs was turned on." –Drilnoth (T • C) 21:16, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

regarding I've started to feel that a number of opposers don't fully understand the proposal - Perhaps

a large number do not fully understand the proposal and that's why they support it? Or that a large

number know they don't understand it but are willing to try it out as an experiment. --Marc

Kupper|talk 02:25, 1 April 2009 (UTC)

Just a note, I have taken the liberty to transclude the voting section onto a seperate page, in case some

people have missed the fact that the poll is already over. Additional comments about this proposal should

be made in the comment section instead. 山本一郎 (会話) 08:01, 1 April 2009 (UTC)

The following discussion is archived. Please do not modify it. Subsequent comments should be

made in a new section.

Support

1. Support {{Nihiltres|talk|log}} 17:26, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

2. Strong support. --MZMcBride (talk) 17:28, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

3. Support, as proposer. Cenarium (talk) 17:47, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

4. –Juliancolton Tropical Cyclone 17:49, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

5. Strong support. Opens Wikipedia up by augmenting (and ultimately I suspect, replacing) our

existing protection tools, and gives a non-intrusive means to monitor our BLP violations

specifically. How could I oppose such an expansive improvement to our open editing model?

Fritzpoll (talk) 17:50, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

6. Support flagged protection and patrolled revisions, as long as most any established editor

(something like 500+ constructive edits over a few weeks) can apply for gaining "reviewer"

rights, unless there's some obvious reason why they shouldn't (e.g. a recent block), and as

long as the patrolled revisions are basically unseen to the reader. I don't like the idea of having

only "reviewed" or "sighted" version visible by default to users not logged in, but having flags

that users can make use of to track an article's accuracy would be a great idea. –Drilnoth (T •

C) 17:51, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

As I understand it, the patrolled revisions are entirely passive - it won't affect the front

page view, but will give a stream of revisions for us to check in the background, separate

from the RC feed. Fritzpoll (talk) 18:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Awesome. Then this is a  Full support. –Drilnoth (T • C) 18:35, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

That's not what the proposal currently says, Fritz. -- Kendrick7talk 19:19, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

Yes it is. The patrolled revisions are passive, the flagged protection is active.

You've not quite read this, have you?  :) Fritzpoll (talk) 20:06, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

They indeed seem to be passive. Aaron Schulz 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

7. Support a trial. I have reservations about flagged protection but let's see how it goes for a

couple of months. Tempshill (talk) 17:53, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

What could be a problem with flagged protection? It doesn't look to me like it will restrict

anything, really, just add more options to allow other users the chance to edit pages (with

approval, for full protection or non-autoconfirmed users). –Drilnoth (T • C) 17:55, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

Don't worry about Tempshill's doubts unless he opposes the trial. Wanting proof that

something works in practice is a natural reaction. {{Nihiltres|talk|log}} 18:27, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

8. Strong support - This clearly, for anyone that bothered to actually read it, allows more people

to edit than the current system allows while also stepping up protection for articles which is

beyond necessary for our BLPs at this point. !ennavecia 17:56, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

9. Support. I voted against the previous trial proposal, but this is good. Not perfect, but good. -

-Apoc2400 (talk) 18:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

10. Flagged protection offers better editing rights while still being able to protect our BLPs. Sceptre
(talk) 18:11, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Incidentally, I support the notion of enabling the surveyor right on this, which can

edit/validate full-flagged pages immedately, and can (if it's not set up to do so

automatically) promote people to reviewer. Sceptre (talk) 18:15, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

11. Support anything that moves us closer to a flagged system. -- Bastique demandez 18:28, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

12. Support for the sixth time. How did Bullwinkle put it? Right. "This time, for sure! Presto!"

[reaches into a hat to pull out a rabbit, and ...] - Dan Dank55 (push to talk) 18:40, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

13. Support. This is a step forward.--Pharos (talk) 18:41, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

14. Support. I don't want full on flagged revisions for all of wikipedia, but have it like semi and full

protection. Deavenger (talk) 18:58, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

15. Support excellent idea, will vastly improve the effectiveness of RC patrol and open up

semiprotected pages without restricting the ability to edit pages. Hut 8.5 19:01, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

16. Support A trial especially, but in general better attempts at regulating potentially bad edits.

And I'd hope unlike a couple of the below posters that most people actually take the time to

see just what it being 'voted' on here. ♫ Melodia Chaconne ♫ (talk) 19:06, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

17. Support. This is a step forward. - WAS 4.250 (talk) 19:07, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

18. Support No harm in a trial. --Nehrams2020 (talk) 19:11, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

19. People's lives are more important than some stupid lousy catchphrase. Anyone can edit,

hahaha. Majorly talk 19:12, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

This attitude doesn't really help building consensus here. --Apoc2400 (talk) 19:18, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

What kind of attitude? Majorly gave his opinion that people's real lives are more

important than retaining the phrase "anyone can edit". A perfectly reasonable opinion,

at that. –Juliancolton Tropical Cyclone 21:04, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

20. Support this important first step. Cool Hand Luke 19:28, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

21. Support. The Wikipedia, the encyclopaedia that anyone can edit slogan is already not valid, as

we routinely block and ban people who cannot behave. I am for full implementation of flagged

revisions, and I suggest that all who oppose are going to do all the vandalism fighting. It is

time to do something sensible. -- Kim van der Linde at venus 19:34, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

22. Support. A small step, but an important one, in the right direction. --Malleus Fatuorum 19:40,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

23. Support Although it doesn't go far enough for my tastes. And I sincerely hope "the free

encyclopedia that anyone can edit" brigade go bankrupt when they are dragged through the

courts one day GTD 19:48, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

This would actually open the project up to new lawsuits, since content would be approved

by admins, who are essentially unpaid staff of the foundation. Once we're no longer a

freely editable host of user content, we lose the legal protections that come with merely

hosting online information. -- Kendrick7talk 19:55, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Which is exactly what I want to see. If real world people are being harmed, they

should be allowed to seek recompense from those doing the harming GTD 20:08, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

You got the unpaid part right, but the rest is off the mark as the Foundation is not

involved in selecting the admin, the reviewers, the content, any more now than before.

Rather we have a better chance that problems will be discovered. FloNight♥♥♥
20:10, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

24. Support a trial with this criteria. FloNight♥♥♥ 19:54, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

25. Support. Glad the details have been hammered out. Looking forward to the repercussions. --

Quiddity (talk) 20:03, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

26. Support Not nearly as good as semi-protection of all BLPs and liberal use of full protection but

a small step in the right direction. EconomicsGuy (talk) 20:09, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

27. Support Yep. Any advance in the correct direction is better than nothing. SBHarris 20:13, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

28. Support I don't think this goes far enough, but we have to take the first step. Kevin (talk)

20:20, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

29. Support shoy (reactions) 20:26, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

30. Just do it already. And, opposers, get over the "free encyclopedia that anyone can edit" stuff.

That day passed a while ago. BLPs deserve more effective protective measures... this is a

good start and yes, it's on "dangerous" path to more rigorous protective measures... the only

danger in that "dangerous" path is not taking it. ++Lar: t/c 20:41, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

31. Support a trial using this policy.--Iner22 (talk) 20:43, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

32. Support we should at least try. Schutz (talk) 20:53, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

33. Support as a trial only. Not a substitute for semi-protection of all BLPs. Delicious carbuncle

(talk) 20:57, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

34. Support, and I opposed every previous flagged revisions proposal. - Rjd0060 (talk) 21:13, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

35. Support Obviously. MBisanz talk 21:15, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

36. Support BJTalk 21:15, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

37. Support We need to grown up, innocence is over :( -- lucasbfr talk 21:24, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

38. Support. Though I voted in support of flagged revisions, this proposal is much better.

Bsimmons666 (talk) 21:27, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

39. Support. This specific proposal makes Wikipedia more open, full stop. Although we may want

to use flagged revisions more aggressively in the future (and indeed, I hope that it's feasible to

do so), that will require consensus. Slippery slope arguments are unconvincing.--ragesoss

(talk) 21:29, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

40. Support - Hopefully this will let us reduce the number of BLP violations without any significant

negative effects. –Megaboz (talk) 21:55, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

41. Support While I still strongly believe that the best option for Wikipedia is to just disable

anonymous editing and require users to get a free account to edit, every time I bring that up, a

slew of editors keep bringing up WP:PERENNIAL. This proposal seems like it might actually

work to protect the integrity of articles while not overburdening editors with too much

bureaucratic duties. I support giving this a trial. Dr. Cash (talk) 22:22, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

42. Support Merely one step in the right direction. Wikipedia needs to take more steps in the

same direction to protect both the subjects of the BLPs, the contributors to the relevant

articles, and itself. I sincerely hope that it does. Time to abandon cheap and snappy slogans

like the "free encyclopedia that anyone can edit (which has not been true for a long time

anyway), and face up to the fact that hard critical thinking about the issues involved is needed

and cannot be ignored by merely trotting out such slogans.  DDStretch  (talk) 22:48, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

43. Support I was opposed to the generic "shall we try flagged revs" but this seems like an

appropriately controlled experiment with a reasonably high chance of improving the

encyclopedia. Well done. xschm (talk) 23:01, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

44. Support but kind of remaining skeptical if it will be successful due to the huge kind of similar

backlog of unpatrolled pages at Special:NewPages. MuZemike 23:29, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

45. Support: Maybe we can start putting faith back into the editing process at Wikipedia. seicer |

talk | contribs 23:33, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

46. Strong support per my comments for example in the fourth bullet point under "in the near

future" here ; as I explain there, I suggest not labelling the link or tab going to the most

recent version "draft" but calling it "newest" or "latest" or something. !Coppertwig (talk) 23:37,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

47. Support Let's try it. -- Noroton (talk) 00:02, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

48. Strong Support Flagged protection seems like a good way to make the encyclopedia more

open while still helping to protect sensitive WP:BLP articles :). All the Best, Mifter (talk) 00:33,

18 March 2009 (UTC)

49. Support a trial, let's see how it goes. Cirt (talk) 00:37, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

50. Strong support, a good first step. -- Avenue (talk) 00:50, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

51. Support. Thank you, Cenarium, for helping push this forward. Cla68 (talk) 01:15, 18 March

2009 (UTC)

52. Support — I have a feeling that flagged protection will actually help restore Wikipedia to "the

encyclopedia that anyone can edit." I mean, sure, we could always just stick with regular ol'

semi and full protection, but I have to keep asking myself the same question: isn't normal

semi- and full- protection actually less conducive to allowing everyone to edit? At least this

way anonymous editors and newbie editors have a way of editing as opposed to being

relegated to the talk pages and/or completely shut out of the process. It'd make editing full-

protected templates a piece of cake for all editors so that {{editprotected}} requests are a

similarly a piece of cake to fulfill  accurately. Those on quests for the the right version can be

more easily subdued, as well; for, as it stands, our only main recourses for persistent

sockpuppet attacks, for example, are full protection (which is a pain for all editors, including

admins) and article probation (which results in a huge "assume bad faith" situation). In my

opinion, flagged protection would give us a much saner option in this and other cases. Even

better, if it turns out this thing doesn't work out, it's only for two months. That said, let my

support not be construed as a carte blanche for mass-enabling flagged revisions across broad

domains (e.g., "all blp articles" or "everything currently semi-protected"), because I do not

believe that that route is sustainable (just take a look at new page patrol to see why :P).

Anyway, cheers =) --slakr\ talk  / 01:19, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

53. Strong Support A first step in the right direction. Biographies will improve, and real people will

be protected from nonsense and worse. A win-win. Priyanath talk 01:31, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

54. Support We need to at least try this. --TheDJ (talk • contribs) 01:45, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

55. Support - I would support any version of flagged revisions, if only to show the nay-sayers that

we can try and build an encyclopaedia the sensible way. WilyD 01:57, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

56. Per WR. — CharlotteWebb 03:45, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

57. Strong support --Stephen 03:49, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

58. Probably a good idea (per WR of course). --NE2 06:02, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

59. Support - a sensible approach to a controversial issue. Joshdboz (talk) 06:22, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

60. Strong support - it's not enough, IMO - not at all, but it's streets ahead of the mayhem that

currently exists. Let's at least give it a shot - Alison ! 06:23, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

61. Support would be an improvement and I really think it would be very helpful to encouraging

serious anonymous users back. -- Ricky81682 (talk) 06:47, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

62. Support Let's see what happens. MER-C 09:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

63. Support Randomblue (talk) 12:59, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

64. Support with caveat that a clearly defined trial (time, scope, evaluation) should be agreed, to

prevent a drift into long-term de facto policy. Rd232 talk 13:15, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

65. Support - If this trial succeeds, the reputation of Wikipedia will be enhanced. JoJan (talk)

14:54, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

66. Support Not as far reaching as I would have liked but better than nothing, GDonato (talk)

16:20, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

67. Strong Support Skinny87 (talk) 16:32, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

68. Support. While this is almost certainly needed on a broad scale (i.e. most BLP's) a trial ia a

good way to assess and debug any system. Eluchil404 (talk) 16:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

69. I'm Mailer Diablo and I approve this message, because this is a lot, lot, lot better

implementation! The best proposal so far. - 16:57, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

70. Strong Support — Jake Wartenberg 17:01, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

71. Support. PhilKnight (talk) 17:57, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

72. Support. Let's give it a chance. Valley2city" 18:43, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

73. Strong support. This is only a trial, and I think it's a step in the right direction.

Artichoker [talk] 18:56, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

74. Support. I recently contacted an admin because I was unable to edit a protected page and

had not received a response on the article's talk page. This proposal has the potential to

alleviate such problems and is worth a try. Recognizance (talk) 19:53, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

75. Support. Wikipedia is a weak "encyclopedia" at best. This process would be a good step

toward major improvement. I feel strongly enough about this proposed process that I would be

prepared to actively participate in it when it is implemented, and would also consider

increasing the amount of time I devote to Wikipedia. Taroaldo (talk) 20:41, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

76. Support. More protection is needed, particularly for BLPs, but with the existing forms of

protection is unlikely to happen. A trial is needed to determine whether flagged protection can

be successful for this. —Snigbrook 21:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

77. Support. People really need to calm down about the slippery slope argument. If this does

create a slippery slope, we will argue over every inch on the way down, and eventually we will

find a happy medium. Some people seem to think that a trial lasting for 2 months will ruin the

project, or else I suppose they don't want to see whether this will work for some reason. I

haven't seen any convincing arguments against just checking whether this will work or not...

and that's all we're doing. --Thinboy00 @049, i.e. 00:10, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

78. Support - yes. Sooner rather than later, please. Robofish (talk) 00:41, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

79. Support - Can only be beneficial and will remove vandalism to the people who are reading but

never registering. Lincher (talk) 00:43, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

80. Support - We have all seen cases where a silly or blatently POV edit has remained visible to

the outside world for hours or even a day or two because everyone who had that particular

artilce on their watch list happened to be busy doing something else. This kind of thing gives

the encyclopedia a bad rep, and this seems like a relatively painless way to address the

problem. Rusty Cashman (talk) 04:45, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

81. Support Privatemusings (talk) 07:15, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

82. "Flagged protection" isn't really enough, but eh, it's better than nothing. This also opens up

editing more than semi-protection. People saying "oh no this will destroy editing for everybody"

apparently cannot understand words. Tombomp (talk/contribs) 10:01, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

83. Support - it's about time that the project realised that we have a mandate to 'do no harm'.

Freedom of knowledge isn't the same as freedom of expression, and the sooner we grow up

as a community and understand this, the better. We can't keep throwing the time of volunteers

at a problem in the belief that it'll be alright, and we can't maintain the status quo when every

item of high-profile vandalism gets splattered across the front page of news agencies

worldwide, even if it's only there for 7 minutes. Like it or not, this is damaging our reputation as

an encyclopedia and until we grasp the nettle and deal with it, we're going to continue to have

the mainstream press ridiculing us at every opportunity. Besides, I think that we'll probably see

a decline in new editors joining the project and providing us with the manpower to revert

vandalism if we continue to receive mockery instead of praise in the future. I for one would like

to be proud to tell my colleagues I do volunteer work for Wikipedia, not that I'm a janitor on the

website anyone can libel. Gazimoff 12:24, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

This is what I can't get my head around. Nothing in this actual proposal does anything that

you seem to think it does, or want it to do. Supporting simply because it might lead

somewhere else is to my mind pointless, we already have (60%) consensus for turning it

on and doing something. If that something isn't what you want, why support it?

And as an aside, I cannot see how this particular proposal loses us any editors, but I find

the sentence "I think that we'll probably see a decline in new editors joining the project

and providing us with the manpower to revert vandalism" wholly disturbing. For meeting

the aims of building the entire knowledge of the world, Wikipedia already has far too few

editors, and you want less people? MickMacNee (talk) 14:28, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

You should read more carefully, but I'll indulge and provide you with more background

information. We currently have the potential to do great harm to people, corporations

and organisations through our popularity as the world's 4th most visited website. By

allowing anyone to edit, we've been complicit in allowing users to libel and defame

others as a side effect of our open policy. This has caused real damage, to real

people, for no other reason than because it's on their Wikipedia article. But more than

that, if we keep on allowing users to use WP as a platform for libel and defamation,

we open ourselves up to ridicule. People lose trust in the project and begin to see it as

a joke rather than a philanthropic endeavour. So what I'm saying is that if this

continues, we'll continue to see a decline in adctive editors and administrators, which

is what my second point was about.

My other point was about developing tools. Let's be honest, this is a tool with a wide

variety of applications. Part of it is protecting BLPs, part of it is protecting other

sensitive articles. Currently, our only solutions are to protect pages from editing (there

goes "anyone can edit") or revert vandalism and warn/block. By default any vandalism

is instantly displayed on the site and then has to be reverted. But even if we're very

quick at detecting and reverting vandalism, it is still displayed for a period of time and

still ends up making front page headlines. It also requires volunteers to spend time

racing to detect, choose and revert vandalism. Sometimes it means that vandalism is

missed and stays displayed on the site for months on end before it is detected and

reverted. This proposal turns the workload upside down - instead of racing to remove

vandalism we'd be spending time reviwing edits and making them visible to

unregistered readers. Instead of racing to remove something, we'd have time to make

more intelligent decisions.

Currently we have 2.5k users and 1.5k admins able to perform rollback. Our primary

vandalism management tactic is to use these people to revert vandalism and block

those that vandalise repeatedly. We can't rely on this indefinately - especially if the

admin and user base shrinks. Besides, we have people who donate their time purely

doing this kind of activity and rather than being treated as valued community members

they're often mocked as simple minded button pushers. If people see WP being

mocked as a project in the media, they're less likely to join as an editor. If the number

of articles continues to grow, yet the pool of editors and by extension vandal fighters

doesn't, then we will not be able to keep up and vandalism will be visible for longer.

We have a mechanism available to us now to fix this and restore the public trust in

the project. A public that internationally pays to keep us runing and allows us to

expand infrastructure. It's about time we repaid them. This isn't a playground any

more, we shouldn't treat it as one. Gazimoff 15:51, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

That was rather a long post, but not a lot of it was actualy about this specific

proposal. This proposal does not apply Flagged Protection to any more articles

than those that already meet the protection policy, and this proposal does not stop

anonymous edits from appearing immediately without review as they do currently.

So, as I said, it doesn't do what you think it does. Period. As for losing editors

due to bad press, badly researched news articles about Wikipedia will continue to

appear no matter what system is implemented. The idea any kind of Flagged

system will stop bad press for the project doesn't have any legs at all, that's

wishfull thinking at best, and naivety about how the MSM works at worst.

MickMacNee (talk) 16:15, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

Actually, it does. To quote the table on Semi-flagged protection for

unregistered users: Can edit; a new edit is visible to registered users, but not

to readers by default until reviewed by a 'reviewer'. It's a start. And it'll

definately help. It won't wave a magic wand over all articles and make

problems vanish, but it will definately help. Besides, it'll be nice if we're not

continually providing MSM with ammunition to shoot us with, so to speak.

Gazimoff 16:42, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

By this proposal, the anonymous edit being held to await a review in your

example is already being prevented right now, because that article is

already going to be under semi-protection. So there is no gain in the

sense that you seem to think that BLP protection is being improved by

this proposal. MickMacNee (talk) 02:39, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

"because that article is already going to be under semi-

protection" That statement is simply false. Flagged protection is

about much more than just BLP. There are many classes of

article (for example articles related to evolution a number of

which I regularly work on) that have problems with disruptive

editing by anonymous editors. Most of those articles are not

protected in anyway because our current protection mechanisms

are pretty draconian since they ban anonymous editors from

contributing. Flagged revisions are a way to improve the

reliability of all the encyclopedia. BLP is just an area that needs

the help particularly badly. Rusty Cashman (talk) 19:05, 22

March 2009 (UTC)

84. Something needs to be done, and a trial has few drawbacks. I think a practical sampling of this

proposal is what is needed to bring absolution to a debacle that has already continued for far

too long. Let's give it a try. —Preceding unsigned comment added by Anonymous Dissident (talk • contribs)

85. Qualified support. Only by actually seeing how this works out for us will we resolve some of

the questions. Two months with the flagging as a protection-style option (which is honestly

how I think it should be used) will give us some (but not all) of the data we need to work with.

Daniel Case (talk) 14:34, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

And I would add that citing "anyone can edit" as a principle for opposition is foolish as, as

others have pointed out, we've long since moved away from that. If we really insisted on

it, we wouldn't have protection at all and we would never have ended IPs' ability to create

or move articles. If that's really what you want, go here .

"Anyone can edit" does not imply that everyone can publish. Daniel Case (talk) 14:39, 19

March 2009 (UTC)

86. Support – sgeureka t•c 16:34, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

87. As an alternative to semi protection.--Pattont/c 17:09, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

88. Support a trial as long as it is more controlled as mentioned in the neutral section. The whole

point of a trial is to see if it will work or not. Most of the people that oppose this seem to have

a problem with the whole "flagged" idea. I believe that it would be in their best interest to have

a trial, so they could point to something and say "Look - we tried it and it didn't work, and

here's why..." I believe it is also important to make sure that the trial is stopped, with

everything back to normal at the elapsed time. I think a major concern among some of the

opposers (to the trial) is that a trial is just an excuse to get it turned on. This should not be a

concern and every effort to make sure that it is done fairly (if implemented) should be taken. I

know that sounds obvious, but I mean that the proposal should actually have some fairness

mechanisms built in. Jkasd 17:21, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

89. Support - I'm unconvinced that patrolled revisions will work. But as that doesn't actually affect

what people see and its just a trial, its not particularly problematic IMO. Mr.Z-man 18:40, 19

March 2009 (UTC)

90. Support Better than nothing. Iain99Balderdash and piffle 21:43, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

91. Support with conditions. The promotion to reviewer should not be automatic, but done in a

similar fashion to rollbacker rights. A cursory review by an admin is preferable to automatic

promotion because it will hopefully catch a few over-eager, good faith contributors who have

the minimum level of edits, yet don't have the experience needed to be an effective reviewer. If

this proposal is successful, discussion on the requirements for promotion should obviously take

place before the trial. The trial should only allow the proposed protection scheme on BLPs.

-Atmoz (talk) 22:34, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

92. Support, I'm not convinced this is the optimal solution but would like to see a limited trial. --

zzuuzz (talk) 22:43, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

93. Support - Won't know how this works until we give it a try. -Marcusmax(speak) 00:43, 20

March 2009 (UTC)

94. Strong Support per Jennavecia. Willking1979 (talk) 02:11, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

95. Weak Support, I don;t like flags for everything, but this seems like a good compromise. One

problem with it I see is the gaming that could come about with vandals keeping Autoconfirmed

editors from making changes to a page by vandalizing a flagged page when there is a

shortage of "reviewers" around. How about just making everyone Autoconfirmed a reviewer...

only people with deep knowledge on how the wiki works will be able to figure out how to use

the feature anyways. Also, do not support "trial==something we will do forever since it is now

policy" position. --Rayc (talk) 02:26, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

96. (This is rather a long personal meditation, but I make it here because my oppose !vote

generated a good bit of discussion and think it necessary that I explain why I am abandoning

part of it.) Well, I never thought I'd end up in this section. I was watching college basketball

and working on some comments for Wikipedia Review, which I will continue to read and enjoy,

even as most WRers haven't any love for me at the moment, a bit ago when I received an e-

mail from an individual who suffered some legitimate harms as a result of what were, it seems,

inaccuracies in our article about her; she was asked by someone here to recount to me her

story toward the end of making real what it was suggested was for me purely an academic

exercise (although we've had some issues with claims of real-life identities of late, I am

convinced of the truth of this one). Perhaps it's because I'd taken my nightly sleeping pill, but I

was, I must say, moved more than I thought I'd be (particularly because I was convinced that I

had a full appreciation of the BLP problem, which I was convinced was vastly overstated and

about which, I was convinced, I shouldn't care). I'm still not convinced that the project won't

suffer significantly from the adoption of the system at issue, I continue to fear that what is

adopted as a trial will never be overturned, no matter its consequences, and I'm certainly not

going to become a BLP absolutist, but, having been affected by what I read (I hope not out of

weakness), I can't hold rigidly to the position I articulated (or tried to articulate) below; I'm still

propose to use a balancing test, but I am led to wonder whether the weight I was assigning to

the harms that might befall real people was a bit off, and I find that I can't reasonably object to

a trial of a middleground solution. Joe 04:34, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

Thank you for taking the time to look into the issue further and rethink your position.

FloNight♥♥♥ 13:31, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

Deep respect. It's not easy changing your opinion in situations like these, where it

sometimes looks as if there is only black and white. To do so, as transparently and

vulnerable as you have done, takes guts and pride. --TheDJ (talk • contribs) 21:28, 20

March 2009 (UTC)

97. Support. It's a good trial and I don't see how replacing article protection with flagged article

protection should cause idealogical controversy. Estemi (talk) 04:58, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

98. Support. Come on already. MahangaTalk 07:09, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

99. Support a step in the right direction. Andrew Lenahan - Starblind 13:14, 20 March 2009

(UTC)

100. Support. Do it. Do it now. Xymmax So let it be written So let it be done 13:30, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

101. support- I don't really understand flagged thingies and am worried it might inhibit article

changes, but if it's not across the whole wiki, it won't be too constraining. And if it's just a trial,

why not?:) Sticky Parkin 18:38, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

102. Support - I supported flagged revisions with the thought that this is where I wanted it to go.

The planned flagged protection will make a great alternative to page protection in the long run

on many pages, particularly BLPs, and help open up the wiki where it currently is simply not

practical. In the long run (though not currently planned in this trial) I do also believe that

flagged protection would be helpful for current borderline cases where protection would be

declined due to the side affects of regular protection, but enough disruption is happening to be

frustrating and time consuming. Camaron | Chris (talk) 20:58, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

103. Weak support. I will support this, though I do fear the idea that this will pave the way for

more restrictions in the future involving flagged revisions. Malinaccier (talk) 02:50, 21

March 2009 (UTC)

104. Support - There cannot be any harm in trying something. We need some actual data, and if it

doesn't work, oposition will get it reverted. - Trevor MacInnis (Contribs) 05:48, 21 March 2009

(UTC)

105. Support - We need a trial. I disagree with patrolled revs, but if they work, then so be it.

— neuro
(talk)(review) 10:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

106. Cautious support Some features of the proposed configuration may require serious changes

in the code of the FR extension. I am not sure they can be made quickly. So a lot of time may

pass before the configuration is switched on. I think smth simpler would be better. Ruslik (talk)

16:07, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

107. Support as a first step. Risker (talk) 16:10, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

108. Support a trial. --Malcolmxl5 (talk) 16:50, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

109. I've no problem with a trial run. Some things can only be discovered in practice, not in theory

and discussion. Master&Expert (Talk) 17:12, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

110. Support. Ottre 17:29, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

111. Suber-strong support: I support any implementation of Flagged Revisions, but this is by

far the best proposed. Dendodge TalkContribs 17:48, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

112. Support A trial of selective flagged protection is definitely preferable to the previous flagged

revisions proposal, and we should have done patrolled revisions a long time ago. Steven

Walling (talk) 18:23, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

113. Support Anything that moves the project toward protecting people from the consequences of

having ill-motivated individuals editing their articles is good. Hasten the day. LessHeard vanU

(talk) 22:18, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

114. Support. Using the flagging software to protect the integrity of articles (especially BLPs) while

compromising as little as possible the principle that "anyone can edit" is a Good Idea. Such

flagged protection and patrolling is considerably more flexible than semi and full protection. The

trial proposed is an excellent way to explore this flexibility. There may be unforseen problems

such as backlogs, overdeployment and so on. However, the only way to see if these concerns

are genuine, rather than a chimera, is to go ahead with a trial. Geometry guy 22:42, 21 March

2009 (UTC)

115. Support Per all of my support for stuff like this, generally a flexible way to use FlaggedRevs

like protection.--Res2216firestar 05:37, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

116. Support FlaggedRevs would be a great way to improve Wikipedia's image in the world ending

the 'Wikipedia allows anyone to edit any page and anyone can add nonsense' s**t. --

Sk8er5000 (talk) 07:43, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

117. Support. Let's do this.--Berig (talk) 15:04, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

118. Support - As Wikipedia grows in popularity, the number of bad faith edits grows exponentially.

Something like this needs to be done eventually to prevent to community being swamped by

this. The only question is whether there are enough Wikipedians to keep up with the number

of edits that need patrolling. A 2-month trial is a good way of finding out. Chris Neville-Smith

(talk) 18:54, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

119. Support because I'm getting tired of the gazillions of discussions and polls about flagged revs.

Let's try it and then have a discussion that's based on actual data and not on hypotheticals.

The debate shouldn't be a philosophical or abstract one. We need to know if from a purely

pragmatic point of view this is a net positive and we won't know until we try it. Pascal.Tesson

(talk) 22:19, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

120. Support - Borofkin (talk) 02:33, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

121. Support Captain panda 04:05, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

122. Support Alex Bakharev (talk) 04:25, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

123. Support GlassCobra 04:49, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

124. support This may likely not deal with the most serious problems we have regarding BLPs and

related problems, but I'm willing to give this is a trial run. JoshuaZ (talk) 04:58, 24 March 2009

(UTC)

125. Half-hearted support. While the concerns of Scott MacDonald and Short Brigade Harvester

Boris are very much well-taken, I ultimately side with Lar's view that this is marginally better

than nothing. Moreover, I hypothesize that the application of flagged revisions in some form is

more likely to hasten than to block future, more useful applications (though I could be wrong).

Sarcasticidealist (talk) 05:27, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

126. Support henrik•talk 07:11, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

127. Support If we don't try it out in the first place, we'll never know how to fix it. Lectonar (talk)

08:04, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

128. Support. Looks good. — sephiroth bcr (converse) 08:13, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

129. Support — Just Do It. This is needed. Cheers, Jack Merridew 08:28, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

130. Support - This seems a neat, efficient way to implement the plan, and goodness knows we

need to do something to deal with the endless vandalism. :-) I'd like to final decision on the

requirements for reviewer status before this is implemented, however. Colds7ream (talk)

18:43, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

See Wikipedia_talk:Flagged_protection_and_patrolled_revisions#Post-poll_discussions.

Cenarium (talk) 18:54, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

131. Support, I'm willing to give this a shot. PeterSymonds (talk) 09:22, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

132. Support. Ironholds (talk) 09:39, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

133. Support. I'd prefer to see a wider implementation, but if this proposed trial finally means

people will agree on testing the extension without drawing premature conclusions, I'm all for it.

- Mgm|(talk) 10:59, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

134. Support AMALTHEA 13:26, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

135. Support, I opposed flagged revisions but this is a much better idea. -- M2Ys4U (talk) 15:21, 24

March 2009 (UTC)

136. Strong support If there will be those who oppose enabling the full flagged revs, at least

enable '(or trial) this. fahadsadah (talk,contribs) 16:24, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

I take it you either meant to say "strong support" or to put this in the section below...

–Drilnoth (T • C) 16:26, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

Thanks, fixed fahadsadah (talk,contribs) 16:33, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

137. Support I would happily trade the immediacy of edits going live for the ability to edit pages

that are currently protected. --Waldir talk 16:27, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

And, neatly enough, you won't usually need to trade the immediacy of live edits to edit the

protected pages! –Drilnoth (T • C) 16:28, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

138. Support. Dovi (talk) 17:26, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

139. Support This will let us see if such a system could work. Computerjoe's talk 18:09, 24 March

2009 (UTC)

140. Support I fully admit I'm not an editor of articles where there is likely to be the possibility of

abuse, I think it will be helpful in my scope and elsewhere. We lose little by a trial; much more

by inaction. --Der Wohltempierte Fuchs (talk) 18:32, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

141. Support A very moderate, inoffensive trial - let's get started and see what happens.—greenrd

(talk) 21:03, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

142. Strong Support --Analytikone (talk) 00:42, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

143. Support with reservations as one of the few people who originally wrote up the whole idea of

flagged protection in the first place, I also understand many of the weakness of the proposal

myself, so this is a good chance to see how it actually preforms. When I wrote the flagged

protection proposal, I did it on the basis so that people can get familiar with the system, and

we can get some good experimental data about flagged revision in general and work from

there. If this passes this will probably be the one of first proposal that uses flagged revisions

on the English Wikipedia, but I certainly hope it would not be the last as I could see more

potential for flagged revisions beyond just the flagged protection myself depending on how the

trial goes. Patrolled revision is a passive system so I see no reason to oppose it, at least in

theory, I'm not too sure about how would a developer implement it. 山本一郎 (会話) 01:43, 25

March 2009 (UTC)

144. Support - Ealdgyth - Talk 14:35, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

145. Support I think, this will reduce restriction to IPs. Wikipedia is not the free encyclopedia that

anyone can edit long time ago. Carlosguitar (Yes Executor?) 15:15, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

146. Support. Sopoforic (talk) 16:38, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

147. Strong Support Getting the English Wikipedia on board with this project is long overdue and

very welcome (to this editor). --SteveMcCluskey (talk) 17:49, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

148. Support, a useful extension of our ability to control vandalism while making it easier for people

to edit articles. Tim Vickers (talk) 18:46, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

149. Support, at least we'll have some data to make informed judgements ;) EyeSerenetalk 19:32,

25 March 2009 (UTC)

150. support - just about anything to move this beyond discussion to action. --Rocksanddirt (talk)

19:51, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

151. Support - let's see how this works out, but if people cannot validate their own revisions (like

reverting vandalism and such), we'll be doubling our workload because we need one person to

fix the problem and another to validate that the fixer has fixed it. IMHO, if it gets too much, the

trial will not be continued. Carlossuarez46 (talk) 20:21, 25 March 2009 (UTC)

152. Support. This should have been done LONG ago. Those who oppose this proposal are

harming Wikipedia. End of story. JBsupreme (talk) 00:34, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

153. Support: This looks like a pretty good tool and goodness knows we need more options for

dealing with persistent problem editors. It has worked well for the German WP, and I'm happy

to see a trial here. Sunray (talk) 08:16, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

154. Support - strong support with proceeding on this basis; there will be a possibility of review and

tweaking later. Sam Blacketer (talk) 15:58, 26 March 2009 (UTC)

155. Support A valuable tool that should have minimal problems. — Moe # 21:05, 26 March 2009

(UTC)

156. Support - I read over the details a week or so ago, and I like the idea. Steve Crossin
Talk/24 00:11, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

157. SUPPORT!!!! - This will end mindless edit wars, like the on at United Football League (2009).

Standleylake40 (talk) 01:38, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

158. Support. I was not supportive in earlier, less specific polls on flagged revisions, but this trial

definitely works for me (my main caveat is that they are no metrics as to how we evaluate the

trial, but I gather from comments from Cenarium elsewhere on the page that we will work this

out after the poll concludes). I think FR, in some form, will likely by good for the project and

this is the beginning of figuring out what form or forms it will ultimately take, and to what extent

it will help us deal with the BLP issue that is underlying all of this. There's another advantage

to this trial going through, which it clearly will, that is not being mentioned so much: it gives a

chance to get our feet wet using this addition to the Wiki software. Many of the comments here

seem to be based on a lack of information on what this is and how it will work, which is

somewhat to be expected. After two months of working with a couple of possible FR

configurations we can come back to the discussion with a much greater understanding of how

it functions in practice, what's good about it, what are sources of potential problems, etc. -

-Bigtimepeace | talk | contribs 05:43, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

159. Support, we should have done this a long time ago. Lankiveil (speak to me) 11:16, 27 March

2009 (UTC).

160. Past Opposer, Now Support - I opposed on the last trial, however amendments to the

proposal have made things more clear and precise. Lets give it a go.   «l| !romethe"n ™|l» 

(talk) 11:51, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

161. Support - we need to implement flagged revisions quickly. I support any proposal that moves

us in that direction. waggers (talk) 13:38, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

162. Weak support Not terribly enthusiastic about this, but it would certainly cut down on the

amount of vandalism visible to non-registered users. My only concern is that it is a bit

complicated, and might make WP a bit more bureaucratic. Bottlenecks as a result of not

enough reviewers around might be a problem too. However, I think the positives outweigh the

negatives here. This is only a trial, after all, if we don't like it it can easily be removed.

♪TTempoempo didi VValse alse ♪ 16:51, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

163. Support --Odie5533 (talk) 17:18, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

164. Support as a trial Nicolas1981 (talk)

165. Support as a trial. Griffinofwales (talk) 19:37, 28 March 2009 (UTC)

166. Support Taku (talk) 22:58, 28 March 2009 (UTC)

167. Support Sounds like a good idea. Let's give it a go. - kollision (talk) 23:43, 28 March 2009

(UTC)

168. Support - per Alison. AdjustShift (talk) 00:50, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

169. Support A fair decision needs a trial. --Patar knight - chat/contributions 00:55, 29 March 2009

(UTC)

170. Support : Not my preferred proposal, but cenarium seized the right moment with a good

proposal. Show, road, etc.--Tznkai (talk) 00:56, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

171. Support: I strongly opposed flagged revisions in the last poll, but with the idea of flagged

protection included (which I believe might be actually effective), I think we are going

somewhere. Patrolled revisions also seem to be a good idea. Since the last poll, I realized that

there's a serious problem with BLPs here, and I believe finding a way to solve or at least

minimize this problem is more important than simply going ahead with the slogan "anyone can

edit" (which was pretty much my reason to oppose last time). We need to do a trial and see

how it goes. Chamal talk 03:39, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

172. Support trial for BLP only: I have spent an incredible amount of time protecting a few BLPs

from organized partisans on certain issues who use wikipedia to abuse WP:RS, NPOV and

WP:Coatrack to smear BLPs of individuals, esp. those currently in the news to influence what

reporters who use wikipedia write about them. Today I came to the conclusion that a Trial of

this process is needed -- but for BLP only. Why not try it where it is MOST necessary first? If

people hate it applied to everything, it may never be applied to BLP where it is sorely needed.

Of course, editors overseeing hot topic BLPs will have to be carefully chosen and monitored

(and dumped if there are legitimate complaints) as well. CarolMooreDC (talk) 15:09, 29 March

2009 (UTC)

173. Support The first step need not be perfect. Trial sounds a great idea. Wikiphile1603 (talk)

17:29, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

174. Support, it seems to work on the wikis its been tested on, and so a test here is justified. --

Zanimum (talk) 20:18, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

175. Support, Forward motion is good. Two months seems short for such a major trial. I hope a

poll to extend the trial will be taken after, say, 6 weeks, so there is enough time for responses

to be considered without interrupting the trial.--agr (talk) 22:01, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

176. Raymond (talk) 20:28, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

177. Support, fergoshsakes! - David Gerard (talk) 21:42, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

178. Strong Support, Since people can't edit if the page is protected, it will actually help the

project as IPs can edit semi-protected articles, it will just need to be reviewed for vandalism.

Techman224Talk 21:44, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

179. Support - I'm not concerned with exactly how we implement the trial, but I'd like to strongly

support the idea of any trial, so we can get some feeling for how it'd work, how much

vandalism we'd avoid, and how bad the side-effects would be. We can always fine-tune the

implementation in a later phase :-) Shimgray | talk | 22:01, 29 March 2009 (UTC)

180. Weak Support I have huge concerns about flagged revisions because I regularly edit and

create articles about living people and imagine these proposals will ultimately lead to barriers

to participation from people like me - much as page protection currently does. I once had to

wait several months to get an edit actions on a protected page - will I have to do the same

under this system? Probably. Likewise, I've experienceed over-zealous admins on NPP

prodding new articles that blatently weren't appropriate under CSD - we'll no doubt have to live

with attitudes like that from this reviewer class as well. Nonetheless, this proposal seems to

address most of the concerns that I originally had. Some things need to be resolved - criteria

for granting reviwer rights, admin rights etc and for approving edits and challenging reviewers

who inappropriately disapprove edits - but for now I support this trial. AndrewRT(Talk) 22:42,

29 March 2009 (UTC)

181. Support BLPs need it, and well established articles do also; most edits are vandalism there.

The trial seems a good idea.- (User) Wolfkeeper (Talk) 01:02, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

182. Support Seems like a reasonable way to get things going. Can be scaled-up organically if

needed even as-is. --mav (talk) 02:04, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

183. Support this tepid first step. Hopefully it will lead to a more full-blooded permanent system of

flagged protection and patrolled revision. X MarX the Spot (talk) 02:15, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

184. Support I like the idea, will greatly help! Would be good to get involved in helping with it too.

Isabell121 (talk) 04:53, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

185. Support Sounds like an excellent idea. Dougweller (talk) 04:57, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

186. Support lets see how the trial goes. Mieciu K (talk) 05:16, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

187. Support running a trial is a good idea. Flagged protection is much better than standard

protection - people can still edit the articles - so I hope that it replaces standard protection in

the long run. Passive flagging is great so long as the people who like fighting vandalism find

the tool useful and effective. I hope that people don't get carried away with it, though, creating

large backlogs. Finally, I would have much preferred seeing a site notice about this rather than

hearing about it via the grapeline - using a site notice would probably give a much better

sampling of the community than this. Mike Peel (talk) 06:58, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

188. Support It's a good idea, and it's been discussed to death. Let's just do it. -- The Anome (talk)

10:35, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

189. Needs doing. --Deskana (talk) 13:30, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

190. Support. yandman 13:33, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

191. Support And the opposes can be disregarded by Jimbo at the conclusion of this. You're with

the Right-minded people, or you can leave via the door. BLP trumps any absurd "anyone must

be able to edit!" dogma that should have been put down with 2004. The Internet can hurt

people. I challenge every last person that says Oppose to provide full contact information for

legal liability as an editor, including full name, or leave Wikipedia today. rootology (C)(T)

13:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

"[…] with the Right-minded people, or you can leave via the door"? Please, let's not make

this so dramatic. This particular proposal doesn't affect the "anyone can edit" idea

adversely anyway, and until you follow your own challenge, it's just a meaningless

provocation. This is not an attitude we should encourage: many of the people who have

opposed and do oppose proposals like this do so because they have legitimate doubts

about the effectiveness, efficiency, or side-effects of a given system. Even if you think

they're wrong, telling people to leave is not constructive. {{Nihiltres|talk|log}} 14:01, 30

March 2009 (UTC)

On the contrary, I think it's VERY constructive. I'll do one better: we should have an

enforced policy that only accounts that self-identify or have identified to the WMF

should be allowed to edit BLPs at all. Those opposed?

http://www.anotherencyclopediaforyou.org  can be forked. rootology (C)(T) 14:06, 30

March 2009 (UTC)

"You're with the Right-minded people, or you can leave via the door". I voted

oppose on this. Why? Because I read both sides of the argument and came to

the decision that I thought was the correct one. However I now feel that I should

apologise, as I was obviously wrong. I shall now prostrate myself at your feet and

beg for forgiveness. How did someone so close-minded became an admin?

Alan16 talk 22:53, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

Is that comment representative of most supporters' views? If so then you are right: I and

many others have misunderstood what Wikipedia stands for and should find a more

appropriate alternative. However, I do not follow the logic that those happy with the current

rules must find "another encyclopedia" whilst those campaigning for change may stay. I

hope we can agree on one thing: such a fork is in no one's interest. Certes (talk) 14:13,

30 March 2009 (UTC)

No, it is not. Also, anyone must be able to edit is _not_ an absurd dogma, as shown

by the simple existence of this site. Mike Peel (talk) 18:48, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

To quote someone, the times, they are 'a changin . rootology (C)(T) 13:41, 31

March 2009 (UTC)

192. Support Darrenhusted (talk) 13:42, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

193. Support Worth a try. — Emil J. 13:49, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

194. Strong support - It's about time! - BillCJ (talk) 13:50, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

195. Support Will be an interesting experiment. --BorgQueen (talk) 13:56, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

196. Strong support. Protection is what's really anti-wiki; replacing it with flagged protection (or

mostly so) is a big step forward. —Simetrical (talk • contribs) 13:58, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

197. Strong support - It seems like a very reasonable experiment to me. DThomsen8 (talk) 14:06,

30 March 2009 (UTC)Dthomsen8

198. Support a trial for two months to allow us to evaluate how it actually works in practice. Cnilep

(talk) 14:12, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

199. Super-duper strong support. We have a serious problem, and this is a serious solution. I

hope that the trial proves the solution to be sound, but we have no way of knowing unless it

goes ahead. —bbatsell ¿? " 14:14, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

200. Support - don't know if it will do what it's supposed to, but trying it out is the only way to

see....--SarekOfVulcan (talk) 14:17, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

201. Support Let's give it a try. --Omarcheeseboro (talk) 14:19, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

202. Support it's worth a trial run to see if it can improve WP's credibility (especially with BLPs) -

Dumelow (talk) 14:22, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

203. Weak Support - The only thing that brings me to support this is the fact that it is a trial. I am

incredibly concerned with backlog, considering the state of Newpages, but I'm willing to see

where it goes. People are arguing that Wikipedia is the "encylopedia that anyone can edit",

and that's an excuse not to try this...but I don't think it's a valid argument when the current

version doesn't let anonymous users edit protected pages at all, so this is a step upwards if

you use that argument. I think that these could be good ideas ideally, but the backlogs will end

up being too much to handle. DreamHaze (talk) 14:23, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

204. Support I like the idea that this is a trial-run, so if it does not work, we can say at least it was

tried, and shown to not have worked. If it does work during the trial period however, then there

would be no reason to stop using this tool. Wildthing61476 (talk) 14:34, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

205. Support Absolutely! Bubba73 (talk), 14:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC) Except that "semi flagged

protected" needs to be applied to all articles. I am tired of having "an encyclopedia that

anyone can vandalize". Bubba73 (talk), 20:02, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

206. Support as a trial  Badgernet  !  14:53, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

207. Strong Support --Morten (talk) 14:54, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

208. Support --John (talk) 14:58, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

209. Support --Brad (talk) 15:05, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

210. Support This trial resolves all the complaints brought up in the previous poll. Flagged

protection is immediately useful and allows more people to edit protected articles. Patrolled

revisions will eliminate a lot of duplicated work, and will make building release versions easier.

Wronkiew (talk) 15:10, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

211. Support - I'm thinking of a particular article on my watchlist. It persistently has the same

gibberish added by an anon editor, always from a different ip, over a period of at least two

years. Currently the only way to stop him is semi-protection, but this stops ALL ip editors from

doing anything to the article. Flagged-revision-protection would render the vandal impotent but

still allow others to work on the article - ideal. Beve (talk) 15:26, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

212. Strong Support I'm in favour of open editing, but certainly not of all edits. Some articles are

particularly vulnerable. Haploidavey (talk) 15:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

213. Weak Support I support the trial, but am against the blanket introduction across wikipedia.

Martin451 (talk) 15:56, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

214. Weak Support I generally oppose flagging, but the proposed method is mild enough to keep

wikipedia from becoming too bureaucratic. I agree that various backlogs need to be taken care

of first before this is implemented. -Drdisque (talk) 16:05, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

215. Support Gran2 16:08, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

216. Support As a trial, it seems like a good idea. I'd like to see this in motion Greggers (t • c)

16:19, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

217. Support No good reason not to try this. Jclemens (talk) 16:24, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

218. Support - I don't buy into the "this is the same as flagged revisions" arguments. This is just a

way to ease constraints imposed by page protection. --E x p l o d i c l e  (T/C) 16:30, 30 March

2009 (UTC)

219. Support --JaGatalk 16:42, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

220. Support - Strict 2-week trial, but recommend restricting this to BLPs only. The bar for being

classified a "reviewer" must not be set too high, or this will cripple Wikipedia. -- Scjessey (talk)

16:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

221. Support in principle: but working out minor details like who is granted the privilege of flagging

a revision will need to be worked out. This support should only be taken for the trial period,

where we can work out minor fixes, or decide that the idea is fundamentally flawed.

Randomran (talk) 16:54, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

222. Strong Support - Time to find out. --Tryptofish (talk) 16:57, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

223. Support - For the trial, then we will be able to have an evidence-based discussion on it's

value to the project. Graham Colm Talk 17:08, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

224. Support. Happy for there to be a trial; won't feel comfortable saying aye or nae until I've tried

it ;-) Cheers, This flag once was redpropaganda
deeds 17:18, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

225. Support trial An interesting experiment to see if this can possibly work. OrangeDog (talk • edits)

17:41, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

226. Support - Magnus Manske (talk) 18:09, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

227. Support - Peregrine Fisher (talk) (contribs) 18:24, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

228. Support - Sasata (talk) 18:32, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

229. Support a trial. May or may not support long-term use. Let's see if this is a "net positive."

davidwr/(talk)/(contribs)/(e-mail) 18:36, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

230. Support I have strenuously opposed any incarnation of Flagged Revisions in the past, but this

is finally a trial I can get behind. This idea allows more people to edit more articles, rather than

fewer. Hoping it doesn't lead to anything worse, let's see how the trial works! Ntsimp (talk)

18:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

231. Support. Although probably some things could be done better, this trial will serve to allow most

everyone to see how flagged revisions will actually work and what impacts there may be. We

desperately need a reasonable form of protection and flagged revisions is the only basis for it

on the horizon. -R. S. Shaw (talk) 18:56, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

232. Support. I hope that this trial will improve the experience of anonymous and new users. At the

moment, protection on popular articles prevents participation by anonymous and new users,

which may put them off further participation in the project. Ideally, this tool will allow for lesser

use of full protection and partial protection, by buffering the input of anonymous and new users

on repeatedly vandalised and vulnerable articles. Things could go wrong with this tool, such as

too much complexity for new users, unconsidered new barriers for new users, or a change in

the use of the tool that could make Wikipedia more restrictive. Hopefully these things won't

happen, but the trial should give some insight into how this tool will change Wikipedia. The

flagged revisions tool is also a neat way to identify clean versions of articles and might have

interesting applications in the future. --Oldak Quill 19:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

233. Support. Soberknight (talk) 19:47, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

234. Support. The time has come for a practical test of switching from post hoc hit-or-miss review

to prior review. I hope the implementers will be collecting useful metrics for evaluating the

bureaucratic cost and the effectiveness in realizing benefits. ~ Ningauble (talk) 19:57, 30

March 2009 (UTC)

235. Strong Support for a two-month trial David in DC (talk) 20:02, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

236. Sigh...weak support. We better ACTUALLY judge backlogs and changes in edit counts to

articles. This is a pointless trial for all concerned if we roll this out with so many provisos and

idiosyncrasies that it doesn't represent what will happen when this goes live. Protonk (talk)

20:14, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

237. Strong support, cannot come soon enough, IMHO. – ukexpat (talk) 20:45, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

238. Support With the caveats I expressed on the BLP/Flagged test proposal which I supported.

Collect (talk) 21:01, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

239. Support This should absolutely be tried out, with no prejudice as to the final outcome of the

trial. There is a great opportunity here to improve Wikipedia - let's see if it works. Anaxial (talk)

21:05, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

240. Support As above, as far as I can tell, this will result in unregistered users being able to make

some edits to protected pages, which can only be a good thing, as most people aren't vandals.

dottydotdot (talk) 21:08, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

241. Support. !!–Ber ean–Hunter—" (("")) 21:21, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

242. Enough talking in hypotheticals. [[Sam Korn]] (smoddy) 21:39, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

243. Support A reasonable measure to protect BLPs. -- Avi (talk) 21:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

244. Support - I don't see how this is detrimental to "the encyclopaedia that anyone can edit". In

fact, it allows more people to edit, seeing as non-auto-confirmed can't edit protected articles

anyway, but allows it in such a manner that it prevents vandalism. Fantastic. I'm opposed to

flagged revisions, but not this. —Cyclonenim (talk · contribs · email) 21:49, 30 March 2009

(UTC)

245. Strong support - the key point is that this is a trial. I understand (but do not share) the

doubts of the opposers but until we see how the trial works out we won't know whether the

concerns are well founded. Smile a While (talk) 22:10, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

246. Support - A trial can't hurt anyone. It seems like a lot of work, but it's also a controversial

topic. A trial should prove whether it's worth it. —LedgendGamer 22:18, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

247. Support - Trial is harmless, especially if we can get some good data from it. --Lucas20 (talk)

22:27, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

248. Support - seems a good balance of protection vs. editing, and if experience shows that it fails

horribly we can stop using it. BencherliteTalk 22:38, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

249. Support - Looks like a good way to demonstrate that flagged revisions are not the root of all

evil. --Carnildo (talk) 22:45, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

250. Support - Makes recent changes patrol a bit more efficient, no harm in trying it. Garyzx (talk)

22:46, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

251. Support About time to see if it works. faithless (speak) 22:59, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

252. Support. Even my mentees in de.WP (who cannot sight yet) have no objections against the

system.:-) --Ziko (talk) 23:40, 30 March 2009 (UTC)

253. Support Let quality articles stay that way. ~ #$d%st%r16«talk
stalk» 03:19, 31 March 2009

(UTC)

254. Support (assume rollbackers will be auto-added to reviewers group for trial) Proofreader77

(talk) 04:08, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

255. Support This is a worthwhile endeavour; we can discuss the system ad nauseum, but at some

point it needs a field test. --Ckatzchat
spy 05:15, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

256. Support OSX (talk • contributions) 12:04, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

257. Support the trial. --Kbdank71 16:39, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

258. Support - if used as an alternative to semi/full pp as proposed, it sounds like an excellent idea.

&a'a(avenoT
C 20:58, 31 March 2009 (UTC)

259. Support - the only way to figure out if FR is a good idea is to try it. Franamax (talk) 23:51, 31

March 2009 (UTC)

Oppose

1. Strong oppose Flagged protection is a bureaucratic disaster in the making which

fundamentally undermines the contention that Wikipedia is an encyclopedia that anyone can

edit. There's no reason to bother going thru a "trial period" because it is a lousy idea.

Furthermore, we just did a poll on this a few months ago where this idea was rejected. So why

are we back here again? -- Kendrick7talk 17:38, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

When did we have a poll on Flagged protection? Are you sure you're not confusing

this with Flagged Revisions? Fritzpoll (talk) 17:40, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Flagged protection uses similar techniques, but it's very different in spirit from

'classic' flagged revisions. The purpose is to use a flag for pages meeting the

requirements of the protection policy, instead of protecting them. It opens up

Wikipedia, instead of closing it to editing. Patrolled revisions has no effect on the

version viewed by readers and is merely an enhanced way to monitor pages,

such as low-profile blps. Cenarium (talk) 17:53, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

What is the difference, really? Too many articles are left protected for to long

as it is. This is just getting flagged revisions in by another means. It's even

worse -- creating wishy-washy protection means real disputes will never get

resolved because there will be no pressure to do so. -- Kendrick7talk 17:57,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

It means that everyone can contribute to more articles. If the protection

policy applies, this shouldn't happen for longer than it does now, but in

the intervening time, everyone, including IPs and newly registered users

will be able to suggest edits. Nothing more extensive than that. Fritzpoll

(talk) 18:02, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

It means many pages will simply remain locked in The Wrong

Version essentially forever. Editors may already suggest consensus

edits via {{edit protected}}. Why complicate a system that is already

working well? -- Kendrick7talk 18:07, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Arguably because it isn't.  :) Fritzpoll (talk) 18:18, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

This opens the encyclopedia up more. IPs will be able to edit fullprotected pages

fahadsadah (talk,contribs) 16:36, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to apply only to the flagged protection part of this proposal,

not to patrolled revisions, which, like new page patrolling, are essentially just a way for

recent changes patrollers (and watchlisters etc.) to communicate with each other, and

which do not affect which version is displayed by default. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18

March 2009 (UTC)

2. Oppose as unneeded bureaucracy and a dangerous step down the slippery slope towards a

full-fledged version of flagged revisions. This nonsense must be stopped in its infancy. Articles

should be edited in the now, not through a backlog. Flagged anything undermines the spirit of

Wikipedia as a free-for-all encyclopedia. ThemFromSpace 18:44, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This isn't about flagged revisions... please see my comment  for details.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 19:05, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to me to apply only to flagged protection, not to patrolled

revisions, although this isn't clear. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Do you mean "free-for-all" as in a chaotic situation where everyone is on their own, or

where its "free" (as in free license) for everyone? If its the former, I don't see why that's

desirable (whatever happened to collaboration?), and if its the latter, I don't see how

flagged revs will affect that. Mr.Z-man 18:45, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

3. Strong oppose. It's been said already, but flagged revisions are not compatible with "the free

encyclopedia that anyone can edit". The practical effect will be that IP editors and casual

readers are not allowed to fix gross errors (such BLP violations) on a flagged page without

getting permission from the regulars, which could result in more damaging BLP violations

sticking. Experience with new page patrol flags says this will immediately get backlogged;

same deal. At the same time, the current proposal would exempt regulars from any

inconvenience related to the proposal - cabalism that will be seen as such by outside editors.

We've just been through the Obama incident, complete with a story on Fox News , so it

should be plain how easily we can be made vulnerable to assertions of such cabalism.

Moreover, the assertion that this would reduce the amount of pages with editing restrictions is

troubling doublespeak - flagged protection would surely be used mainly as a "solution" where

actual protection is considered infeasible, leading to more restricted pages, not fewer. All in all,

even a trial demonstration is likely to be harmful to the wiki. — Gavia immer (talk) 18:50, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This isn't about flagged revisions... the "patrolled revisions" feature won't have

any effect on a reader of Wikipedia. IP contributions to pages (as long as they aren't semi-

protected) will be visible immediately. The only significant change is that it will be easier to

patrol BLPs and other highly sensitive articles by having a list of edits to them in one place

so that the changes can be reviewed. Having the list won't cause the edits not to show up

until its reviewed. –Drilnoth (T • C) 19:01, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

That's not what the proposal currently says: "version viewed by readers by default is

the latest flagged revision." So, no, the edits won't show up until reviewed. --

Kendrick7talk 19:08, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

That is for flagged protection, and only applies when IPs edit semi-protected

pages or when any non-admin edits a fully protected page. This is explained

more fully in the table below; I believe that the sentence that you pointed out is

unclear (although correct me if I'm wrong). Autoconfirmed users will still have edits

visible immediately in most every circumstance, and the handful of times that they

wouldn't would be when editing protected pages. –Drilnoth (T • C) 19:20, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

(edit conflict)Righto -I can only comment on the proposal that actually exists, and

the proposal that actually exists says that IP edits to pages with flagged protection

will not be visible (to actual readers, of which there are many more than the total

number of Wikipedia editors) until someone makes them visible. And, for the

record, if a random IP removes BLP-violating material, and their edit doesn't

immediately show up on the article served to actual readers, we have in no sense

improved anything; we have made it worse. The fact that we would have a nice

report of things made worse is not a compensation. — Gavia immer (talk) 19:27,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

For flagged protection that is true, IP edits will have to be "reviewed" to be

reader-visible on protected pages... but right now, IPs can't edit protected

pages at all. It would actually give them more freedom in what they can edit.

And patrolled revisions will have no effect on the visibility of edits. ––Drilnoth

(T • C) 19:32, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

What I mean to say is that IPs can edit BLPs freely, without the need for a

"review", the same way that they do now unless that BLP is protected.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 19:33, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Right now, IPs can edit freely on any page that isn't fully protected,

semiprotected, or cascade protected (and they can't move move-

protected pages or start any new ones). If this proposal is adopted, there

would be another new class of pages IPs couldn't edit, at least without

getting permission from the regular editors. And patrolled edits do have

an effect on the visibility of edits; that's rather the point, that they wouldn't

be visible (except to Wikipedia's regular editors) without a permission flag

(from Wikipedia's regular editors). The fact that you and I could see the

edit beforehand wouldn't change the fact that everyone else would be

served the old version of the page. If the IP edit is a BLP fix, or a

vandalism fix, or the like, then choosing not to display their edit, even

temporarily, is not acceptable. Requiring them to have such fixes

approved is not acceptable either. — Gavia immer (talk) 19:46, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

I'm not quite understanding what you mean by "another class of

pages"... only pages that would currently be semi-protected or fully-

protected will have flagged protection on them, no other pages. And

patrolled revisions doesn't hide edits at all... it just creates a list so

that there's another way for Wikipedians to patrol edits to highly

sensitive pages and check new edits, reverting them if needed, not to

patrol the edits and "approve" them. This isn't flagged revisions... did

you read the whole proposal? –Drilnoth (T • C) 19:53, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

We should admit that flagged protection will probably (eventually)

be used on articles that would not currently be semi-protected.

An advantage is that edits do eventually get flagged unless they

are reverted. Edits won't just go unapproved forever. --Apoc2400

(talk) 20:02, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Pardon me for nitpicking a post that generally supports me,

but in view of practical experience with new page patrol logs

here, and flagged edits on de.wiki, it's likely that some edits

will be delayed effectively forever - there's almost certain to

be a backlog, and delays of more than a few days, on any

article edited heavily enough to warrant restrictions on

editing, effectively are forever, if other editors can edit freely

in the meantime. — Gavia immer (talk) 20:41, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

As I understand it there is no branching of the versions.

Anyone who wants to edit has to edit the latest draft

version. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:47, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

That's also my understanding; sorry if I wasn't clear

enough. If one editor needs their edits approved,

and another does not, and they are both editing the

same article, and they happen to disagree - which

has been known to happen from time to time, even

on articles where there's some sort of dispute - then

the editor without flagged editing restrictions has a

large advantage, because they can always

immediately make their preferred version available -

without any action on their part other than to edit -

and the editor who's subject to approval of flagged

edits cannot. That's bad. We shouldn't pretend that

this will never happen. — Gavia immer (talk) 21:16,

17 March 2009 (UTC)

True, but what really matters is what stays in

the end. --Apoc2400 (talk) 21:24, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

On a semi flagged protected page, an edit by a

reviewer, is automatically reviewed only when

the previous revision is. Thus if there is a

dispute between a reviewer and a non-reviewer,

the reviewer will need to manually flag his/her

preferred version. However, edits by the non-

reviewer will appear in special pages as

unreviewed, so other reviewers will notice them,

review them, signal the dispute to admins, etc.

In those cases, the standard dispute resolution

mechanism should be followed, the reviewer

status is no exception to 3rr, including

flags/deflags, and if s/he 'unreviews' edits by the

other user that have been reviewed, it would be

an abuse of the privileges. Full flag protection

can also be used in those cases, admins only

can validate. It has been proposed to reduce

the requirements for protection, or to semi-

protect all blps in the past. Likewise, it will

probably be proposed to reduce the

requirements for semi flag protection. But doing

so will require community consensus. Cenarium

(talk) 22:06, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

I think the reviewer first flags all

edits, so no unflagged edits are

present and then makes his or her

own edit which will be autoflagged

(worst case scenario), or is that

prevented ? Mion (talk) 22:16, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

(e/c)You've not understood - BLPs aren't going to be automatically

flagged with flagged protection, so IP edits will be immediately visible

as they are now. The patrolled revisions flag is passive, and has no

effect of the visibility of edits. So the only BLPs where IP corrections

won't be visible immediately are those where they cannot currently

edit anyway. Fritzpoll (talk) 19:54, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Of course they will. They risk of getting sued by an LP because

we failed to protect their biography sufficiently will eventually

mean this new protection will be used on all BLP's by default. --

Kendrick7talk 20:00, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

If that was going to happen, wouldn't all BLPs be semi'd or

even fully protected already? –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:01, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

Re backlog: I hope that tools such as Huggle will eventually be modified to automatically

mark revisions as patrolled. That way, patrolling will in most cases be no extra effort;

instead, it will save time by coordinating efforts. !Coppertwig (talk) 14:14, 19 March 2009

(UTC)

4. I'm pretty sure I've explained before why I strongly oppose, and my reasons remain the

same. We're barely keeping up with flagged newpages, after all. DS (talk) 21:22, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

apples and oranges. We're keeping up just fine with {{editprotected}} and

{{editsemiprotected}}, and flagged protection basically replaces those in a much

cleaner way. The patrolled revisions is passive, so it won't interfere with people trying to

edit. Are you talking about something else? --Thinboy00 @055, i.e. 00:18, 19 March 2009

(UTC)

5. Opposed Although I see people above saying it's not flagged revs, essentially it's the same

recycled proposal. It still requires someone to flag a revision before it shows up to readers

(honestly, nobody else really matters in the discussion). If this is suppose to "replace/succeed"

regular protection, then it will have the same pitfalls. Many articles that are hardly watched are

currently semi-protected and letting people edit but requiring someone to flag it will have no

difference whatsoever. "Full" flagged protection will do nothing to end content disputed except

keep the wrong version visible, same as now. Meanwhile, the edit war continues. The idea of

full protection is to stop the warring and force them to the talk page. Then there's the extra

work this creates: as I understand it we'll still need to revert vandalism but it just won't be

"shown", so now we need a user watching a certain page 24/7 just in case an edit needs

"approval", which leads to more backlog. Admins will have to deal with the "full" one, and if it's

mostly just the admins who currently handle protections then there will be a major backlog

there. To say nothing of what happens when it comes to "de-flagging" an article (which I

image will gather as a backlog just as semiprotected pages currently do, which currently sits at

Fall 2007 for those interested). So there's my little schpeel. -Royalguard11(T) 22:11, 17 March

2009 (UTC)

Semi-flag-protection instead of semi-protection means that IPs and new users can edit,

but it gets delayed. There will be a list of unflagged revisions so it will not take forever. If

the backlog keeps growing endlessly, then the trial must be considered a failure. -

-Apoc2400 (talk) 22:21, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

This is not intended to replace existing protection, but to provide an alternative. Semi-

protection can be used in cases of particularly high levels of vandalism, and full protection

in cases of unstoppable edit wars. Although there is little purpose to edit war on a fully

flagged protected page, that would be similar to edit war on a draft page. I think full flag

protection would help to find a consensual version, but we'll see, this is a trial. If admins

have too much work at validating edits, which is similar to make editprotected requests, we

can create a usergroup specifically for that. Admins don't have to deal with each edit

though, they validate a revision only when there is consensus for it on the talk page, or it's

non-controversial. We can set an expiry for flag protection too. Cenarium (talk) 22:53, 17

March 2009 (UTC)

I would put money down on people continuing to edit war on a "full" flagged page. As

long as they see a difference, they will continue to fight over it. It's not about being

seen as right, it's just about being right. You can set expiry dates for protection now

too, but that doesn't happen all the time. And creating another new user group with

pseudo-admin power? As the theory goes, if you are good trustworthy enough to

handle some admin powers, then you should be trustworthy enough for all, and that's

the reason proposals to split up admin powers have failed (save rollback, the least

controversial one). -Royalguard11(T) 16:29, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to apply only to the flagged protection part of this proposal,

not to patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

I'm not really sure why this is a joint poll because the second proposal is completely

different from the first one. In any case it doesn't matter because an oppose is still an

oppose, unless there's some voting requirement that I am unaware of that disqualifies

my vote because I haven't made a good enough argument for my case. You might

want to be a little more careful, someone could interpret your little "comment" as

coming from some self-appointed "voting official", or as a subtle insult.

-Royalguard11(T) 22:06, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Sorry about that! I have no intention of looking like an official nor of insulting

anyone, nor of implying that your vote is invalid in any way. It's my understanding

that this is a discussion and a poll, not a vote; as such, it's not only the word

"oppose" that counts; I and other users are also interested in the rationale you

supply with it. If the proposal is implemented, feedback from this poll may guide

details of how that is done; and if it is not, feedback here can guide the

development of future proposals if any. It seems to me that one possible result of

this poll (depending on how it goes) might be an indication of support for one but

not both of the parts of the proposal. One purpose of my comment is to alert you

to what your comment seems (to me at least) to mean, so that you have an

opportunity to clarify it. !Coppertwig (talk) 23:04, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

6. Oppose. I would support patrolled revisions alone, and could be persuaded to support flagged

protection for currently protected articles only despite the page locking problem, but I have to

oppose the proposal as stated. Certes (talk) 22:29, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

I don't understand, what in the proposal as stated are you opposing? --Apoc2400 (talk)

23:23, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Multiple objections: it is unclear what sort of page will be flagged; the technical

problem I mentioned above; complications arising from one view of WP for editors and

another for readers; risk of putting off new and IP editors by making them feel

ineffective or second class; a successful trial on whatever pages are chosen may not

mean flagging is appropriate elsewhere. Basically it feels wrong to me (and I gave

more explanation than many support voters). Certes (talk) 00:18, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

7. Oppose I hate the whole concept of Flagged revisions and every aspect of it. Do you really

want to volunteer your time to check millions of edits, which are mostly done in good faith? I

fear that this trial may evolve into a permanent practice so I must oppose a trail. There are

really better substitutes for filtering out bad-faith edits than filtering all edits. -- penubag  (talk)

22:47, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

"Do you really want to volunteer your time to check millions of edits, which are mostly

done in good faith?" Err... isn't that what dozens of people do daily with things like

Huggle? Do you think reverting vandalism, spam, and nonsense is a poor use of time?

And, eh, a little good faith that when people say it's a trial, it will be a trial, would be nice.

--MZMcBride (talk) 22:50, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

"millions of edits" - how prevalent do you think our protection practices are? Fritzpoll (talk)

22:52, 17 March 2009 (UTC)

Edits are already continually checked, with recenchanges, watchlists, etc. But those

systems are not as efficient as they once were, with the high number of edits on a ever-

increasing number of pages. Most edits are unreviewed, and we don't have the resources

to improve this. Patrolled revisions allow to detect little-watched articles and then monitor

them by comparing with a previous sure version (in most cases, it won't be the previous

version). So it gives us a way to monitor the evolution of an article, without actually having

to check every edit, which we are unable to do. Cenarium (talk) 23:19, 17 March 2009

(UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to perhaps apply to the flagged protection part of this

proposal, but not to patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Oppose I appreciate the significant distinctions between this and the various flagged

revisions proposals that have been advanced, and I commend Cenarium, et al., for

continuing, in view of their perception of a problem, to work to find some scheme that will

command the support of the community, but I can't get behind even this. It is widely

accepted, I think, that there attends any system of this sort some harm—and not just

theoretical, in the rejection of one of our principles, about the non-absoluteness of which I

agree with the supporters—to the project (toward which see tens of past discussions; I've

set out parts of my own analysis elsewhere, but I don't imagine that it would be useful for

me to aggregate them here), and so we are left to consider whether the ills that seeks to

address are so grand that the net effect on the project of our adopting flagged protection

and patrolled revisions should be positive; continuing to believe that the prevailing

construction of BLP is too strict and that we do, on the whole, too much to protect living

subjects, and so apprehending no serious problem with the current system, and thinking

that the effect of the general content-compromising vandalism that this system might

otherwise prevent is de minimis, I resolve that question in the negative. Joe 23:38, 17

March 2009 (UTC) (This was struck out by Joe/Jahiegel [2] )

I think this must be the most despicable statement I have ever seen on Wikipedia. You're

advocating causing real harm to real people in order to uphold the principle that anyone's

edit must be visible right now. Kevin (talk) 00:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)(This was struck out

by Kevin [3] )

He is not advocating real harm. He's weighing the consequences of adopting the

present proposal and coming out in the negative: He believes that most people

interpret the BLP policy too strictly, that it is too generous to LPs, and that the

proposed system offers few benefits. (Furthermore he says so in grandiose language,

so his reasoning must be correct!) Far from being despicable, I think he sounds

reasonble, even though he didn't explain how he came to hold his opinion and even

though he didn't convince me. Ozob (talk) 01:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

If I'd undertaken to explain how I came hold my opinion, I'd have consumed a

many more paragraphs to little effect (the harms—and there are at least some is

not, AFAICT, disputed—have been enumerated by others elsewhere, and my

offering why I assign to them the values I do isn't—and, the matter's being one of

personal values, shouldn't—going to persuade anyone to oppose; I can offer only

that I hope people are employing a balancing test and aren't thoughtlessly and

illogically elevating one group of harms over another solely because one group

are cognizable, carrying with them human faces that evoke emotion). Joe 02:49,

18 March 2009 (UTC)

Not the most charitable read, that. As I made clear—or at least meant to make clear

—I do not regard the continued restriction of what was in short form an unqualified

right of editing ("about the non-absoluteness of [the principle of open editing] I agree

with the supporters") as inherently problematic, and I do not rest my opposition on a

small-minded defense of some principle to which I shallowly hold reflexively; I do not

deny that there are those who are situated on my side of the flagged revisions debate

(and probably of this one as well), but I do not appreciate my being lumped in with

that number. My point was that—and this is an issue about which there is no

question, it is my sense—there are benefits that inhere in a system of open editing,

and that even minor tweaks to that system have some negative effect on our overall

achievement of our mission. That mission, of course, is a humanitarian one, driven by

the idea that the free dissemination of information is a good thing, from which follows

that anything that obstructs the maximum distribution of content that otherwise meets

our encyclopedic standards is a bad thing, one that harms real people, our readers.

So too is the libeling of (or, to some, the inflicting of emotional distress on) a

biographical subject bad thing. Everyone weighs those opposing concerns differently

(and even my own weights are inconsistent; on one of my utilitarian days I might

determine that causing significant harm to a single biographical subject is morally

preferable to making Wikipedia .01% less effective to each of its millions of readers,

but I don't know that I always feel that way), and it may be the latter should always

prevail, but we cannot pretend that the former don't exist. Joe 07:04, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

"we do, on the whole, too much to protect living subjects" .... you have got to be

kidding. Really, there is not much more to be said in response to that, except "get out of

the way" ++Lar: t/c 04:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

My !vote isn't going to stop anything, and I'm not really out to persuade anyone, the

philosophical arguments's having been debated to death over the past few months,

but I feel good having taken a moment to stand athwart history yelling "Stop" (and

that's all the use I have for William F. Buckley). I am wrong much more than I am

right on-wiki, but I am happy to say that I was amongst those who were concerned

about the elevation of BLP to policy, expecting that well-meaning overreach would

follow, and I, who wishes the project well, fear that we opposing will be shown to have

been right some months from now. But, hey, I recognize that I'm in the minority here

(although not on BLP generally, I'd suggest, suspecting that there does not exist a

consensus for the strict operation of BLP that now controls), situated opposite many

good folks (I've always respected you and have been pleased to support five requests

for permissions for you across en.wp, meta, and commons), and I've no inclination to

do more than offer the small discursive protest I have here. Joe 07:04, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

Time will tell, I guess. Props to you for having changed your view and struck your

oppose. ++Lar: t/c 20:08, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Good! I'll start up an article regarding your personal life, Joe, and compare you to a rapist,

and let's see how it lasts under your "anything goes" mantra. seicer | talk | contribs 04:24, 18

March 2009 (UTC)

My life at the moment is such that very little harm would befall me from your libeling

me in a Wikipedia article, and given that I have done a good bit of writing on why we

are wrong to treat rape as a crime more serious than any simple physical assault, a

crime of the perpetration of which one shouldn't ordinarily be embarrassed, I would be

irked much less than the average person by your accusing me of being a rapist. But I

readily concede that I my position would change were Wikipedia doing me serious

harm. That's not inconsistent with my broader submission; it is not unusual that there

should be things that one wishes not be done to him/her but that he/she wouldn't

hesitate to do to others (and I would fully expect that Wikipedia should ignore my

entreaties, even as I mightn't to be pleased with that outcome). Joe 07:04, 18 March

2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to me to apply only to the flagged protection part of this

proposal, not to patrolled revisions. Kevin, please avoid jumping to conclusions about what

someone is advocating. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Oppose. If this is passed I will flag all "on wheels" edits. Imagine a sleeper account

racking up good edits so he can "flag" his vandalism as approved. 149.254.218.20 (talk)

01:51, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

This just reaffirms what I and other supporters have been alluding to: long-term vandals

and veteran sockpuppeteers are scared that it will actually stop them by making it

extremely difficult to even use "sleeper accounts" by merely registering them en masse

and waiting. More than a mere autoconfirmed sleeper account would be needed to

vandalize a flag-protected article in any effective way. So I continue my support, especially

in light of whoever this dude is. --slakr\ talk  / 03:02, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

I think I see an IP that needs a block. ++Lar: t/c 04:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Heh...

Anyway, I've removed their !vote from the numbering; revert if that's a problem.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 12:04, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Oh, no! A system that might force sleeper accounts to have to make a whole bunch of

productive edits! !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

8. Oppose due to Patrolled Revisions aspect. Creates a large scale workload for passive flags

that also does not work with Special:NewPages (which is under-manned anyway). I'd fully

support a "Flagged Protection" only implementation. Aaron Schulz 05:35, 18 March 2009

(UTC)

Could you elaborate on this a bit? Are you saying there is an implementation (code)

difficulty or a workflow difficulty, or something else? For the record, your oppose is the

only one so far that gives me pause, since it apparently is trying to point out why this

approach might not work... Thanks! ++Lar: t/c 17:39, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Both, though mainly workflow issues with the "patrolling"; all edits in namespace is a

lot, especially for a passive flag. It would be hopelessly ill-maintained. It would also

add special page and more UI clutter (like history pages saying "]sighted by x]

[patrolled by x]". I'd strongly like to stick to the smaller scale protection-like aspects of

the proposal. Aaron Schulz 20:14, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Most edits in recent changes are looked at now, usually I believe by more than one

person. With passive flags, a backlog does no harm. The backlog at newpage patrol is in

my opinion largely pages which have been looked at and judged to be borderline. As with

new page patrol, this will help divide the workload so that edits are generally looked at

once, rather than randomly by perhaps zero to 10 (or whatever) recent changes patrollers,

0 being a problem and anything more than 1 largely duplicated effort. !Coppertwig (talk)

20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Plus, I would actually argue that having an in-wiki form of passive flagging makes for

less overlap in rc patrol, thereby making it more efficient. It makes it easy to script

through the API, and it's all totally optional. It might be an idea to expire away patrol

log entries after a while if those make too much database clutter, but I doubt that it'd

be too much of a problem anyway. --slakr\ talk  / 19:12, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

9. Strong oppose Flagged protection is a disaster in the making which fundamentally

undermines the contention thatWikipedia is an encyclopedia that anyone can edit.This will

cause huge back logs.Admins/reviewer can have thier own viewpoint,thus only those edits will

pass which are in line with thier views.And some pages will be left without edits for

months.Some of the best edits comes from Ips even.This will turn wikipedia into a

ethnopedia,where reviewer/admins ethincity will decide what to add and what not to.Beauty of

wikipedia is ,"anyone can edit" as long as they follow the rules.yousaf465'

Admins will not be the only ones able to review edits. IPs cannot edit protected pages at

all at the moment - this proposal will allow them to at least contribute to these pages. This

is an opening up, not a closing down. as for backlogs - how much stuff do you think we

currently protect? Fritzpoll (talk) 13:42, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment: This oppose seems to apply only to the flagged protection part of this proposal,

not to patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig (talk) 20:58, 18 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment::Do we have a defination for reviewer ?yousaf465'

Actually, IPs can edit protected pages, just not by themselves. You just figure out the

edit you want to make, and go to the talk page and use {{editprotected}} or on

semiprotected pages {{editsemiprotected}}. However, in practice there is little

likelihood of your edit being implemented. Try it sometime. Apteva (talk) 01:04, 21

March 2009 (UTC)

Well, you are assuming that IP users know how to use that template anyway.

99.9% of casual readers don't bother to figure it out. NuclearWarfare (Talk) 01:09,

21 March 2009 (UTC)

10. Oppose due to poor trial design. This is not a trial with a control group, so it can't produce

useful data. At the end, all we'll have is another discussion with no meaningful data. Either A)

come back with a proposal that has a real control group and a real way of comparing outcome

differences between the two groups or B) come back with a statement that no trial is viable

and this is proposed as a permanent change and get consensus for a permanent change. I

don't think the underlying proposal will actually help anything, it will just create overhead. But I

might be wrong - a trial would produce data, this is just a waste of time. GRBerry 21:59, 18

March 2009 (UTC)

Comment:agree with this user,no control group exist for the trial,with which we have to

compare.Even a small experiment requires control.yousaf465'

Since flagged protection will not be enabled on all articles, only on a subset on a

case-by-case decision, the simplest control group will be those articles where it was

not enabled. An even better control would be the same set of articles where it was

enabled, but comparing the levels of edits and vandalism in the periods where flagged

protection is enabled to the periods where it is disabled. Tim Vickers (talk) 17:08, 26

March 2009 (UTC)

11. Oppose - While I believe that flagged revisions could be a good thing, I don't agree with

elements of this trial. What is the point of patrolled revisions? If the flags don't actually do

anything, we shouldn't be wasting our time. It just creates another backlog. The point of

flagged revisions, in my mind, is to ensure that revisions that are unacceptable because of

vandalism, BLP violations, or other reasons are never seen by the general public. I understand

that some people think this is a bad idea, which is a fair opinion to have, but here it looks like

you have attempted to get around their objections by making flagging have absolutely no bite

whatsoever. I also agree with GRBerry's comments about the trial design. How will we know if

these changes have any effect? Perhaps we should do something like "If the title of the article

needing protection begins with A-M, use regular protection, if the title begins with N-Z, used

flagged protection."--Danaman5 (talk) 04:17, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

12. Strongly Oppose. Now that I have learned what flagged revisions are, I can now say that I

completely oppose the idea. Implementing such a system would turn Wikipedia from a free

resource that people can work collaboratively on (which is what makes Wikipedia most

attractive to people willing to edit it), to a strict bureaucracy where only the most well-

respected people can even have a chance to contribute to. So, just for the record, I oppose

flagged revisions, and if such a system is implemented on Wikipedia, I, and surely many other

editors and members, will not return. This proposal, if implemented, will surely destroy

Wikipedia. -Axmann8 (Talk) 05:59, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

And what is your problem with this particular trial that merely allows IPs and newly

registered editors to contribute to pages that are normally protected, as well as giving us a

passive feed of information about edits to BLPs? For someone following the line of

"anyone can edit", I am baffled that you would oppose this system, which allows more

people to contribute to Wikipedia. Fritzpoll (talk) 08:05, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

Comment:This oppose seems to be about flagged revisions; it's not clear whether it

applies to this proposal, which is flagged protection and patrolled revisions. !Coppertwig

(talk) 14:14, 19 March 2009 (UTC)

13. Oppose. Adds unnecessary complexity. I see a lot of NIH, where no one wants to implement a

change because they didn't think of it themselves. I do think we need better scrutiny of each

edit in a more organized fashion, with a system for flagging bad edits and good edits, but we

need to focus more on the released versions, and make that the version that is reviewed. A

better solution would be to buffer the changes until a few editors had a chance to flag them as

good or bad before they became visible, but not to require that they be flagged, or reviewed.

Trying to protect the Ted Kennedy article from embarrassments is like trying to keep someone

from throwing their shoes at you - it's going to happen, and it's protected by the first

amendment. Apteva (talk) 19:00, 20 March 2009 (UTC)

What? I think throwing shoes would cross the line from "free speech" to "aggravated

assault". However I would like to hear more about your proposed alternative (namely how

it differs from what's being proposed), if you can find some place to explain it in greater

detail. — CharlotteWebb 15:36, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

My understanding of throwing shoes is that in that particular culture where it is done it

is an extreme insult but does no physical harm, and as such would fall under the

category of free speech, if they indeed protected free speech. The flagging of edits

was brought up at WP:RCP talk, and apparently is rudimentarily implemented as

documented at Help:Patrolled edit, and implemented for all autoconfirmed users for

new pages. This would extend it from marking the edit as patrolled to allow multiple

editors to mark it as good or bad. It is entirely possible that just marking edits as

patrolled is adequate. All Dutch edits are patrolled for autoconfirmed users. Apteva

(talk) 19:17, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

14. Oppose No measures in trail for success or failure. Zginder 2009-03-21T05:32Z (UTC)

We'll work on this before the trial, we won't run it in a hurry. One could adapt some for

example from those. Cenarium (talk) 17:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

15. Oppose out of concern that this half-measure (really, quarter-measure or 1/10th measure) will

preclude more meaningful action on the moral nightmare of Wikipedia's BLP policy and

enforcement. The BLP policy doesn't need technical rejiggering like this. Instead it needs utter

destruction and rebuilding from the ground up so that we don't have thousands of poorly-

watched articles that can do real harm to real people. If this is passed it's too likely that folks

will say "ok, we've fixed BLP" instead of doing something truly effective. Short Brigade

Harvester Boris (talk) 16:18, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Policy proposals will come later. This is a proposal to give the technical ability to admins to

protect pages in a different way. Classic protection is not optimal to protect BLPs and as

you say, we have many BLPs that are underwatched, and patrolled revisions can improve

the monitoring of those. Cenarium (talk) 17:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

SBHB: You know what? I agree with you. You're right. This is not enough, and BLP

as it is now is a moral nightmare. And this is a truly weak solution compared to others

that have been proposed. And I've in the past opposed stronger ones as not going far

enough. And yet, despite all that I supported. We do need to do something truly

effective, but I've come to believe that this is better than nothing and we need to at

least move in the right direction. As for those who don't think there is a problem?

Some of them will never be convinced... write them off, they are in the way and need

to be removed. And maybe some will be convinced... there have been some changes

of view here in this discussion. ++Lar: t/c 18:04, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Strong Oppose Assuming I understand this correctly, Semi-flagged protection is enabled

by default which defeats the purpose of using it as an alternative to protection Alexfusco5

17:02, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Semi flag protection is not enabled by default, it can only be enabled by an

administrator, alternatively to semi-protection. Patrolled revisions is a different matter

entirely, it can be used for all articles, but is completely passive. Cenarium (talk)

17:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Ok thank you for the info Alexfusco5 22:07, 24 March 2009 (UTC)

16. Oppose with regret. I've been sitting on the fence here, trying to convince myself that

something is better than nothing. But, regretfully, I conclude that this is indeed nothing - if not

a step in the wrong direction as far as BLP victims are concerned. The bottom line is that 2/3

of our BLPs are underwatched, and as long as they remain open to "anyone can edit and

instantly anyone will see" we open subjects to an unacceptable risk (and reality) of malicious

abuse. There is nothing here to limit that. Some are supporting this because "something must

be done, and this is something" - but I just don't see that it is. This is a fudge to get a minority

of callous idiots on board, so we can get something past the ridiculous consensus

requirements. Further, I fear that this will in fact delay doing anything worthwhile as people will

think "we've done something". I can't see how this gets us any further than allowing admins to

protect and semi-protect; but those tools are way underused. All that will happen here is a

very small number of articles will be subject to a lesser degree of protection. Well meaning,

but useless (at best).--Scott Mac (Doc) 20:46, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

Do you think that a magic proposal will fix the blp problem once and for all ? At any rate,

it's certainly not the purpose of this proposal. You would like something to be done for

blps, fine, go ahead, propose that blps be all semi-protected, to have a csd for

unreferenced blps of weak notability, etc. And lo! nothing will actually be done. You are

opposing something that will improve our monitoring of all those under-watched blps you

mention. And they're just no going to disappear any time soon, so we have to cope with

them. And for the other part, you say it yourself, semi-protection and full protection are

'way' underused, then consider this: don't you think admins would be more inclined to use

flag protection ? I won't comment on the other parts of your comment. Cenarium (talk)

19:03, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

It is somewhat expected that flagged protection will eventually be extended to all

BLPs. Then it will protect them about as well as semi-protection. I think it will depend

on whether the flagging backlog can be kept short with so many articles under flagged

protection. --Apoc2400 (talk) 20:54, 21 March 2009 (UTC)

You could be right Scott that this proposal will cause folks to say "there, we fixed

it." That's a legitimate concern. But of course you also could be wrong. The trial

could go well, and some of the fears being expressed here about the negatives of

FR may ultimately be allayed (e.g., while I fully support this trial I have real

concerns about how this stuff will work in practice, but if it goes well I'll almost

certainly support a wider implementation which I did not do in previous polls).

There will always be a hard-core group opposed to this, period, but there is a

larger (and equally hard-core) group of editors pushing for putting flagged revs on

all BLPs or even all articles. I'm sure that, once the trial is over, those folks

(including yourself) will continue to push for a wider, more stringent

implementation. Past efforts to push something like that through obviously have

not succeeded due to concerns about consensus, so if I were you I guess I'd look

at the trial as something which might well bring more folks over to my side, and

therefore make it easier in the end for us to take the tough measures necessary

to address the BLP problem. Your pessimistic prediction could, as I said, prove

true, but there's a good chance for the above scenario as well I think. -

-Bigtimepeace | talk | contribs 05:56, 27 March 2009 (UTC)

17. Opppose. I have no issue with the two unrelated parts of the proposal, they might be of

benefit if tested against what we have properly. I just have to oppose on principle, to point out

to the many supporters who either have no idea, or simply just don't care, that this proposal

does not do what they want, and are wasting everybody else's time pretending they give a shit

about it. MickMacNee (talk) 16:03, 22 March 2009 (UTC)

18. Oppose - This proposal offers no indication of how reviewers will be chosen apart from

mentioning that the status may be auto-granted. I am very worried that gaining reviewer status

will become very difficult to achieve possibly like gaining administrator privileges. This is the

encyclopedia anyone can edit - I want to make sure it stays that way. Cedars (talk) 10:30, 23

March 2009 (UTC)

I think that it may be granted in a similar way to Rollback... a simple request, and an

admin can accept or decline it. I'm not sure what will be done for the trial, but that's how I

think it will be if/when it's an official process. –Drilnoth (T • C) 13:17, 23 March 2009

(UTC)

19. Oppose - Just don't like the concept in general. OhanaUnitedTalk page 13:01, 23 March 2009

(UTC)

20. Oppose this additional layer of bureaucracy as contrary to the basic principles that have made

the English Wikipedia the #1 non-portal site in the world, creating unnecessary extra obstacles

to participation, and directly interfering with my own work on Wikipedia.—S Marshall

Talk/Cont 19:56, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

I'm just curious... what are you doing that this would interfere with? –Drilnoth (T • C)

19:59, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Translating biographies of living people from foreign-language wikipedias. Personally,

I'm curious about why almost every "Oppose" has replies from the "Support" camp?

—S Marshall Talk/Cont 20:15, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

I think it's because most of the supporters are just wondering what the reasons

for opposition are. I really don't see how this would interfere with translating pages

from other languages... flagged revisions might, but this is completely passive. It

won't make the article "invisible" until it has been patrolled or anything like that.

For all intents and purposes, when you're creating new pages, you shouldn't

notice a difference, except for a tag or two in the edit history, unless you are also

working in vandalism-patrolling. It's kind of like how editing any page makes it

appear in Special:Recentchanges, but you don't notice that happen because it

doesn't affect your ability to edit the article or make it immediately visible.

–Drilnoth (T • C) 20:40, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

Since a minor incident involving a slightly overenthusiastic new pages

patroller, I've found it necessary to check every single revision that's made to

articles I've translated for the first month or so. This will create work for me,

and I dislike it.—S Marshall Talk/Cont 20:47, 23 March 2009 (UTC)

How would this create more work than what has been in place? I don't

mean to be a pain or anything, I'm just curious. –Drilnoth (T • C) 20:52,

23 March 2009 (UTC)

More diffs for me to go through every time I log in—it's simply time I

don't want to spend. I'd also like to draw attention back to the

"unnecessary obstacles to participation" and "contrary to the founding

principles" part of my objection.—S Marshall Talk/Cont 21:09, 23

March 2009 (UTC)

21. Oppose Under this scheme, as I read it, if there's anonymous vandalism, then even if it's

reverted, the page cannot move forwards until reviewed. Shoemaker's Holiday (talk) 08:09, 24

March 2009 (UTC)

Only the visible version will not advance, and the flagged protection is planned to be used

on few enough articles that the backlog could be kept low—and if not, this is only a trial,

which will be limited to its two-month duration. Also, if we ever got revision text hashes,

discussion
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Editing Work 852 27.8%

minor copy-editing 112 13.1%

media images, audio 75 8.8%

initiative starting articles, stubs 59 6.9%

major substantial textual addition to an article 56 6.6%

achievement shepherding an article to a higher quality level 41 4.8%

classification categorizing articles, adding templates 35 4.1%

redesign large-scale refactoring, merging pages 22 2.6%

translation to or from another language 18 2.1%

attribution citing sources, removing unsourceable info 18 2.1%

general 416 48.8%

Social and Community Support Actions 763 24.9%

commitment to an article, a wiki-project 331 43.4%

teaching mentorship, question-answering 71 9.3%

leadership of wikiprojects & other initiatives 44 5.8%

humor and cheer being funny, cheering others up 43 5.6%

user page design helping to design another's user page 41 5.4%

rewarding recognizing the achievements of others 22 2.9%

welcoming welcoming newcomers 15 2.0%

general 196 25.7%

Border Patrol 342 11.2%

vandal fighting reverting damage to unspecified namespace 180 52.6%

deletion article notability, spam removal 63 18.4%

vandal fighting reverting damage to user pages 30 8.8%

vandal fighting reverting damage to articles 29 8.5%

sockpuppets finding users operating multiple accounts 12 3.5%

legal copyright violations, fair use rationale 9 2.6%

general 19 5.6%

Administrative 284 9.3%

privilege granting helping vet potential administrators 163 57.4%

intervention formal mediation of user conflicts 35 12.3%

quality designation determining article status (e.g. Featured) 34 12.0%

technical action exercise of privileged power 30 10.6%

general 22 7.7%

Collaborative Actions and Disposition 244 8.0%

disposition civility, accepting of criticism, keeping cool 82 33.6%

adherence policy interpretation, integrity 77 31.6%

diplomatic action conflict mediation, consensus-seeking 28 11.5%

explanation rationale for an edit, decision, or standard 10 4.1%

general 47 19.3%

Meta-Content Work 128 4.2%

template design of applicable templates 39 30.5%

tool programming design & support of tools (e.g. bots) 36 28.1%

forums / portals creation & support of help desks 15 11.7%

classification category creation & organization 13 10.2%

process & policy policy authoring & process design 10 7.8%

archiving storing away old discussions 4 3.1%

general 11 8.6%

Undifferentiated Work 447 14.6%

Total work codes applied 3060 100.0%
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CSCW ’08
(best paper 

honorable mention)

Valued work
Uncover the range & 
distribution of “valued” 
work in Wikipedia by 
analyzing barnstars.

Mine all barnstars on 
user & user talk pages 
and code them for the 
tasks the receiver was 
“thanked” for.

Range & 
distribution of 
valued work 
through the lens of 
barnstars

ICWSM ’08
(awarded best 

paper)

Dynamics of 
policy use

Capture changing 
norms by examining 
the policies used on 
talk pages.

Quantitative data mining 
of all policy citations (e.g. 
WP:OWN). Pretty graphs.

Topic Goal Method Result

GROUP ’07 Policy and 
Power

Understand strategies 
editors use to control 
article content. 

Qualitative content 
analysis. Sample 
discussions, code for 
“power plays”. 

Set of frequent 
power plays with 
often hilarious 
examples

David W. 
McDonald

Ivan
Beschastnikh
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An introduction...

Why am I here?

Talk outcomes?

• Contributing to en.wikipedia

• Otherwise...

- Phd student, Comp. Sci. @ U. of Washington

- Tools for building public goods

- Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)

- Past studies of Wikipedia

Introduction
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• Ummm.... Buenos Aires?

• Want to meet more Wikimaniacs!

An introduction...

Why am I here?

Talk outcomes?

Introduction
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• Ummm.... Buenos Aires?

• Want to meet more Wikimaniacs!

• Is there hope for scaling consensus?

An introduction...

Why am I here?

Talk outcomes?

Introduction
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• Hear from YOU!
An introduction...

Why am I here?

Talk outcomes?

Introduction
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• Hear from YOU!

• Recruiting for user studies

An introduction...

Why am I here?

Talk outcomes?

Introduction
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Outline

✓ Introduction

• Decision-making practice

• Why is this challenging? What are the problems?

• Demos

• Moving forward
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The MediaWiki Ecosystem

• finding a workable solution to a problem as a 
group through discussion

• fundamentally ITERATIVE
- understand the problem
- find tradeoffs
- share concerns
- develop solutions
- (repeat)

• easy to describe, difficult in practice

Consensus-based 
decision making

MediaWiki features: 
tools in the toolbox

Social practices: 
working with tools
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The MediaWiki Ecosystem

• wiki markup

• namespaces / talk pages

• templates

• watchlists

• history

• diffs

Consensus-based 
decision making

MediaWiki features: 
tools in the toolbox

Social practices: 
working with tools
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The MediaWiki Ecosystem

Consensus-based 
decision making

MediaWiki features: 
tools in the toolbox

Social practices: 
working with tools

• Requests for comment (RfC)

• Polls

• Requests for adminship

• Articles for deletion

• Mediation cases
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

< Wikipedia:Requests for comment

Rorschach test (edit|talk|history| links|watch| logs)

Threaded responses on the talk page only, please

Should Rorschach test display all ten images used in the test and the common responses, or should we

act on psychologists' concerns that doing so undermines the test? 17:00, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

Contents [hide]

1 Statement of the dispute

1.1 Previous attempts at dispute resolution

1.2 Applicable policies and guidelines

2 Statement by LjL

3 Statement by Roger

4 Statement by Dlabtot

5 Statement by hmwith

6 Statement by Mirafra

7 Statement by 64.229.x.x

8 Statement by WhatamIdoing

9 Statement by Cyclonenim

10 Statement by Resolute

11 Statement by Jmh649

12 Statement by Mex-psych

13 Statement by Mike Serfas

14 Statement by Kallimachus

15 Statement by Fifelfoo

16 Statement by Literaturegeek

17 Statement by Dela Rabadilla

18 Statement by DanglingDiagnosis

19 Statement by Chillum

20 Observations by FT2

21 Statement by KGyST

22 Reminder to use the talk page for discussion

Statement of the dispute

I'm opening this RfC as an admin who has been lightly involved with some behavioral issues on

Talk:Rorschach test. I have no involvement in the content issues themselves. I'm hoping that fresh eyes

will bring closure to a dispute that shows no sign of abating.

The basic issue is this: the Rorschach test is used by psychologists to evaluate personalities based on

people's responses to a series of ten inkblot images, such as this one. The argument is that the patterns

you see within these images are indicative of certain states of mind. Researchers are divided on the

value of the test, some seeing it as informative, others arguing that it's too subjective to be reliable.

The creator of the test, Hermann Rorschach, died in 1922, which means the images are in the public

domain. All ten images are available on the Commons . They were added  to the article in June,

prompting protests from psychologists who say the test is undermined if patients have already seen the

images and the most common answers. See, e.g., The New York Times  and The Globe and Mail  . I

believe the argument is that the addition of the images to the article makes them more available than if

they were only on the Commons.

The basic questions for this RfC, then, are:

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers?

Does the harm argument carry any weight? Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses?

The desired outcome is that a resolution be suggested by consensus during this RfC, which will be

respected even if not to everyone's liking. SlimVirgin talk|contribs 16:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

Previous attempts at dispute resolution

Wikipedia:Requests for mediation/Rorschach test, not accepted by all parties

RFC: Should the potential for harm to result inform our editorial decisions regarding encyclopedic

content?

Talk:Rorschach test/images

Talk:Rorschach test/2009 consensus review

Applicable policies and guidelines

Wikipedia:Neutral point of view

Wikipedia:Verifiability

Wikipedia:Public domain

Wikipedia:What Wikipedia is not

Statement by LjL

Wikipedia is not censored, so relevant images and text should not be removed because some people

object to their viewing. No disclaimers should be used (although the current lead image may be moved to

a more appropriate section if a better lead image is found). Even disregarding these guidelines on the

grounds that they should be ignored in this case, the claimed harm is 1) not ultimately, definitely provable

2) so indirect that it cannot be taken to require an exception to policy 3) claimed to be potentially

generated by such a wide variety of content that virtually all article content on test description and

interpretation ought to be removed on its ground (for instance, sources state that test subjects should not

receive any hints whatsoever that "color" may be important in their responses, because that will skew

results).

A compromise involving removal of some of the 10 images (note, a very limited set of material that

cannot grow in number, not really an image gallery in the "unwanted" sense) is not acceptable, because

sizeable parts of the article content specifically discuss the images individually or in groups (for instance

by color components).

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --LjL (talk) 16:53, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. -- Piotr Konieczny aka Prokonsul Piotrus| talk  17:04, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. --DuncanHill (talk) 17:06, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. --Jezhotwells (talk) 17:28, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. hmwith t  17:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Quasistellar (talk) 18:40, 7 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other

edits outside this topic.

8. Chillum 19:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

10. DreamGuy (talk) 20:47, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:12, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

12. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:29, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

13. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:26, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Jakew (talk) 15:59, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

16. iridescent 19:18, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

17. (also)Happy!melon 19:43, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Falcorian (talk) 20:35, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

19. WS (talk) 20:41, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Jclemens (talk) 02:31, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

22. --Mysidia (talk) 14:43, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

23. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

24. --Cybercobra (talk) 23:19, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

25. Binksternet (talk) 00:39, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

26. Ipatrol (talk) 01:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Jafeluv (talk) 06:53, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

28. ZabMilenkoHOW AM I DRIVING? 07:34, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

29. VerbalVerbal chat 13:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

30. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:53, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

31. *** Crotalus *** 17:08, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

32. JoshuaZ (talk) 17:18, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

33. Gwinva (talk) 22:31, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

34. DGG (talk) 01:30, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

35. Strongly opposed to censorship --Matheuler 03:55, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

36. Matt Deres (talk) 04:23, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

37. Noodle snacks (talk) 08:13, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

38. —TheDJ (talk • contribs) 13:23, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

39. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:17, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

40. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:22, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

41. ! ROUX ! 03:30, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

42. KGyST (talk) 16:42, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

43. Ironholds (talk) 04:02, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

44. Stifle (talk) 09:08, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

45. Gigs (talk) 16:01, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

46. Smerdis of Tlön (talk) 15:58, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

47. –blurpeace (talk) 20:48, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

48. Agree with basic message. Disagree with the need to publish all of this quackery. NVO (talk)

10:28, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

49. — Ched :   ?  11:04, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

50. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:15, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

51. Tim Song (talk) 01:09, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

52. Chutznik (talk) 17:26, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

53. Nicolas1981 (talk) 12:11, 19 August 2009 (UTC)

54. Staxringold talk  15:53, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

55. --Cameron Scott (talk) 21:59, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Roger

Show all ten. A lot of people would benefit, such as those who have to get this silly test done for a court,

and who want to know what it is all about. There is no evidence of harm, except that some psychologists

use the secrecy to create a phony mystique about the test, and they prefer to maintain the secrecy.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Roger (talk) 17:06, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. -- This has already been thrashed out at several forums. Jezhotwells (talk) 17:29, 7 August 2009

(UTC)

3. hmwith t  17:46, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. DreamGuy (talk) 20:46, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC) I agree but not exactly in those

words. Theoretic arguments of harm and benefit can be made equality persuasively.

7. I wouldn't use these words exactly, but I strongly believe the explaining of all things psychiatric

where possible. If people really want, they can read profiles and case studies on how mental

health professionals conclude patients have antisocial personality vs anxiety vs schizophrenia, all

three or none of the above. This is not substantively different. What is also worht noting is that the

test is rarely used anymore. I must have seen it used only once or twice in the past 15 years

myself. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:16, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

8. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:30, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Keep them available. They are public domain and are already available in book form since 1975

and on the internet since at least 2003.--BruceGrubb (talk) 00:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. iridescent 19:18, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Falcorian (talk) 20:35, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

13. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

14. VerbalVerbal chat 13:56, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

15. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:54, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

16. *** Crotalus *** 17:09, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

17. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:18, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Bearian (talk) 21:57, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Endorse ! ROUX ! 03:31, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Jusdafax (talk) 20:52, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Stifle (talk) 09:08, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Niteshift. The cat is already out of the bag. The info can be found elsewhere, so any (in my

opinion) imagined harm wouldn't be changed by deleting it here.

23. Chutznik (talk) 17:26, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

24. Goodmorningworld (talk) 01:05, 19 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Dlabtot

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers? Yes, our goal here is to

inform people, not to hide information or censor it.

Does the harm argument carry any weight? No, none whatsoever.

Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests? Outside interests, whether described as

'professional' or otherwise, are entirely irrelevant. We are guided by our policies which are determined

by community consensus.

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses? No, because no valid reasons have

been put forth to do so.

Wikipedia operates by consensus; consensus does not require unanimity; an unwillingness to accept a

consensus that you don't agree with is a form of disruption. Added: of course, no one is suggesting that

editors are not allowed to retain their own opinions.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LjL (talk) 17:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. hmwith t  17:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Chillum 19:21, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. DreamGuy (talk) 20:46, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:49, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. DuncanHill (talk) 20:51, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:16, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

9. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:31, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

10. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:27, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

12. iridescent 19:19, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

13. (also)Happy!melon 19:44, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Jclemens (talk) 02:32, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

16. Merovingian (T, C, L) 02:38, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

17. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Binksternet (talk) 00:44, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Except for that last blurb, people are entitled to retain an opinion and even act on them without

being construed as disruptive unless that is the intent or they are edit warring after a rough

consensus.--Ipatrol (talk) 01:58, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. --Cybercobra (talk) 03:49, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Jafeluv (talk) 06:53, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

22. VerbalVerbal chat 13:57, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

23. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:54, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

24. JoshuaZ (talk) 17:18, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

25. DGG (talk) 01:31, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

26. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:19, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:24, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

28. Bearian (talk) 21:57, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

29. Endorse, especially the statement about acting against consensus (in this case approximately

three years old, and unchanged in that time despite liberal and frequent application of WP:IDHT by

the vocal minority opposed); Ipatrol is flat out wrong. Retain the opinion, yes. Continually fight

against repeatedly re-established consensus? No. ! ROUX ! 03:34, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

30. KGyST (talk) 16:44, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

31. Stifle (talk) 09:09, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

32. –blurpeace (talk) 20:49, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

33. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:16, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

34. —Pie4all88 T C 16:12, 17 August 2009 (UTC), with the caveat that while users should not

continuously battle consensus, it is true that consensus can change.

35. Tim Song (talk) 01:11, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

36. --Cameron Scott (talk) 22:01, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by hmwith

Since Wikipedia is not censored, all 10 images should be shown in a gallery at the bottom of the page,

with no disclaimers. It's the user's own choice whether or not he wants to keep reading/researching at

that point. If he wants to skip that section, he can do so, as it will be obvious at a quick glance that the

gallery contains the inkblots. We're just here here to inform. Wikipedia contains content that may be

objectionable. We can't remove all information from the encyclopedia that is inappropriate to any one

person or group. As long as information contributes to the article and is encyclopedic, it belongs.

Addendum (15:11, 10 August 2009 (UTC)): I assumed that this went unsaid, but the lead image should

remain unless a better image is found. The best free image for the article should always be at the top.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. hmwith t  17:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LjL (talk) 17:58, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Chillum 19:20, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. DreamGuy (talk) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:17, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 21:39, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:32, 7 August 2009 (UTC) Further, many of the inkblots are already well-

known to laypersons.

8. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:28, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Falcorian (talk) 20:40, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Jclemens (talk) 02:33, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

13. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

14. --Cybercobra (talk) 01:36, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Ipatrol (talk) 02:03, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

16. Jafeluv (talk) 06:54, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

17. Noodle snacks (talk) 12:02, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

18. And the lead image should remain unless a better one is found (unlikely) VerbalVerbal chat 13:58, 10

August 2009 (UTC)

19. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. DGG (talk) 01:31, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

21. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:20, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:25, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

23. Bearian (talk) 21:58, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

24. Stifle (talk) 09:48, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

25. — Ched :   ?  11:06, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

26. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:17, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Chutznik (talk) 17:27, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Mirafra

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers?

No. The images themselves constitute the entirety of the test. The common answers and other supporting

information that have been added in recent weeks are further harmful to test security -- they do not

create an effective “cheatsheet” per se, but suggest a course of action that will create an invalid test

protocol. (The entire notion of there being “correct” answers to this test is itself a significant

misconception.) Extensive discussions of test content are not appropriate to the role of an encyclopedia;

the current editors appear to be trying to write a monograph more appropriate to a professional

publication. The article could provide high-quality encyclopedic content, given in nontechnical language,

without inappropriate disclosures of information that would harm test security.

Does the harm argument carry any weight? Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

Despite the creative imaginations of some, the use of psychological tests is not to read minds or control

minds. Tests are protected not to “create mystique,” but to establish a set of relatively standard conditions

under which the tests can be used, thus increasing the reliability and validity of the results. Psychologists

are enjoined by professional ethics to attempt to maintain test security as much as possible, for the sole

purpose of establishing those standard test conditions. Tests are often discussed in the professional

literature, in order to further scientific inquiry, but these discussions are not intended for consumption by

the general public, the way an encyclopedia article is.

While non-psychologist editors are not bound by legality in this matter, one would hope that they could

choose to collaborate with an allied profession, either because they accept that they would be causing

harm to the very knowledge they are attempting to document by rendering it less useful in the real world,

or because they can understand that the article could be made better by enabling the cooperation of

psychologist editors.

Wikipedia is, perhaps, a victim of its own success. As the most widely-accessed source of general

information on the Internet, we now hold great power in our hands. But with great power comes great

responsibility. As with the Biographies of Living Persons policy, we have to remember that, “Wikipedia

articles can affect real people's lives. This gives us an ethical and legal responsibility.”

Psychologists have a limited number of test instruments available; generating new ones and establishing

their validity and reliability is a process requiring many years, as well as enormous outlays of limited

research money and volunteer time. By publishing test content, we are interfering with professionals who

are trying to do their jobs, and denying people who would like psychological evaluations the opportunity to

have such evaluations.

Furthermore, since the Rorschach is often used in forensic contexts, where the possibility of an

individual"s being dangerous to themselves or to someone else is at issue, we must carefully consider our

role within the larger social world. If a person cannot be evaluated effectively because they have looked

up information on Wikipedia, then there is a substantial risk that a homicidal person or sexual predator

will be mistakenly allowed to go free, that a suicidal person will be prematurely pushed out of the

hospital, or that someone who the test could have shown to be safe will be unjustly considered

dangerous and deprived of freedom. Even a person who is not intending to mislead an evaluator, whose

only interest in seeking evaluation is to find out more about themselves, could easily inadvertently

sabotage their own evaluation by reading the content of this article.

While one might argue that it is the choice of the person reading the article, that would be ignoring the

fact that the people being protected by the use of psychological evaluations are often not the actual

people being evaluated (for instance, the children of an abusive parent). Additionally, if the disclosures on

WP are broad enough to invalidate the test more generally, such that it can no longer be used at all, this

action would have the effect of denying any person the choice to have such an evaluation. Any person

who does not want to take the Rorschach test, for any reason, already has the option to refuse to

consent to it, or to say, “I don"t see anything.”

Several editors have made claims that they feel that secure tests in general, or the Rorschach in

particular, should not be used at all by anyone. This claim is a clear example of POV-pushing, where

people who do not personally have the knowledge of the field are imposing their personal judgment on

how the field should work, and attempting to use Wikipedia as their tool to enforce that judgment on

others. The role of Wikipedia should be to provide neutral information regarding the validity and reliability

of the test, in order to enable people to make their own choices about whether they will use the test, or

consent to have the test administered to them.

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses?

Yes. Editors who are psychological professionals and who are knowledgeable about this and other

psychological tests have expressed an interest in contributing to these articles, in order to demystify the

testing process and to help provide higher-quality encyclopedic information. The current state of most

articles on secure tests is that most of them are barely written, while the Rorschach article has been

extensively written by editors whose writings do not accurately reflect the current research or uses of the

test; experts on the test have examined the content and find that it is inaccurate, confusing, and

misleading -- in short, of poor encyclopedic quality. However, because of the requirements under the

professional code of ethics to protect test security, unless an agreement to respect test security can be

made, those editors cannot contribute to this class of articles. To insist upon a policy that excludes the

class of editors who have the knowledge and perspective to improve the article is foolish at best, and

rather close to the nonprofessional editors establishing ownership of the article.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Mirafra (talk) 19:07, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Vannin (talk) 19:07, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Mex-psych (talk) 21:08, 8 August 2009 (UTC) — Mex-psych (talk • contribs) has made few or no other edits

outside this topic.

4. A Quest For Knowledge (talk) 04:39, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Martinevans123 (talk) 08:11, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Earlypsychosis (talk) 21:08, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

8. --Dela Rabadilla (talk) 03:16, 13 August 2009 (UTC) — Dela Rabadilla (talk • contribs) has made few or no

other edits outside this topic.

9. Very observant points, I concur wholeheartedly. This is not a debate about censorship; there's a

line between idealism and practicality that some of our passionate editors find difficult to locate.

This is not about "the man" cracking down on free speech. This is about us, as a community

recognising we have a responsibility as editors of the most prominent information source on the

planet, a responsibility that has already been acknowledged by the Living Persons policy, and a

responsibility we ought not to shy away from. That's before I even raise the issue that this article

is far closer to an academic paper than an encyclopaedic article and thus in flagrant violation of

WP:OR. +Hexagon1 (t) 08:26, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by 64.229.x.x

Anyone who wants to "cheat" on the Rorschach test can go to the library and read Rorschach's test :

scoring and interpretation By Alvin George Burstein and Sandra Loucks and a lot of the book is online

anyway thanks to google books[1] .

I don't think the test is used very widely these days anyway but even if it is the cat's been out of the bag

for years and already had several litters of kittens so keeping this information off of wikipedia would

hardly protect some sort of psychiatric trade secret.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. 64.229.169.25 (talk) 19:20, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. DreamGuy (talk) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. absolutely. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:18, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 21:22, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Resolute 03:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

7. iridescent 19:19, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Falcorian (talk) 20:38, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Absolutely. You make a great point. hmwith t  20:41, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Cirt (talk) 00:02, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Jclemens (talk) 02:33, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

12. ThemFromSpace 14:29, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

13. Binksternet (talk) 00:45, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Ipatrol (talk) 02:06, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

15. The fact that the same ten images have been the only ones in use for generations should itself

have raised concerns about test security for psychologists long before Wikipedia was created. -

-Metropolitan90 (talk) 03:04, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

16. --Cybercobra (talk) 03:50, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

17. Jafeluv (talk) 06:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

18. ZabMilenkoHOW AM I DRIVING? 07:37, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

19. ~ mazca talk 07:41, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Noodle snacks (talk) 12:01, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

21. VerbalVerbal chat 13:59, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Matt Deres (talk) 14:24, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

23. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

24. JoshuaZ (talk) 17:19, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

25. I'm reasonably sure that, even if the images were not on Wikipedia, a quick Google search would

yield all ten images, if not in the image search results, then certainly by following one of the

search result links. Tckma (talk) 18:22, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

26. Googlemeister (talk) 19:11, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Dlabtot (talk) 21:46, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

28. Chillum 22:25, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

29. Gwinva (talk) 22:32, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

30. Protonk (talk) 22:57, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

31. DGG (talk) 02:46, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

32.  Esradekan Gibb  "Talk" 13:22, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

33. — Satori Son 14:39, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

34. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:25, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

35. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:26, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

36. SteveBaker (talk) 02:36, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

37. The cat is out of the bag, and the litters of kittens have had their own litters. My belief is that all

the opposers know this of course, and they feel the only place they can (attempt to) control is

Wikipedia. They are wrong. ! ROUX ! 03:35, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

38. Fribbler (talk) 09:52, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

39. Stifle (talk) 10:37, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

40. Niteshift36. Damn near what I said above (including "the cat is out of the bag"). It's already out

there. Anyone with Google can find it. Niteshift36 (talk) 13:46, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

41. Gosox5555 (talk) 03:14, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

42. Not widely, but used. NVO (talk) 10:33, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

43. — Ched :   ?  11:07, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

44. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:17, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

45. Tim Song (talk) 01:11, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by WhatamIdoing

The argument about harm to potential test takers doesn't sway me. The vast majority of readers are

merely curious about the tests, the odds that they will ever take the test are quite low, and other sources

of much more complete information are readily available. Additionally, it's not ultimately Wikipedia's duty

to suppress information: e.g., we post LD50 information for chemicals (when known and relevant), even

though that information could be used to commit suicide.

However, I don't think that the inclusion of all ten images -- especially within a gallery -- is ultimately

encyclopedic. Actually, I'd remove the entire #The ten inkblots section, because a laundry list of typical

responses also strikes me as unencyclopedic.

A small subset of the images is very clearly encyclopedic, since it quickly and precisely communicates

the style of the images in a way that a verbal description could not, and therefore a small subset

(probably less than half) should be included. I would choose at least one monochrome and one

multicolored image, and I would place them in the article immediately adjacent to text discussing the

specific plate. For example, the section #Exner scoring system says that popular responses to the first

card "include bat, badge and coat of arms". It would be nice for the reader to be able to look directly at

the image at that point, and to decide whether these were rational responses. This is encyclopedic;

"here's a complete list of all responses that are considered normal" is not.

Finally, I would support an ==External link== to the full set of images (and anything else that's relevant)

on Wikicommons.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. WhatamIdoing (talk) 19:52, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LyrlTalk C 21:54, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Resolute 03:47, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. LK (talk) 18:39, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

5. — Satori Son 14:43, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Gosox5555 (talk) 03:13, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Cyclonenim

Whilst I appreciate the concern that publishing all ten of these images may be harmful to those who are

subjected to the test in future, I believe the images should be kept without compromise for the following

reasons:

a) The images are freely available in publications, I could go out to the shop and buy a book with

them in. As noted above, there are several articles on Google Scholar which list the images.

b) There is no conclusive proof that any harm can come from seeing these images, seeing as there is

debate about how useful they are in the first place. The images are subjective, and there is no

guarantee a test subject will use the same answer they thought of when they first saw the images.

c) Wikipedia is not controlled by what is moral, it is controlled by what is best for making the

encyclopaedia as informative, inclusive and accurate as possible. If that makes me a heartless bitch,

so be it, but it's important to remember this point.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Regards, --— Cyclonenim | Chat  19:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LjL (talk) 19:59, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Chillum 20:05, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. DuncanHill (talk) 20:10, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. DreamGuy (talk) 20:44, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:58, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:26, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Quasistellar (talk) 00:29, 8 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other

edits outside this topic.

9. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Jakew (talk) 15:59, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. iridescent 19:20, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Falcorian (talk) 20:38, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

13. hmwith t  20:43, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Cirt (talk) 00:03, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Jclemens (talk) 02:35, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

16. --NellieBly (talk) 13:11, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

17. ThemFromSpace 14:30, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

18. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Binksternet (talk) 00:47, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. --Cybercobra (talk) 03:51, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Jafeluv (talk) 06:56, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

22. ZabMilenkoHOW AM I DRIVING? 07:39, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

23. Noodle snacks (talk) 12:01, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

24. VerbalVerbal chat 14:00, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

25. -- Cabe6403 (Talk•Sign) 15:09, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

26. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:56, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Dlabtot (talk) 21:48, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

28. Agree wholeheartedly. The educational benefits of providing an encyclopaedic summary of the

test, responses, interpretation, validity, psychology (etc etc) to those interested in the subject far

outweighs any potential for harm from someone happening to remember interpretations they once

read and trying to fool a psychologist who depends solely on the results of a Rorschach test.

People deliberately looking for them as part of a cunning plot to avoid diagnosis can find them,

anyway. Gwinva (talk) 22:42, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

29. Actually, i doubt a good tester will be fooled. DGG (talk) 02:49, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

30. —TheDJ (talk • contribs) 13:26, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

31. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:26, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

32. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:28, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

33. Bearian (talk) 21:59, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

34. Again, per cattus ex baggus. ! ROUX ! 03:38, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

35. KGyST (talk) 17:18, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

36. Stifle (talk) 10:38, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

37. Niteshift36

38. — Ched :   ?  11:08, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

39. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:19, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

40. Tim Song (talk) 01:10, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

41. Hardtofindaname 10:24, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Resolute

The debate over showing all ten inkblots seems to have been polarized into a "we must show all or we

are violating WP:NOTCENSORED". I do not buy this argument. In my view, the relevant aspect of the

image use policy would not support displaying all images in a gallery because showing all ten images

does not add significantly to a reader's understanding of the topic. I view the removal of the gallery as

being an editorial decision, and not one related to censorship, especially since we will still have at least

one of the real inkblots in the article, and visible links to the Commons category that shows all.

I think that until we are able to move beyond the argument of "removing any image is censorship", there

is no real hope for compromise. I reiterated a previous proposal at

Talk:Rorschach_test#Another_compromise_section in the hopes that it could lead to a productive soltion

that allows us to both continue to make the images freely available and lend greater consideration to the

industry's concerns. It gained no traction because of the "all or nothing" aspect of this argument. And

while, given only those two choices, I would also choose all over none, I find this to be a false dilemma

that is stonewalling any progress within this debate.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Resolute 20:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LyrlTalk C 21:54, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. WhatamIdoing (talk) 01:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Mirafra (talk) 17:39, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Agree, although I would choose none over one, and already have done when it seemed to be a

real dilemma. Martinevans123 (talk) 20:31, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

6. — Satori Son 14:45, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

7. --Dela Rabadilla (talk) 03:14, 13 August 2009 (UTC) — Dela Rabadilla (talk • contribs) has made few or no

other edits outside this topic.

8. Bingo. My point exactly. NVO (talk) 10:34, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Jmh649

1. When we post concerns that the Rorschach is not a valid test we are not pushing our own POV

but those of people within the field who have published on the topic. See Wood for example.[2]

These opinions are those from experts in the field and are verifiable.

2. The field of psychology must look forwards. Those who beleive that the Rorschach is useful will

have to develop new norms regardless of the outcome of this debate. They have shown these

images for example on Fox news with the most common answers and they have been published

in many papers around the world this last week.

3. No one here believes psychologists are involved in mind control. What we do all agree is that they

use this test in some very important social situation involving some very vulnerable people ( like

child custody and criminal investigations ). And that these results can have a dramatic effect on

peoples lives. What we do disagree on is who should all be involved in the discussions

surrounding their use. One groups thinks this discussion should involve all parties involved ( ie. the

world as a whole ). The other group is trying to exclude everyone who disagrees with their opinion.

Even many of those within there own field. Some have commented that criticism from those who

do not regularly use the test is invalid. Only those who believe the test is useful use it, well those

who do not use the test do not believe it useful. The selection criteria guarantees that you get a

single answer.

4. Discussing this openly is an important part of science. And no one should be excluded from the

scientific discussion. The problems facing the world is not "too much understanding of science" but

rather "too little understanding". "Wikipedia articles can affect real people's lives" and I think

discussion of this test in full detail will over all effect real peoples lives in a positive way.

5. The opinions / ethics of the APA ( with 150,000 members ) should in no way override the opinions

/ ethics of Wikipedia members( 10 million editors)

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 21:20, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. DuncanHill (talk) 21:22, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. — Gavia immer (talk) 03:07, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. I agree, except I don't think this is a case of APA against Wikipedia by any stretch of the

imagination. That's just a rather weaselly argument made by some POV pushers, the same ones

who falsely claimed that 80% of all psychologists use the Rorschach when, in actuality, most

psychologists don't use any projective tests at all. DreamGuy (talk) 18:34, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

5. hmwith t  20:44, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

6. The Rohrschach is notoriously unreliable and invalid, facts well-established by independent

research, and shouldn't be used for any purpose, much less to make decisions about people's

lives. Whether the Wikipedia article includes the blots, I really don't care, but I do hope the

Wikipedia article (I haven't looked) gives an accurate picture of the research refuting claims of the

usefulness of this test. Agree with DreamGuy about the APA. Woonpton (talk) 02:33, 9 August

2009 (UTC)

7. Gwinva (talk) 22:45, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

8. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:32, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

9. And I question the APA as a source for ethical guidance. VerbalVerbal chat 09:16, 12 August 2009

(UTC)

10. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:22, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Mex-psych

I was directed to this webpage by a comment to my talk page. This is a new participation for me. I am a

psychologist in Mexico. It is typical in the introductory psychology courses to have information on the

Rorschach test. The books for the courses I am familiar with are those used in the Spanish countries,

and also to those in a few others. The books have a picture that looks like one of the actual blots, or at

most one of the real ones. None identify specifically the 'popular' responses, nor do they have reference

of the 'details' areas. The article on wikipedia does this. Now, it has been said that all of the information

is already available to those who would eagerly seek it. This is true, but the comprehensiveness of the

information is difficult to find. I believe it harms the use of this test for all future times to have all this

information on Wikipedia. It is necessary that there be some information available, but not necessary to

have it all so that the test is destroyed. Is it not fair to have the information of the test without the

wrecking of the test by having all of it?

There are wrong uses of psychological tests. This test has the use of helping with some diagnostic

questions. It has a usefulness for example of diagnosing the differences of the thinking disorder versus

the emotional based serious mental health disorder, like the schizophrenia aside from a psychotic

problem with the bi-polar. I do not think the arguments of it is bad to use the test for some peoples in

some situations makes sense. Misuse of testing is another issue aside from this article.

So my answer to the questions are: - not all the images require display and not the common responses

should be given - the wikipedia mission is one of several principles, not the only one, please respect

other principles too. - please provide normal encyclopedia informations.

Written with respect to the fact of other opinions, from other cultures than my own. If there is an offense

to any my words, I apologize.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Mex-psych (talk) 01:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC) — Mex-psych (talk • contribs) has made few or no other edits

outside this topic.

2. Mirafra (talk) 16:40, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Vannin (talk) 19:08, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Martinevans123 (talk) 20:28, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

5. LK (talk) 18:42, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Mike Serfas

I agree with several earlier comments, but I'll add that I think we should consider this within the context of

Wikipedia policy on trade secrets in general. I found a brief discussion of the topic

(Wikipedia:Administrators'_noticeboard/Archive129#Trade_secrets) which suggests that this has been

discussed at the legal level (WP:OTRS) but not as a matter of editing policy. The two are rather

unrelated to one another - suppressing a trade secret, if forced for legal reasons, would require Wikipedia

to delete revision history, so for that purpose it doesn't really matter what revisions editors decide on. But

I would also infer that WP:Sources and WP:Reliable sources would rule out including trade secrets.

Articles require reliable sources, and reliable sources are published sources, but any information

transmitted in confidence is presumably not "published". So I think that for legal reasons and by

established Wikipedia practice, trade secrets don't belong in articles, at least not until someone has

properly broken them by posting them to Wikileaks and provoking discussion in recognized media.

As I read it, the APA ethics code 9.11 ("reasonable efforts to maintain the integrity and security of test

materials... consistent with law and contractual obligations") seems intended to protect something akin to

trade secrets. I discussed the wording of the code in Talk:Rey-Osterreith Complex Figure#Image is

widely available. In reality, that test image is easily accessible to the general public and is maintained

online by a variety of professionals and scientific journals, without so much as a robots.txt restriction to

prevent the image from showing up on the first page of a www.google.com search. I doubt that these

publishers are all intentionally violating professional ethics. For these reasons, I am not convinced by

those who say that the APA ethics code prohibits the reposting of images or other information from open

access sources. Only a true psychological trade secret - information that can't be found on the Web or in

a thorough library search - would require a professional to break an agreement of confidentiality to post

the test data to Wikipedia. Since I don't think Wikipedia policy would allow the inclusion of such data

(because it cannot be verified by a motivated reader), I think Wikipedia is already in full compliance with

the ethical code.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Mike Serfas (talk) 22:12, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Not a reasoning I was previously familiar with, but seems to make sense. --LjL (talk) 22:34, 8

August 2009 (UTC)

3. Jclemens (talk) 02:37, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

4. I fully agree with this as well as the Rorschach test images have appeared in other sources as far

back as at least the 1970s--BruceGrubb (talk) 06:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

5. LyrlTalk C 12:15, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

6. ThemFromSpace 14:30, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Resolute 14:37, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

8. --Mysidia (talk) 14:46, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Quasistellar (talk) 01:12, 10 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other

edits outside this topic.

10. Chillum 01:36, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 06:23, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Tckma (talk) 18:25, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

13. —TheDJ (talk • contribs) 13:31, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

14. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:37, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Well said. And at the risk of repeating myself ad nauseam: the cat left the bag long, long ago. The

images are available to anyone with an internet connection already, and have been available to

anyone with a library card for decades. ! ROUX ! 03:40, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

16. VerbalVerbal chat 09:15, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

17. In line with my comments above that the claims that APA is against us is just a weasel argument

made by people with an agenda trying to ignore consensus and grasping at straws. DreamGuy

(talk) 13:32, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Casliber (talk · contribs) 13:56, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:24, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Kallimachus

I think there is a solution that allows us to maintain integrity as an encyclopedia and to reasonably

prevent harm. First let me say that how the two are balanced depends on the situation. For this situation,

as has been stated above, there must be a balancing act between providing information for people

wanting to learn about the test and not disenfranchising people who could potentially be harmed by

viewing the article. As has been stated, it might no longer be as useful as a diagnostic test. For our

purposes there are two people that will come to the Rorschach site:

1. those that will never take the test and for which the 'preventing harm' principle doesn't apply

2. those that will take the test: where the 'preventing harm' principle does apply

It is reasonable to assume that releasing answers to a test could impair the diagnostic ability of that test.

Unlike some of the above posters, I think a disclaimer that says It is possible, but not proven, that

viewing the actual inkblots below could negatively impact the future diagnostic ability of the

Rorschach test. If you do not want to view the inkblots then you should skip that section. We

should make the disclaimer factual, as the disclaimer gives us an opportunity to highlight any (or lack of)

research about how distribution of test materials impacts diagnostic capability.

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers? Yes

Does the harm argument carry any weight? Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

Yes, the harm argument does carry weight.

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses? Yes, a factual disclaimer should be

used.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Kallimachus (talk) 16:56, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Regards, --— Cyclonenim | Chat  21:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC) - I see no issue with using a

disclaimer.

3. LK (talk) 18:45, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Fifelfoo

Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

When there is a conflict between ethical codes, wikipedia editors who are beholden to an external code

(professional ethics for example) should not violate wikipedia's ethical codes, and should avoid conflicts

of interest. The easiest way to achieve this is by not breaking wikipedia's ethical codes by editing in a

manner consistent with conflicting external ethical codes.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Fifelfoo (talk) 03:11, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 06:23, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

3. LjL (talk) 12:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

4. We can't just pick and choose which external codes to follow. There are infinite. hmwith t  15:17,

10 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Jafeluv (talk) 11:37, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

6. I second what hmwith says. I think that we should stick to wikipedia policies.-

-Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:39, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

7. They shouldn't violate their own ethical codes or those of wikipedia. If there is a conflict, they

should not edit those pages. VerbalVerbal chat 09:11, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

8. KGyST (talk) 17:32, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Niteshift36. Nobody forces those editors to edit here.

10. Sort of. In my experience the people who still use this quackery to judge others - the ones I saw

were personnel recruitment clerks, college dropout girls - are not bound by any code. Maybe

others are not as hopeless? NVO (talk) 10:42, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:25, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Literaturegeek

I have been aware for sometime of continued disruption on the Rorschach test article. Whilst I have not

involved myself in the article, I have read from time to time the arguments on the talk page. I felt it

necessary to add my views as this is a long running disruption to wikipedia which is repeatedly spilling

out onto noticeboards, various usertalk pages, dragging in more and more editors so after seeing this Rfc

pop up on the psychiatric task force (which is on my watch list) I decided to make this statement.

The main gist of the argument seems to center on the fact that by having the images on the wikipedia

article of what are essentially someone who poured some ink on a paper, folded it and then asks people

to interpret it and then makes a supposedly "scientific" diagnosis of some serious pathology. The reality is

this diagnosing of serious mental health disorders, its use sometimes in court to determine whether

someone is at risk of reoffending, whether they are a sociopath or whether they are suicidal from what I

gather is a hugely controversial diagnostic method. This controversy is verified by several good reviews

about whether it actually causes harm or whether diagnosing via interpretations of ink patterns even

"works". Anyway I shall get to my point. My point is this the benefits and harm are very controversial and

therefore the argument that "the ink blot" images must be deleted as they are harming the test and

"endangering" society and individuals who may have been exposed (via the ink mark interpretation test)

as dangerous sociopathic predators or suicidally depressed individuals is a null and void argument as it is

controversial way of diagnosing pathologies of the mind via ink marks from folded paper and also wiki

reports what is verifiable and not based on some editors thinking the facts are "harmful" or "not harmful".

So the core argument of those opposing the images is as I say null and void. There are much better

ways of making diagnosis which are much less controversial. A strong decision is needed one way of

another to settle this dispute once and for all to stop this disruption to the wikipedia project. In the grand

scheme of things I do not really mind one way or the other what the decision is but these are my views. I

admit however, that I am not an expert on the (Rorschach test), I am just familar with the dispute.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 18:10, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 23:25, 10 August 2009 (UTC) Agree that we need a strong

statement one way of the other to end this dispute. Something such as "removal of well sourced

info in the public domain is vandalism"

3. Per Doc James. ! ROUX ! 03:41, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

4. VerbalVerbal chat 09:06, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Resolute 23:01, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Dela Rabadilla

Like most high school tests, or any other that whose premise is that the questions are not known by the

test taker, the Rorschach test is affected by the details that are being published on this page. This test is

extensively used around the world in mental health for diagnosis of major mental disorders. Disorders

that may require medication and/or long-term treatment. I think that unfortunately many have voiced

rejection for the professions that are the sources for the article content itself. Many have expressed

positions that are at odds with currently accepted scientific thought, in an article on a scientific topic. The

best thing for the Wikipedia community inclusive of it's readers, would be to reconsider the original

humanitarian purpose of an encyclopedia and adjust it's policies. But we have the current reality to deal

with. I think all the current correct content should remain, and most importantly the fact that the test is

unequivocally hampered by the information published, should also be part of the Wikipedia. Not as a

disclosure but as current scientific thought. Just the fact that this article is now famous should be reason

enough for this information to be in the wikipedia. Then, I think that as contentious editors we should

heed our own publication, and structure the article in a way that gives the best opportunity to the reader

to make a choice on their own.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --Dela Rabadilla (talk) 03:27, 12 August 2009 (UTC) — Dela Rabadilla (talk • contribs) has made few or no

other edits outside this topic.

2. Martinevans123 (talk) 22:02, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Mirafra (talk) 18:41, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by DanglingDiagnosis

As stated in the opening comments, there are four applicable policies and guidelines. Let me address

each one:

1. Wikipedia:Neutral point of view, by the very definition of the word "neutral" requires that we not

produce (or reproduce) results that are favorable to one particular point of view. It is better to

provide zero information than information that removes the ability of the reader to make his or her

own choice.

2. Wikipedia:Verifiability: In the future, we will have trouble verifying the source for the images.

geocities  pages, including the source for our images will be closed on October 26th, 2009. It's

not very reliable if it goes away, is it? I'm also concerned about the quality of the source. It's of

questionable quality: It is self-published, with a clear ax to grind against psychologists and "their

stupid science." [3]  Why should the reader trust this source? Even if the author is telling the

truth, and I'm not saying she isn't, "the threshold for inclusion in Wikipedia is verifiability, not truth."

(See WP:V) A source more reputable than this is difficult to find, even using Google Scholar. If my

websurfing skills are faulty, then please forgive me and feel free to post a link in the "external

references" section of the main article. Much appreciated and thank you. Imagine what our readers

are thinking? I don't wish for Wikipedia to stand alone as the only reputable source willing to

publish the images. That's not how things are supposed to work here.

3. Wikipedia:Public domain states that "anyone can use them [works in the PD] in any way and for

any purpose. But common sense tells us that use of works in the public domain should not

damage their utility for use by others, the "anyone" mentioned in the policy. See The tragedy of

the commons.

4. Wikipedia:What Wikipedia is not contains the much referred to, but seldom quoted policy that

Wikipedia is not censored. Let me quote it now for the first time in this debate: The policy

specifically defines objectionable material to be offensive in some way and states that "Words and

images that would be considered offensive, profane, or obscene by typical Wikipedia readers

should be used if and only if their omission would cause the article to be less informative, relevant,

or accurate, and no equally suitable alternatives are available." No one here is claiming that the

images are "offensive, profane, or obscene." I'm not offended by them. They're interesting, of

course, but not offensive. Further I don't believe I am advocating political or ideological censorship

either. If it's not political or ideological censorship, or censorship of obscenity, profanity, just what

kind of censorship is it? I'll tell you what: It's none of those things. It's something else that we don't

consider in our policy. Therefore, the policy, as written or in spirit, does not apply to our situation.

We have a special and unique situation, here.

Finally I wish to state my commitment to the mission of Wikipedia. I object to the opening comments

which pits "the mission of Wikipedia" against the interests of professionals. This is unecessarily

antagonistic and stands in stark contrast to my position and status as a non-psychologist advocating for

the preservation of knowledge in the public domain. That is my only interest. Toward that end, I wish to

state my desire to work with my fellow Wikipedians to build consensus. I want constructively propose that

we apply two other policies and guidelines to our discussions. The first is the WP:TALK guideline which

says that "The policies that apply to articles apply also (if not to the same extent) to talk pages,

including Wikipedia's verification, neutral point of view and no original research policies." After all, talk

pages are just one step away from the main article. And the second policy to consider in our discussions

is no original research. We have some pretty good rules of evidence and should use them. If you can't

support your opinion with evidence, then you're just advancing your own theory, which inevitably leads to

a campaigning for majority support and a "might makes right" philosophy. That's not how things are

supposed to work on Wikipedia. See WP:CONSENSUS According to Wikipedia:Etiquette it's okay to

"admit when you disagree based on intuition or taste." I respect the right of my fellow Wikipedians to use

their WP:BRAIN, (see the essay) and give a lot of latitude to those who wish to express an opinion, but

that does not give you license to contradict established sources without due cause. You can simply

dismiss it as "an external influence." If we dismissed all external influences, what kind of encyclopedia

would that make us? Statements by a national health organization, according to our policy, are

considered secondary sources and may only be controverted by a source that directly claims to do so.

See WP:MEDRS

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Martinevans123 (talk) 23:08, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Mirafra (talk) 18:42, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Chillum

Note: Portions of this statement are paraphrased or directly quoted from Wikipedia:Drop the stick and

back slowly away from the horse carcass, Wikipedia:Get over it, and Wikipedia:Disruptive

editing#Refusal to 'get the point' (revisions as of 23:36, 12 August 2009)

There comes a point in every debate where the debate itself has come to a natural end. After it has been

determined, through multiple processes, that a certain result will stand, it makes no sense to continue

fighting. Editors feeling the need to continue fighting after the result has been settled need to get over it

and work together to improve the encyclopedia.

The consensus in this matter has become abundantly clear. Failure to accept this consensus has been,

and is continuing to be disruptive to the development of the article. In some cases, editors have

perpetuated disputes by sticking to an allegation or viewpoint long after the consensus of the community

has rejected it, repeating it almost without end, and refusing to acknowledge others' input or their own

error.

This issue has ceased to be about if we should display the images on the article or not. It has instead

become a clash between consensus and those who do not wish to accept consensus. The consensus

arrived at by this RFC, and prior discussions, should be respected by all parties and we should all stop

wasting time on this issue and get back to writing the article.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Chillum 23:36, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 23:43, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Absofrigginlutely, and suggest sanctions should Danglingdiagnosis et alia continue harping on an

issue where consensus has been settled for three bleeding years. ! ROUX ! 23:53, 12 August 2009

(UTC)

4. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 23:55, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

5. The consensus is indeed pretty clear, and the topic has been debated comprehensively. --LjL

(talk) 00:14, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Quasistellar (talk) 01:52, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Stifle (talk) 10:40, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Garycompugeek (talk) 15:30, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Any further debate of these same points after this RfC is just forum shopping in my eyes. Gigs

(talk) 17:13, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Resolute 17:15, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Indeed. Reminds me of Little Hans and the dead horse. And Nietzsche. Maybe I need therapy.

VerbalVerbal chat 17:27, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Dlabtot (talk) 17:30, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

13. It's clear what the consensus is. The images stay. --Falcorian (talk) 21:02, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Yes. — Gavia immer (talk) 05:42, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Most definitely. Also suggest sanctions against those who are unwilling to contribute to this topic

productively. Consensus is abundantly clear, let's move on. Regards, --— Cyclonenim | Chat  15:13,

14 August 2009 (UTC)

16. *** Crotalus *** 16:51, 14 August 2009 (UTC) 100% agreed. The consensus is clear, and I

have created {{Uw-rorschach1}}, {{Uw-rorschach2}}, and {{Uw-rorschachblock}} for possible use

against those who persist in defying it.

17. hmwith t  23:38, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

18. well said Chillum, let's put this to bed already Beeblebrox (talk) 00:15, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Quite. –Juliancolton | Talk 04:19, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Very good points indeed. — Ched :   ?  11:10, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Axl ¤ [Talk] 19:38, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Yes please. There haven't been new points made in quite a long time, it's just the same

arguments cycling over and over and over again. The article has continued to improve only despite

this. Bryan Derksen (talk) 21:57, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Observations by FT2

It is not our place to judge the merits of the claims of "harm", nor are we truly competent to do so other

than as lay-people. We can assess the seeming-reasonableness (or otherwise) of the claims made, but

we are an encyclopedia, rather than a censor of others' notable material and reference information.

We can note for example that the images date from 1921, are public domain, are very well publicized and

library'ed already, and that a person wishing to research the images or proposed responses online or

offline to fool a tester, can very easily do so whatever decision we make.

While full inclusion might be relevant for Wikimedia Commons or Wikisource, as an encyclopedia we

need to ask whether all ten are needed or not - are they such a classic as to warrant including all of

them in the article? That's a content consensus issue though, different from the basic principle of

include/exclude.

If the test is useful and disclosure is indeed a problem, I suggest strongly to the psychological world that

new images are created and responses assessed and standardized. The problem under discussion here

will not be resolved by Wikipedia including or not including them -- the basic problem stems from the fact

it is now 88 years from publication and almost as long since the death of the creator. FT2 (Talk | email)

21:44, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by KGyST

I have involved in the Hungarian discussion of the showing/not showing the Rorschach-tables, and there

are some arguments I didn't find here, although it's possible that they are so old that I didn't read so back

in time. But maybe some of You don't know them.

Rorschach seemingly published his book, and made efforts to propagate it. It would be desirable to

know His own thoughts about the public availability of His work, but it seems He would agree.

I Hungary it is evident that if something is not totally transparent, bad guys can cheat it. From other

sources it's obvious that the test itself is widely used making decisions that heavily affect people's

lives, so the temptation is strong, and for those whose lives are affected, the tables are available, so

it's arguable that among the testees knowledge of the tables is over the average. From this point of

view physicist's arguments about knowing the tables before the test is right the opposite of itself: if a

significant number of testees know the tables, and the physicist supposes they don't (since if they

have seen the tables for cheating, they say they haven't, if they haven't, they say they haven't), it's

more desirable to show the tables to everybody and to suppose they all know them. (It's not so

simple, since people start thinking about tables consciously or unconsciously, that thy physicist must

take into account, and indeed worsens the test, but every tester agrees that this doesn't block it)

In general, the similar problem stands for the testers themselves. If this disputed and important test is

not totally transparent and (anonymous) results are not knowable in great numbers, one can think

testers don't want to discuss about their "black magic box'.

If showing the tables 'ruins' the tests themselves, it can provide ground for a better image-based

projective test. In general, in the information age, as it's well known, You cannot hide anything from

the public, so sooner or later every test (regardless of 70 years of copyright) table finds it's way to the

public, whether psychologists want it or not. But such a constraint (the always-availability of the tables

to the public) can lead to devising a new image-based projective test, where inkblots are created (say,

by a computer) for every patient uniquely (he or she can take it with him/her after the test), and the

tester interprets the answers trough a method devised not for every single one of the ten tables, but

in a more general way. (The computer could be said to generate some important features on some of

the table) This would be a great process, since:

It would solve the problem with doing the tests more than once, that (not by numbers, but by ways

of usage) is quite common, although one could think it is prohibited

Nobody could cheat, or cheating would be more difficult

The test examples would be freely available and disputable

If the test doesn't consist of strictly ten tables, one can make faster or deeper tests. If a case is

more difficult, a wider range of tables can be applied, and process can be studied more frequently

(it's not suggested to retake the original tests within a year)

Devising such a test can lead to a better understanding what the testees see and how they see.

From this point of view showing all the ten same tables is similar to describing always the same

ten species for a zoologist.

On this basis I think Wikipedia must show all the tables as a science-historical examples.

1. KGyST (talk) 08:37, 16 August 2009 (UTC)

Reminder to use the talk page for discussion

All comments not related to an endorsement, and all threaded responses to an endorsement, should be

contribs
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Statement of the dispute

I'm opening this RfC as an admin who has been lightly involved with some behavioral issues on

Talk:Rorschach test. I have no involvement in the content issues themselves. I'm hoping that fresh eyes

will bring closure to a dispute that shows no sign of abating.

The basic issue is this: the Rorschach test is used by psychologists to evaluate personalities based on

people's responses to a series of ten inkblot images, such as this one. The argument is that the patterns

you see within these images are indicative of certain states of mind. Researchers are divided on the

value of the test, some seeing it as informative, others arguing that it's too subjective to be reliable.

The creator of the test, Hermann Rorschach, died in 1922, which means the images are in the public

domain. All ten images are available on the Commons . They were added  to the article in June,

prompting protests from psychologists who say the test is undermined if patients have already seen the

images and the most common answers. See, e.g., The New York Times  and The Globe and Mail  . I

believe the argument is that the addition of the images to the article makes them more available than if

they were only on the Commons.

The basic questions for this RfC, then, are:

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers?

Does the harm argument carry any weight? Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses?

The desired outcome is that a resolution be suggested by consensus during this RfC, which will be

respected even if not to everyone's liking. SlimVirgin talk|contribs 16:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

Previous attempts at dispute resolution

Wikipedia:Requests for mediation/Rorschach test, not accepted by all parties

RFC: Should the potential for harm to result inform our editorial decisions regarding encyclopedic

content?

Talk:Rorschach test/images

Talk:Rorschach test/2009 consensus review

Applicable policies and guidelines

Wikipedia:Neutral point of view

Wikipedia:Verifiability

Wikipedia:Public domain

Wikipedia:What Wikipedia is not

Statement by LjL

Wikipedia is not censored, so relevant images and text should not be removed because some people

object to their viewing. No disclaimers should be used (although the current lead image may be moved to

a more appropriate section if a better lead image is found). Even disregarding these guidelines on the

grounds that they should be ignored in this case, the claimed harm is 1) not ultimately, definitely provable

2) so indirect that it cannot be taken to require an exception to policy 3) claimed to be potentially

generated by such a wide variety of content that virtually all article content on test description and

interpretation ought to be removed on its ground (for instance, sources state that test subjects should not

receive any hints whatsoever that "color" may be important in their responses, because that will skew

results).

A compromise involving removal of some of the 10 images (note, a very limited set of material that

cannot grow in number, not really an image gallery in the "unwanted" sense) is not acceptable, because

sizeable parts of the article content specifically discuss the images individually or in groups (for instance

by color components).

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --LjL (talk) 16:53, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. -- Piotr Konieczny aka Prokonsul Piotrus| talk  17:04, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. --DuncanHill (talk) 17:06, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. --Jezhotwells (talk) 17:28, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. hmwith t  17:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Quasistellar (talk) 18:40, 7 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other

edits outside this topic.

8. Chillum 19:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

10. DreamGuy (talk) 20:47, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:12, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

12. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:29, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

13. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:26, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Jakew (talk) 15:59, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

16. iridescent 19:18, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

17. (also)Happy!melon 19:43, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Falcorian (talk) 20:35, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

19. WS (talk) 20:41, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Jclemens (talk) 02:31, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

22. --Mysidia (talk) 14:43, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

23. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

24. --Cybercobra (talk) 23:19, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

25. Binksternet (talk) 00:39, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

26. Ipatrol (talk) 01:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Jafeluv (talk) 06:53, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

28. ZabMilenkoHOW AM I DRIVING? 07:34, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

29. VerbalVerbal chat 13:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

30. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:53, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

31. *** Crotalus *** 17:08, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

32. JoshuaZ (talk) 17:18, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

33. Gwinva (talk) 22:31, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

34. DGG (talk) 01:30, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

35. Strongly opposed to censorship --Matheuler 03:55, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

36. Matt Deres (talk) 04:23, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

37. Noodle snacks (talk) 08:13, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

38. —TheDJ (talk • contribs) 13:23, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

39. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:17, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

40. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:22, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

41. ! ROUX ! 03:30, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

42. KGyST (talk) 16:42, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

43. Ironholds (talk) 04:02, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

44. Stifle (talk) 09:08, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

45. Gigs (talk) 16:01, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

46. Smerdis of Tlön (talk) 15:58, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

47. –blurpeace (talk) 20:48, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

48. Agree with basic message. Disagree with the need to publish all of this quackery. NVO (talk)

10:28, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

49. — Ched :   ?  11:04, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

50. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:15, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

51. Tim Song (talk) 01:09, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

52. Chutznik (talk) 17:26, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

53. Nicolas1981 (talk) 12:11, 19 August 2009 (UTC)

54. Staxringold talk  15:53, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

55. --Cameron Scott (talk) 21:59, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Roger

Show all ten. A lot of people would benefit, such as those who have to get this silly test done for a court,

and who want to know what it is all about. There is no evidence of harm, except that some psychologists

use the secrecy to create a phony mystique about the test, and they prefer to maintain the secrecy.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Roger (talk) 17:06, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. -- This has already been thrashed out at several forums. Jezhotwells (talk) 17:29, 7 August 2009

(UTC)

3. hmwith t  17:46, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. DreamGuy (talk) 20:46, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC) I agree but not exactly in those

words. Theoretic arguments of harm and benefit can be made equality persuasively.

7. I wouldn't use these words exactly, but I strongly believe the explaining of all things psychiatric

where possible. If people really want, they can read profiles and case studies on how mental

health professionals conclude patients have antisocial personality vs anxiety vs schizophrenia, all

three or none of the above. This is not substantively different. What is also worht noting is that the

test is rarely used anymore. I must have seen it used only once or twice in the past 15 years

myself. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:16, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

8. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:30, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Keep them available. They are public domain and are already available in book form since 1975

and on the internet since at least 2003.--BruceGrubb (talk) 00:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. iridescent 19:18, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Falcorian (talk) 20:35, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

13. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

14. VerbalVerbal chat 13:56, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

15. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:54, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

16. *** Crotalus *** 17:09, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

17. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:18, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Bearian (talk) 21:57, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Endorse ! ROUX ! 03:31, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Jusdafax (talk) 20:52, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Stifle (talk) 09:08, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Niteshift. The cat is already out of the bag. The info can be found elsewhere, so any (in my

opinion) imagined harm wouldn't be changed by deleting it here.

23. Chutznik (talk) 17:26, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

24. Goodmorningworld (talk) 01:05, 19 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Dlabtot

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers? Yes, our goal here is to

inform people, not to hide information or censor it.

Does the harm argument carry any weight? No, none whatsoever.

Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests? Outside interests, whether described as

'professional' or otherwise, are entirely irrelevant. We are guided by our policies which are determined

by community consensus.

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses? No, because no valid reasons have

been put forth to do so.

Wikipedia operates by consensus; consensus does not require unanimity; an unwillingness to accept a

consensus that you don't agree with is a form of disruption. Added: of course, no one is suggesting that

editors are not allowed to retain their own opinions.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LjL (talk) 17:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. hmwith t  17:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Chillum 19:21, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. DreamGuy (talk) 20:46, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:49, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. DuncanHill (talk) 20:51, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:16, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

9. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:31, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

10. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:27, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

12. iridescent 19:19, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

13. (also)Happy!melon 19:44, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Jclemens (talk) 02:32, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

16. Merovingian (T, C, L) 02:38, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

17. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Binksternet (talk) 00:44, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Except for that last blurb, people are entitled to retain an opinion and even act on them without

being construed as disruptive unless that is the intent or they are edit warring after a rough

consensus.--Ipatrol (talk) 01:58, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. --Cybercobra (talk) 03:49, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Jafeluv (talk) 06:53, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

22. VerbalVerbal chat 13:57, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

23. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:54, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

24. JoshuaZ (talk) 17:18, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

25. DGG (talk) 01:31, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

26. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:19, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:24, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

28. Bearian (talk) 21:57, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

29. Endorse, especially the statement about acting against consensus (in this case approximately

three years old, and unchanged in that time despite liberal and frequent application of WP:IDHT by

the vocal minority opposed); Ipatrol is flat out wrong. Retain the opinion, yes. Continually fight

against repeatedly re-established consensus? No. ! ROUX ! 03:34, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

30. KGyST (talk) 16:44, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

31. Stifle (talk) 09:09, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

32. –blurpeace (talk) 20:49, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

33. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:16, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

34. —Pie4all88 T C 16:12, 17 August 2009 (UTC), with the caveat that while users should not

continuously battle consensus, it is true that consensus can change.

35. Tim Song (talk) 01:11, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

36. --Cameron Scott (talk) 22:01, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by hmwith

Since Wikipedia is not censored, all 10 images should be shown in a gallery at the bottom of the page,

with no disclaimers. It's the user's own choice whether or not he wants to keep reading/researching at

that point. If he wants to skip that section, he can do so, as it will be obvious at a quick glance that the

gallery contains the inkblots. We're just here here to inform. Wikipedia contains content that may be

objectionable. We can't remove all information from the encyclopedia that is inappropriate to any one

person or group. As long as information contributes to the article and is encyclopedic, it belongs.

Addendum (15:11, 10 August 2009 (UTC)): I assumed that this went unsaid, but the lead image should

remain unless a better image is found. The best free image for the article should always be at the top.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. hmwith t  17:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LjL (talk) 17:58, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Chillum 19:20, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. DreamGuy (talk) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:17, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 21:39, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:32, 7 August 2009 (UTC) Further, many of the inkblots are already well-

known to laypersons.

8. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:28, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Falcorian (talk) 20:40, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Jclemens (talk) 02:33, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

13. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

14. --Cybercobra (talk) 01:36, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Ipatrol (talk) 02:03, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

16. Jafeluv (talk) 06:54, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

17. Noodle snacks (talk) 12:02, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

18. And the lead image should remain unless a better one is found (unlikely) VerbalVerbal chat 13:58, 10

August 2009 (UTC)

19. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. DGG (talk) 01:31, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

21. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:20, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:25, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

23. Bearian (talk) 21:58, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

24. Stifle (talk) 09:48, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

25. — Ched :   ?  11:06, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

26. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:17, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Chutznik (talk) 17:27, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Mirafra

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers?

No. The images themselves constitute the entirety of the test. The common answers and other supporting

information that have been added in recent weeks are further harmful to test security -- they do not

create an effective “cheatsheet” per se, but suggest a course of action that will create an invalid test

protocol. (The entire notion of there being “correct” answers to this test is itself a significant

misconception.) Extensive discussions of test content are not appropriate to the role of an encyclopedia;

the current editors appear to be trying to write a monograph more appropriate to a professional

publication. The article could provide high-quality encyclopedic content, given in nontechnical language,

without inappropriate disclosures of information that would harm test security.

Does the harm argument carry any weight? Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

Despite the creative imaginations of some, the use of psychological tests is not to read minds or control

minds. Tests are protected not to “create mystique,” but to establish a set of relatively standard conditions

under which the tests can be used, thus increasing the reliability and validity of the results. Psychologists

are enjoined by professional ethics to attempt to maintain test security as much as possible, for the sole

purpose of establishing those standard test conditions. Tests are often discussed in the professional

literature, in order to further scientific inquiry, but these discussions are not intended for consumption by

the general public, the way an encyclopedia article is.

While non-psychologist editors are not bound by legality in this matter, one would hope that they could

choose to collaborate with an allied profession, either because they accept that they would be causing

harm to the very knowledge they are attempting to document by rendering it less useful in the real world,

or because they can understand that the article could be made better by enabling the cooperation of

psychologist editors.

Wikipedia is, perhaps, a victim of its own success. As the most widely-accessed source of general

information on the Internet, we now hold great power in our hands. But with great power comes great

responsibility. As with the Biographies of Living Persons policy, we have to remember that, “Wikipedia

articles can affect real people's lives. This gives us an ethical and legal responsibility.”

Psychologists have a limited number of test instruments available; generating new ones and establishing

their validity and reliability is a process requiring many years, as well as enormous outlays of limited

research money and volunteer time. By publishing test content, we are interfering with professionals who

are trying to do their jobs, and denying people who would like psychological evaluations the opportunity to

have such evaluations.

Furthermore, since the Rorschach is often used in forensic contexts, where the possibility of an

individual"s being dangerous to themselves or to someone else is at issue, we must carefully consider our

role within the larger social world. If a person cannot be evaluated effectively because they have looked

up information on Wikipedia, then there is a substantial risk that a homicidal person or sexual predator

will be mistakenly allowed to go free, that a suicidal person will be prematurely pushed out of the

hospital, or that someone who the test could have shown to be safe will be unjustly considered

dangerous and deprived of freedom. Even a person who is not intending to mislead an evaluator, whose

only interest in seeking evaluation is to find out more about themselves, could easily inadvertently

sabotage their own evaluation by reading the content of this article.

While one might argue that it is the choice of the person reading the article, that would be ignoring the

fact that the people being protected by the use of psychological evaluations are often not the actual

people being evaluated (for instance, the children of an abusive parent). Additionally, if the disclosures on

WP are broad enough to invalidate the test more generally, such that it can no longer be used at all, this

action would have the effect of denying any person the choice to have such an evaluation. Any person

who does not want to take the Rorschach test, for any reason, already has the option to refuse to

consent to it, or to say, “I don"t see anything.”

Several editors have made claims that they feel that secure tests in general, or the Rorschach in

particular, should not be used at all by anyone. This claim is a clear example of POV-pushing, where

people who do not personally have the knowledge of the field are imposing their personal judgment on

how the field should work, and attempting to use Wikipedia as their tool to enforce that judgment on

others. The role of Wikipedia should be to provide neutral information regarding the validity and reliability

of the test, in order to enable people to make their own choices about whether they will use the test, or

consent to have the test administered to them.

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses?

Yes. Editors who are psychological professionals and who are knowledgeable about this and other

psychological tests have expressed an interest in contributing to these articles, in order to demystify the

testing process and to help provide higher-quality encyclopedic information. The current state of most

articles on secure tests is that most of them are barely written, while the Rorschach article has been

extensively written by editors whose writings do not accurately reflect the current research or uses of the

test; experts on the test have examined the content and find that it is inaccurate, confusing, and

misleading -- in short, of poor encyclopedic quality. However, because of the requirements under the

professional code of ethics to protect test security, unless an agreement to respect test security can be

made, those editors cannot contribute to this class of articles. To insist upon a policy that excludes the

class of editors who have the knowledge and perspective to improve the article is foolish at best, and

rather close to the nonprofessional editors establishing ownership of the article.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Mirafra (talk) 19:07, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Vannin (talk) 19:07, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Mex-psych (talk) 21:08, 8 August 2009 (UTC) — Mex-psych (talk • contribs) has made few or no other edits

outside this topic.

4. A Quest For Knowledge (talk) 04:39, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Martinevans123 (talk) 08:11, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Earlypsychosis (talk) 21:08, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

8. --Dela Rabadilla (talk) 03:16, 13 August 2009 (UTC) — Dela Rabadilla (talk • contribs) has made few or no

other edits outside this topic.

9. Very observant points, I concur wholeheartedly. This is not a debate about censorship; there's a

line between idealism and practicality that some of our passionate editors find difficult to locate.

This is not about "the man" cracking down on free speech. This is about us, as a community

recognising we have a responsibility as editors of the most prominent information source on the

planet, a responsibility that has already been acknowledged by the Living Persons policy, and a

responsibility we ought not to shy away from. That's before I even raise the issue that this article

is far closer to an academic paper than an encyclopaedic article and thus in flagrant violation of

WP:OR. +Hexagon1 (t) 08:26, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by 64.229.x.x

Anyone who wants to "cheat" on the Rorschach test can go to the library and read Rorschach's test :

scoring and interpretation By Alvin George Burstein and Sandra Loucks and a lot of the book is online

anyway thanks to google books[1] .

I don't think the test is used very widely these days anyway but even if it is the cat's been out of the bag

for years and already had several litters of kittens so keeping this information off of wikipedia would

hardly protect some sort of psychiatric trade secret.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. 64.229.169.25 (talk) 19:20, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. DreamGuy (talk) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. absolutely. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:18, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 21:22, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Resolute 03:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

7. iridescent 19:19, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Falcorian (talk) 20:38, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Absolutely. You make a great point. hmwith t  20:41, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Cirt (talk) 00:02, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Jclemens (talk) 02:33, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

12. ThemFromSpace 14:29, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

13. Binksternet (talk) 00:45, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Ipatrol (talk) 02:06, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

15. The fact that the same ten images have been the only ones in use for generations should itself

have raised concerns about test security for psychologists long before Wikipedia was created. -

-Metropolitan90 (talk) 03:04, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

16. --Cybercobra (talk) 03:50, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

17. Jafeluv (talk) 06:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

18. ZabMilenkoHOW AM I DRIVING? 07:37, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

19. ~ mazca talk 07:41, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Noodle snacks (talk) 12:01, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

21. VerbalVerbal chat 13:59, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Matt Deres (talk) 14:24, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

23. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

24. JoshuaZ (talk) 17:19, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

25. I'm reasonably sure that, even if the images were not on Wikipedia, a quick Google search would

yield all ten images, if not in the image search results, then certainly by following one of the

search result links. Tckma (talk) 18:22, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

26. Googlemeister (talk) 19:11, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Dlabtot (talk) 21:46, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

28. Chillum 22:25, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

29. Gwinva (talk) 22:32, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

30. Protonk (talk) 22:57, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

31. DGG (talk) 02:46, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

32.  Esradekan Gibb  "Talk" 13:22, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

33. — Satori Son 14:39, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

34. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:25, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

35. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:26, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

36. SteveBaker (talk) 02:36, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

37. The cat is out of the bag, and the litters of kittens have had their own litters. My belief is that all

the opposers know this of course, and they feel the only place they can (attempt to) control is

Wikipedia. They are wrong. ! ROUX ! 03:35, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

38. Fribbler (talk) 09:52, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

39. Stifle (talk) 10:37, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

40. Niteshift36. Damn near what I said above (including "the cat is out of the bag"). It's already out

there. Anyone with Google can find it. Niteshift36 (talk) 13:46, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

41. Gosox5555 (talk) 03:14, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

42. Not widely, but used. NVO (talk) 10:33, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

43. — Ched :   ?  11:07, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

44. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:17, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

45. Tim Song (talk) 01:11, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by WhatamIdoing

The argument about harm to potential test takers doesn't sway me. The vast majority of readers are

merely curious about the tests, the odds that they will ever take the test are quite low, and other sources

of much more complete information are readily available. Additionally, it's not ultimately Wikipedia's duty

to suppress information: e.g., we post LD50 information for chemicals (when known and relevant), even

though that information could be used to commit suicide.

However, I don't think that the inclusion of all ten images -- especially within a gallery -- is ultimately

encyclopedic. Actually, I'd remove the entire #The ten inkblots section, because a laundry list of typical

responses also strikes me as unencyclopedic.

A small subset of the images is very clearly encyclopedic, since it quickly and precisely communicates

the style of the images in a way that a verbal description could not, and therefore a small subset

(probably less than half) should be included. I would choose at least one monochrome and one

multicolored image, and I would place them in the article immediately adjacent to text discussing the

specific plate. For example, the section #Exner scoring system says that popular responses to the first

card "include bat, badge and coat of arms". It would be nice for the reader to be able to look directly at

the image at that point, and to decide whether these were rational responses. This is encyclopedic;

"here's a complete list of all responses that are considered normal" is not.

Finally, I would support an ==External link== to the full set of images (and anything else that's relevant)

on Wikicommons.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. WhatamIdoing (talk) 19:52, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LyrlTalk C 21:54, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Resolute 03:47, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. LK (talk) 18:39, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

5. — Satori Son 14:43, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Gosox5555 (talk) 03:13, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Cyclonenim

Whilst I appreciate the concern that publishing all ten of these images may be harmful to those who are

subjected to the test in future, I believe the images should be kept without compromise for the following

reasons:

a) The images are freely available in publications, I could go out to the shop and buy a book with

them in. As noted above, there are several articles on Google Scholar which list the images.

b) There is no conclusive proof that any harm can come from seeing these images, seeing as there is

debate about how useful they are in the first place. The images are subjective, and there is no

guarantee a test subject will use the same answer they thought of when they first saw the images.

c) Wikipedia is not controlled by what is moral, it is controlled by what is best for making the

encyclopaedia as informative, inclusive and accurate as possible. If that makes me a heartless bitch,

so be it, but it's important to remember this point.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Regards, --— Cyclonenim | Chat  19:57, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LjL (talk) 19:59, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Chillum 20:05, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

4. DuncanHill (talk) 20:10, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

5. DreamGuy (talk) 20:44, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:58, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:26, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Quasistellar (talk) 00:29, 8 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other

edits outside this topic.

9. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Jakew (talk) 15:59, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

11. iridescent 19:20, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Falcorian (talk) 20:38, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

13. hmwith t  20:43, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Cirt (talk) 00:03, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Jclemens (talk) 02:35, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

16. --NellieBly (talk) 13:11, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

17. ThemFromSpace 14:30, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

18. ~ Amory (user • talk • contribs) 16:44, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Binksternet (talk) 00:47, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

20. --Cybercobra (talk) 03:51, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Jafeluv (talk) 06:56, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

22. ZabMilenkoHOW AM I DRIVING? 07:39, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

23. Noodle snacks (talk) 12:01, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

24. VerbalVerbal chat 14:00, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

25. -- Cabe6403 (Talk•Sign) 15:09, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

26. –Juliancolton | Talk 15:56, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

27. Dlabtot (talk) 21:48, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

28. Agree wholeheartedly. The educational benefits of providing an encyclopaedic summary of the

test, responses, interpretation, validity, psychology (etc etc) to those interested in the subject far

outweighs any potential for harm from someone happening to remember interpretations they once

read and trying to fool a psychologist who depends solely on the results of a Rorschach test.

People deliberately looking for them as part of a cunning plot to avoid diagnosis can find them,

anyway. Gwinva (talk) 22:42, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

29. Actually, i doubt a good tester will be fooled. DGG (talk) 02:49, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

30. —TheDJ (talk • contribs) 13:26, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

31. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:26, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

32. Garycompugeek (talk) 19:28, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

33. Bearian (talk) 21:59, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

34. Again, per cattus ex baggus. ! ROUX ! 03:38, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

35. KGyST (talk) 17:18, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

36. Stifle (talk) 10:38, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

37. Niteshift36

38. — Ched :   ?  11:08, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

39. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:19, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

40. Tim Song (talk) 01:10, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

41. Hardtofindaname 10:24, 20 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Resolute

The debate over showing all ten inkblots seems to have been polarized into a "we must show all or we

are violating WP:NOTCENSORED". I do not buy this argument. In my view, the relevant aspect of the

image use policy would not support displaying all images in a gallery because showing all ten images

does not add significantly to a reader's understanding of the topic. I view the removal of the gallery as

being an editorial decision, and not one related to censorship, especially since we will still have at least

one of the real inkblots in the article, and visible links to the Commons category that shows all.

I think that until we are able to move beyond the argument of "removing any image is censorship", there

is no real hope for compromise. I reiterated a previous proposal at

Talk:Rorschach_test#Another_compromise_section in the hopes that it could lead to a productive soltion

that allows us to both continue to make the images freely available and lend greater consideration to the

industry's concerns. It gained no traction because of the "all or nothing" aspect of this argument. And

while, given only those two choices, I would also choose all over none, I find this to be a false dilemma

that is stonewalling any progress within this debate.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Resolute 20:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. LyrlTalk C 21:54, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. WhatamIdoing (talk) 01:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Mirafra (talk) 17:39, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Agree, although I would choose none over one, and already have done when it seemed to be a

real dilemma. Martinevans123 (talk) 20:31, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

6. — Satori Son 14:45, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

7. --Dela Rabadilla (talk) 03:14, 13 August 2009 (UTC) — Dela Rabadilla (talk • contribs) has made few or no

other edits outside this topic.

8. Bingo. My point exactly. NVO (talk) 10:34, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Jmh649

1. When we post concerns that the Rorschach is not a valid test we are not pushing our own POV

but those of people within the field who have published on the topic. See Wood for example.[2]

These opinions are those from experts in the field and are verifiable.

2. The field of psychology must look forwards. Those who beleive that the Rorschach is useful will

have to develop new norms regardless of the outcome of this debate. They have shown these

images for example on Fox news with the most common answers and they have been published

in many papers around the world this last week.

3. No one here believes psychologists are involved in mind control. What we do all agree is that they

use this test in some very important social situation involving some very vulnerable people ( like

child custody and criminal investigations ). And that these results can have a dramatic effect on

peoples lives. What we do disagree on is who should all be involved in the discussions

surrounding their use. One groups thinks this discussion should involve all parties involved ( ie. the

world as a whole ). The other group is trying to exclude everyone who disagrees with their opinion.

Even many of those within there own field. Some have commented that criticism from those who

do not regularly use the test is invalid. Only those who believe the test is useful use it, well those

who do not use the test do not believe it useful. The selection criteria guarantees that you get a

single answer.

4. Discussing this openly is an important part of science. And no one should be excluded from the

scientific discussion. The problems facing the world is not "too much understanding of science" but

rather "too little understanding". "Wikipedia articles can affect real people's lives" and I think

discussion of this test in full detail will over all effect real peoples lives in a positive way.

5. The opinions / ethics of the APA ( with 150,000 members ) should in no way override the opinions

/ ethics of Wikipedia members( 10 million editors)

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 21:20, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

2. DuncanHill (talk) 21:22, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

3. — Gavia immer (talk) 03:07, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. I agree, except I don't think this is a case of APA against Wikipedia by any stretch of the

imagination. That's just a rather weaselly argument made by some POV pushers, the same ones

who falsely claimed that 80% of all psychologists use the Rorschach when, in actuality, most

psychologists don't use any projective tests at all. DreamGuy (talk) 18:34, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

5. hmwith t  20:44, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

6. The Rohrschach is notoriously unreliable and invalid, facts well-established by independent

research, and shouldn't be used for any purpose, much less to make decisions about people's

lives. Whether the Wikipedia article includes the blots, I really don't care, but I do hope the

Wikipedia article (I haven't looked) gives an accurate picture of the research refuting claims of the

usefulness of this test. Agree with DreamGuy about the APA. Woonpton (talk) 02:33, 9 August

2009 (UTC)

7. Gwinva (talk) 22:45, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

8. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:32, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

9. And I question the APA as a source for ethical guidance. VerbalVerbal chat 09:16, 12 August 2009

(UTC)

10. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:22, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Mex-psych

I was directed to this webpage by a comment to my talk page. This is a new participation for me. I am a

psychologist in Mexico. It is typical in the introductory psychology courses to have information on the

Rorschach test. The books for the courses I am familiar with are those used in the Spanish countries,

and also to those in a few others. The books have a picture that looks like one of the actual blots, or at

most one of the real ones. None identify specifically the 'popular' responses, nor do they have reference

of the 'details' areas. The article on wikipedia does this. Now, it has been said that all of the information

is already available to those who would eagerly seek it. This is true, but the comprehensiveness of the

information is difficult to find. I believe it harms the use of this test for all future times to have all this

information on Wikipedia. It is necessary that there be some information available, but not necessary to

have it all so that the test is destroyed. Is it not fair to have the information of the test without the

wrecking of the test by having all of it?

There are wrong uses of psychological tests. This test has the use of helping with some diagnostic

questions. It has a usefulness for example of diagnosing the differences of the thinking disorder versus

the emotional based serious mental health disorder, like the schizophrenia aside from a psychotic

problem with the bi-polar. I do not think the arguments of it is bad to use the test for some peoples in

some situations makes sense. Misuse of testing is another issue aside from this article.

So my answer to the questions are: - not all the images require display and not the common responses

should be given - the wikipedia mission is one of several principles, not the only one, please respect

other principles too. - please provide normal encyclopedia informations.

Written with respect to the fact of other opinions, from other cultures than my own. If there is an offense

to any my words, I apologize.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Mex-psych (talk) 01:48, 8 August 2009 (UTC) — Mex-psych (talk • contribs) has made few or no other edits

outside this topic.

2. Mirafra (talk) 16:40, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Vannin (talk) 19:08, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Martinevans123 (talk) 20:28, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

5. LK (talk) 18:42, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Mike Serfas

I agree with several earlier comments, but I'll add that I think we should consider this within the context of

Wikipedia policy on trade secrets in general. I found a brief discussion of the topic

(Wikipedia:Administrators'_noticeboard/Archive129#Trade_secrets) which suggests that this has been

discussed at the legal level (WP:OTRS) but not as a matter of editing policy. The two are rather

unrelated to one another - suppressing a trade secret, if forced for legal reasons, would require Wikipedia

to delete revision history, so for that purpose it doesn't really matter what revisions editors decide on. But

I would also infer that WP:Sources and WP:Reliable sources would rule out including trade secrets.

Articles require reliable sources, and reliable sources are published sources, but any information

transmitted in confidence is presumably not "published". So I think that for legal reasons and by

established Wikipedia practice, trade secrets don't belong in articles, at least not until someone has

properly broken them by posting them to Wikileaks and provoking discussion in recognized media.

As I read it, the APA ethics code 9.11 ("reasonable efforts to maintain the integrity and security of test

materials... consistent with law and contractual obligations") seems intended to protect something akin to

trade secrets. I discussed the wording of the code in Talk:Rey-Osterreith Complex Figure#Image is

widely available. In reality, that test image is easily accessible to the general public and is maintained

online by a variety of professionals and scientific journals, without so much as a robots.txt restriction to

prevent the image from showing up on the first page of a www.google.com search. I doubt that these

publishers are all intentionally violating professional ethics. For these reasons, I am not convinced by

those who say that the APA ethics code prohibits the reposting of images or other information from open

access sources. Only a true psychological trade secret - information that can't be found on the Web or in

a thorough library search - would require a professional to break an agreement of confidentiality to post

the test data to Wikipedia. Since I don't think Wikipedia policy would allow the inclusion of such data

(because it cannot be verified by a motivated reader), I think Wikipedia is already in full compliance with

the ethical code.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Mike Serfas (talk) 22:12, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Not a reasoning I was previously familiar with, but seems to make sense. --LjL (talk) 22:34, 8

August 2009 (UTC)

3. Jclemens (talk) 02:37, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

4. I fully agree with this as well as the Rorschach test images have appeared in other sources as far

back as at least the 1970s--BruceGrubb (talk) 06:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

5. LyrlTalk C 12:15, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

6. ThemFromSpace 14:30, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Resolute 14:37, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

8. --Mysidia (talk) 14:46, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Quasistellar (talk) 01:12, 10 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other

edits outside this topic.

10. Chillum 01:36, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 06:23, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Tckma (talk) 18:25, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

13. —TheDJ (talk • contribs) 13:31, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

14. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:37, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Well said. And at the risk of repeating myself ad nauseam: the cat left the bag long, long ago. The

images are available to anyone with an internet connection already, and have been available to

anyone with a library card for decades. ! ROUX ! 03:40, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

16. VerbalVerbal chat 09:15, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

17. In line with my comments above that the claims that APA is against us is just a weasel argument

made by people with an agenda trying to ignore consensus and grasping at straws. DreamGuy

(talk) 13:32, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

18. Casliber (talk · contribs) 13:56, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:24, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Kallimachus

I think there is a solution that allows us to maintain integrity as an encyclopedia and to reasonably

prevent harm. First let me say that how the two are balanced depends on the situation. For this situation,

as has been stated above, there must be a balancing act between providing information for people

wanting to learn about the test and not disenfranchising people who could potentially be harmed by

viewing the article. As has been stated, it might no longer be as useful as a diagnostic test. For our

purposes there are two people that will come to the Rorschach site:

1. those that will never take the test and for which the 'preventing harm' principle doesn't apply

2. those that will take the test: where the 'preventing harm' principle does apply

It is reasonable to assume that releasing answers to a test could impair the diagnostic ability of that test.

Unlike some of the above posters, I think a disclaimer that says It is possible, but not proven, that

viewing the actual inkblots below could negatively impact the future diagnostic ability of the

Rorschach test. If you do not want to view the inkblots then you should skip that section. We

should make the disclaimer factual, as the disclaimer gives us an opportunity to highlight any (or lack of)

research about how distribution of test materials impacts diagnostic capability.

Should our article display all 10 images and the most common answers? Yes

Does the harm argument carry any weight? Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

Yes, the harm argument does carry weight.

Should a compromise be found e.g. not showing all 10 images, positioning them below the fold, not

publishing so much information about the common responses? Yes, a factual disclaimer should be

used.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Kallimachus (talk) 16:56, 9 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Regards, --— Cyclonenim | Chat  21:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC) - I see no issue with using a

disclaimer.

3. LK (talk) 18:45, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Fifelfoo

Does Wikipedia's mission overrule professional interests?

When there is a conflict between ethical codes, wikipedia editors who are beholden to an external code

(professional ethics for example) should not violate wikipedia's ethical codes, and should avoid conflicts

of interest. The easiest way to achieve this is by not breaking wikipedia's ethical codes by editing in a

manner consistent with conflicting external ethical codes.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Fifelfoo (talk) 03:11, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 06:23, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

3. LjL (talk) 12:55, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

4. We can't just pick and choose which external codes to follow. There are infinite. hmwith t  15:17,

10 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Jafeluv (talk) 11:37, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

6. I second what hmwith says. I think that we should stick to wikipedia policies.-

-Literaturegeek | T@1k? 16:39, 11 August 2009 (UTC)

7. They shouldn't violate their own ethical codes or those of wikipedia. If there is a conflict, they

should not edit those pages. VerbalVerbal chat 09:11, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

8. KGyST (talk) 17:32, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Niteshift36. Nobody forces those editors to edit here.

10. Sort of. In my experience the people who still use this quackery to judge others - the ones I saw

were personnel recruitment clerks, college dropout girls - are not bound by any code. Maybe

others are not as hopeless? NVO (talk) 10:42, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Bryan Derksen (talk) 12:25, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Literaturegeek

I have been aware for sometime of continued disruption on the Rorschach test article. Whilst I have not

involved myself in the article, I have read from time to time the arguments on the talk page. I felt it

necessary to add my views as this is a long running disruption to wikipedia which is repeatedly spilling

out onto noticeboards, various usertalk pages, dragging in more and more editors so after seeing this Rfc

pop up on the psychiatric task force (which is on my watch list) I decided to make this statement.

The main gist of the argument seems to center on the fact that by having the images on the wikipedia

article of what are essentially someone who poured some ink on a paper, folded it and then asks people

to interpret it and then makes a supposedly "scientific" diagnosis of some serious pathology. The reality is

this diagnosing of serious mental health disorders, its use sometimes in court to determine whether

someone is at risk of reoffending, whether they are a sociopath or whether they are suicidal from what I

gather is a hugely controversial diagnostic method. This controversy is verified by several good reviews

about whether it actually causes harm or whether diagnosing via interpretations of ink patterns even

"works". Anyway I shall get to my point. My point is this the benefits and harm are very controversial and

therefore the argument that "the ink blot" images must be deleted as they are harming the test and

"endangering" society and individuals who may have been exposed (via the ink mark interpretation test)

as dangerous sociopathic predators or suicidally depressed individuals is a null and void argument as it is

controversial way of diagnosing pathologies of the mind via ink marks from folded paper and also wiki

reports what is verifiable and not based on some editors thinking the facts are "harmful" or "not harmful".

So the core argument of those opposing the images is as I say null and void. There are much better

ways of making diagnosis which are much less controversial. A strong decision is needed one way of

another to settle this dispute once and for all to stop this disruption to the wikipedia project. In the grand

scheme of things I do not really mind one way or the other what the decision is but these are my views. I

admit however, that I am not an expert on the (Rorschach test), I am just familar with the dispute.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 18:10, 10 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 23:25, 10 August 2009 (UTC) Agree that we need a strong

statement one way of the other to end this dispute. Something such as "removal of well sourced

info in the public domain is vandalism"

3. Per Doc James. ! ROUX ! 03:41, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

4. VerbalVerbal chat 09:06, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

5. Resolute 23:01, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Dela Rabadilla

Like most high school tests, or any other that whose premise is that the questions are not known by the

test taker, the Rorschach test is affected by the details that are being published on this page. This test is

extensively used around the world in mental health for diagnosis of major mental disorders. Disorders

that may require medication and/or long-term treatment. I think that unfortunately many have voiced

rejection for the professions that are the sources for the article content itself. Many have expressed

positions that are at odds with currently accepted scientific thought, in an article on a scientific topic. The

best thing for the Wikipedia community inclusive of it's readers, would be to reconsider the original

humanitarian purpose of an encyclopedia and adjust it's policies. But we have the current reality to deal

with. I think all the current correct content should remain, and most importantly the fact that the test is

unequivocally hampered by the information published, should also be part of the Wikipedia. Not as a

disclosure but as current scientific thought. Just the fact that this article is now famous should be reason

enough for this information to be in the wikipedia. Then, I think that as contentious editors we should

heed our own publication, and structure the article in a way that gives the best opportunity to the reader

to make a choice on their own.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --Dela Rabadilla (talk) 03:27, 12 August 2009 (UTC) — Dela Rabadilla (talk • contribs) has made few or no

other edits outside this topic.

2. Martinevans123 (talk) 22:02, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

4. Mirafra (talk) 18:41, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by DanglingDiagnosis

As stated in the opening comments, there are four applicable policies and guidelines. Let me address

each one:

1. Wikipedia:Neutral point of view, by the very definition of the word "neutral" requires that we not

produce (or reproduce) results that are favorable to one particular point of view. It is better to

provide zero information than information that removes the ability of the reader to make his or her

own choice.

2. Wikipedia:Verifiability: In the future, we will have trouble verifying the source for the images.

geocities  pages, including the source for our images will be closed on October 26th, 2009. It's

not very reliable if it goes away, is it? I'm also concerned about the quality of the source. It's of

questionable quality: It is self-published, with a clear ax to grind against psychologists and "their

stupid science." [3]  Why should the reader trust this source? Even if the author is telling the

truth, and I'm not saying she isn't, "the threshold for inclusion in Wikipedia is verifiability, not truth."

(See WP:V) A source more reputable than this is difficult to find, even using Google Scholar. If my

websurfing skills are faulty, then please forgive me and feel free to post a link in the "external

references" section of the main article. Much appreciated and thank you. Imagine what our readers

are thinking? I don't wish for Wikipedia to stand alone as the only reputable source willing to

publish the images. That's not how things are supposed to work here.

3. Wikipedia:Public domain states that "anyone can use them [works in the PD] in any way and for

any purpose. But common sense tells us that use of works in the public domain should not

damage their utility for use by others, the "anyone" mentioned in the policy. See The tragedy of

the commons.

4. Wikipedia:What Wikipedia is not contains the much referred to, but seldom quoted policy that

Wikipedia is not censored. Let me quote it now for the first time in this debate: The policy

specifically defines objectionable material to be offensive in some way and states that "Words and

images that would be considered offensive, profane, or obscene by typical Wikipedia readers

should be used if and only if their omission would cause the article to be less informative, relevant,

or accurate, and no equally suitable alternatives are available." No one here is claiming that the

images are "offensive, profane, or obscene." I'm not offended by them. They're interesting, of

course, but not offensive. Further I don't believe I am advocating political or ideological censorship

either. If it's not political or ideological censorship, or censorship of obscenity, profanity, just what

kind of censorship is it? I'll tell you what: It's none of those things. It's something else that we don't

consider in our policy. Therefore, the policy, as written or in spirit, does not apply to our situation.

We have a special and unique situation, here.

Finally I wish to state my commitment to the mission of Wikipedia. I object to the opening comments

which pits "the mission of Wikipedia" against the interests of professionals. This is unecessarily

antagonistic and stands in stark contrast to my position and status as a non-psychologist advocating for

the preservation of knowledge in the public domain. That is my only interest. Toward that end, I wish to

state my desire to work with my fellow Wikipedians to build consensus. I want constructively propose that

we apply two other policies and guidelines to our discussions. The first is the WP:TALK guideline which

says that "The policies that apply to articles apply also (if not to the same extent) to talk pages,

including Wikipedia's verification, neutral point of view and no original research policies." After all, talk

pages are just one step away from the main article. And the second policy to consider in our discussions

is no original research. We have some pretty good rules of evidence and should use them. If you can't

support your opinion with evidence, then you're just advancing your own theory, which inevitably leads to

a campaigning for majority support and a "might makes right" philosophy. That's not how things are

supposed to work on Wikipedia. See WP:CONSENSUS According to Wikipedia:Etiquette it's okay to

"admit when you disagree based on intuition or taste." I respect the right of my fellow Wikipedians to use

their WP:BRAIN, (see the essay) and give a lot of latitude to those who wish to express an opinion, but

that does not give you license to contradict established sources without due cause. You can simply

dismiss it as "an external influence." If we dismissed all external influences, what kind of encyclopedia

would that make us? Statements by a national health organization, according to our policy, are

considered secondary sources and may only be controverted by a source that directly claims to do so.

See WP:MEDRS

Users who endorse this summary:

1. --Danglingdiagnosis (talk) 22:58, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Martinevans123 (talk) 23:08, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Mirafra (talk) 18:42, 18 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by Chillum

Note: Portions of this statement are paraphrased or directly quoted from Wikipedia:Drop the stick and

back slowly away from the horse carcass, Wikipedia:Get over it, and Wikipedia:Disruptive

editing#Refusal to 'get the point' (revisions as of 23:36, 12 August 2009)

There comes a point in every debate where the debate itself has come to a natural end. After it has been

determined, through multiple processes, that a certain result will stand, it makes no sense to continue

fighting. Editors feeling the need to continue fighting after the result has been settled need to get over it

and work together to improve the encyclopedia.

The consensus in this matter has become abundantly clear. Failure to accept this consensus has been,

and is continuing to be disruptive to the development of the article. In some cases, editors have

perpetuated disputes by sticking to an allegation or viewpoint long after the consensus of the community

has rejected it, repeating it almost without end, and refusing to acknowledge others' input or their own

error.

This issue has ceased to be about if we should display the images on the article or not. It has instead

become a clash between consensus and those who do not wish to accept consensus. The consensus

arrived at by this RFC, and prior discussions, should be respected by all parties and we should all stop

wasting time on this issue and get back to writing the article.

Users who endorse this summary:

1. Chillum 23:36, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

2. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 23:43, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

3. Absofrigginlutely, and suggest sanctions should Danglingdiagnosis et alia continue harping on an

issue where consensus has been settled for three bleeding years. ! ROUX ! 23:53, 12 August 2009

(UTC)

4. --Literaturegeek | T@1k? 23:55, 12 August 2009 (UTC)

5. The consensus is indeed pretty clear, and the topic has been debated comprehensively. --LjL

(talk) 00:14, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

6. Quasistellar (talk) 01:52, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

7. Stifle (talk) 10:40, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

8. Garycompugeek (talk) 15:30, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

9. Any further debate of these same points after this RfC is just forum shopping in my eyes. Gigs

(talk) 17:13, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

10. Resolute 17:15, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

11. Indeed. Reminds me of Little Hans and the dead horse. And Nietzsche. Maybe I need therapy.

VerbalVerbal chat 17:27, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

12. Dlabtot (talk) 17:30, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

13. It's clear what the consensus is. The images stay. --Falcorian (talk) 21:02, 13 August 2009 (UTC)

14. Yes. — Gavia immer (talk) 05:42, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

15. Most definitely. Also suggest sanctions against those who are unwilling to contribute to this topic

productively. Consensus is abundantly clear, let's move on. Regards, --— Cyclonenim | Chat  15:13,

14 August 2009 (UTC)

16. *** Crotalus *** 16:51, 14 August 2009 (UTC) 100% agreed. The consensus is clear, and I

have created {{Uw-rorschach1}}, {{Uw-rorschach2}}, and {{Uw-rorschachblock}} for possible use

against those who persist in defying it.

17. hmwith t  23:38, 14 August 2009 (UTC)

18. well said Chillum, let's put this to bed already Beeblebrox (talk) 00:15, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

19. Quite. –Juliancolton | Talk 04:19, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

20. Very good points indeed. — Ched :   ?  11:10, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

21. Axl ¤ [Talk] 19:38, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

22. Yes please. There haven't been new points made in quite a long time, it's just the same

arguments cycling over and over and over again. The article has continued to improve only despite

this. Bryan Derksen (talk) 21:57, 17 August 2009 (UTC)

Observations by FT2

It is not our place to judge the merits of the claims of "harm", nor are we truly competent to do so other

than as lay-people. We can assess the seeming-reasonableness (or otherwise) of the claims made, but

we are an encyclopedia, rather than a censor of others' notable material and reference information.

We can note for example that the images date from 1921, are public domain, are very well publicized and

library'ed already, and that a person wishing to research the images or proposed responses online or

offline to fool a tester, can very easily do so whatever decision we make.

While full inclusion might be relevant for Wikimedia Commons or Wikisource, as an encyclopedia we

need to ask whether all ten are needed or not - are they such a classic as to warrant including all of

them in the article? That's a content consensus issue though, different from the basic principle of

include/exclude.

If the test is useful and disclosure is indeed a problem, I suggest strongly to the psychological world that

new images are created and responses assessed and standardized. The problem under discussion here

will not be resolved by Wikipedia including or not including them -- the basic problem stems from the fact

it is now 88 years from publication and almost as long since the death of the creator. FT2 (Talk | email)

21:44, 15 August 2009 (UTC)

Statement by KGyST

I have involved in the Hungarian discussion of the showing/not showing the Rorschach-tables, and there

are some arguments I didn't find here, although it's possible that they are so old that I didn't read so back

in time. But maybe some of You don't know them.

Rorschach seemingly published his book, and made efforts to propagate it. It would be desirable to

know His own thoughts about the public availability of His work, but it seems He would agree.

I Hungary it is evident that if something is not totally transparent, bad guys can cheat it. From other

sources it's obvious that the test itself is widely used making decisions that heavily affect people's

lives, so the temptation is strong, and for those whose lives are affected, the tables are available, so

it's arguable that among the testees knowledge of the tables is over the average. From this point of

view physicist's arguments about knowing the tables before the test is right the opposite of itself: if a

significant number of testees know the tables, and the physicist supposes they don't (since if they

have seen the tables for cheating, they say they haven't, if they haven't, they say they haven't), it's

more desirable to show the tables to everybody and to suppose they all know them. (It's not so

simple, since people start thinking about tables consciously or unconsciously, that thy physicist must

take into account, and indeed worsens the test, but every tester agrees that this doesn't block it)

In general, the similar problem stands for the testers themselves. If this disputed and important test is

not totally transparent and (anonymous) results are not knowable in great numbers, one can think

testers don't want to discuss about their "black magic box'.

If showing the tables 'ruins' the tests themselves, it can provide ground for a better image-based

projective test. In general, in the information age, as it's well known, You cannot hide anything from

the public, so sooner or later every test (regardless of 70 years of copyright) table finds it's way to the

public, whether psychologists want it or not. But such a constraint (the always-availability of the tables

to the public) can lead to devising a new image-based projective test, where inkblots are created (say,

by a computer) for every patient uniquely (he or she can take it with him/her after the test), and the

tester interprets the answers trough a method devised not for every single one of the ten tables, but

in a more general way. (The computer could be said to generate some important features on some of

the table) This would be a great process, since:

It would solve the problem with doing the tests more than once, that (not by numbers, but by ways

of usage) is quite common, although one could think it is prohibited

Nobody could cheat, or cheating would be more difficult

The test examples would be freely available and disputable

If the test doesn't consist of strictly ten tables, one can make faster or deeper tests. If a case is

more difficult, a wider range of tables can be applied, and process can be studied more frequently

(it's not suggested to retake the original tests within a year)

Devising such a test can lead to a better understanding what the testees see and how they see.

From this point of view showing all the ten same tables is similar to describing always the same

ten species for a zoologist.

On this basis I think Wikipedia must show all the tables as a science-historical examples.

1. KGyST (talk) 08:37, 16 August 2009 (UTC)

Reminder to use the talk page for discussion

All comments not related to an endorsement, and all threaded responses to an endorsement, should be

contribs

project page

search
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Make a donation to Wikipedia and give the gift of knowledge!
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• People may fundamentally disagree
- but you can’t know a priori...

• Big egos & trust

• Having the time & patience
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Contributing
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• The problem
- what is at stake
- possible solutions & tradeoffs
- open questions

• The dialog
- what people are saying & why
- who is involved
- current state of consensus
- if others have stated or share your opinion
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• Where to effectively communicate my position

• How to attract attention to...
- unanswered questions
- claims that need attention
- a new position or solution
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• Moving forward
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<SIGNALING DEMO>
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http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/travis/movies/signaling.swf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/travis/movies/signaling.swf


Demos

Signaling

Dynamic 
Summary

Augmenting Discussion Iterating
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Demos

Signaling

Dynamic 
Summary

Augmenting Discussion Iterating

- attention channeling

- what people are looking @ & feeling 
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Signaling

• Many possible interfaces for signaling

- doesn’t have to be sentences

- different input

- highlighting vs. other means

• Drilling deeper: understanding “why?”

- prompting for reasons

- showing aggregated signals

• Filtering annotations
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Signaling

• Many possible interfaces for signaling

- doesn’t have to be sentences

- different input
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• Drilling deeper: understanding “why?”

- prompting for reasons

- showing aggregated signals
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Demos

Augmenting Discussion Iteration

- attention channeling

- what people are looking @ & feeling Signaling

Dynamic 
Summary
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- see active areas of discussion
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- see active areas of discussion

- changes since your last visit
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Demos

Augmenting Discussion Iterating

- attention channeling
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- see active areas of discussion
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Demos

Augmenting Discussion Iterating

- attention channeling
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<DYNAMIC SUMMARY DEMO>
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http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/travis/movies/summaries.swf
http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/travis/movies/summaries.swf


Demos

Augmenting Discussion Iterating

- attention channeling

- what people are looking @ & feeling 
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- assess current state of consensus

- pulling people back in

- attention channeling

- what people are looking @ & feeling 

Demos

Augmenting Discussion Iterating

- see active areas of discussion

- changes since your last visit

- unite dueling discussions

- break the tyranny of linear text

Signaling

Dynamic 
Summary
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Continuous feedback on state of consensus

• How do you tell you have “consensus”?

- maybe we can detect when endorsements are not changing

• Periodically ask participants to review & revise their position

- dynamic summaries are easier to shop around

- more intelligent awareness mechanisms than watchlists
‣ a position you endorsed has been updated

‣ please highlight the most convincing reason

• Maybe consensus can be achieved on intermediate states

- are all options clearly stated?

- have all arguments been summarized?

- Continuous feedback about state of consensus
‣ what is your preference? => why (e.g. selection of reasons) 

=> link back to discussion
‣ keep a pulse on consensus -- get a dynamic representation; 

detect convergence / stabilization

‣ keep people involved @ higher level than watchlists (e.g. a 
phase has completed, a reason you added was 
questioned...)

‣ Putting it all together: view each deliberation as a blank 
polling instrument to be collaboratively constructed w/ ability 
to drill down
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Outline

✓ Introduction

✓Decision-making practice

✓Why is consensus seeking challenging?

✓Demos

• Moving forward
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Need your help...	

• Feedback!!

- user:leafman

- travis@cs.washington.edu

• Participate in research

- interviews

- user testing

- mock debates

32
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Questions?
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